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Table 1

This table presents the descriptive statistics of the Reaction metrics. Excluding 

Likes (due to their emotional ambiguity), the most dominant Reaction to images 

on the Syrian Revolution Network page was Sad (M= 59,05 and SD = 158), followed 

by Angry (M= 21,95 and SD = 59), reflecting the sufferings and rebellion impulses 

for the revolution itself and suggesting a sort of indignation toward the posted 

contents.

Table 2

This table shows the Spearman’s correlations between the Reaction buttons as 

they were used in the Syrian Revolution Network page. The table shows that the 

negative emotion Reactions (Sad and Angry) were highly correlated (rs= .738, 

p.000). On the other hand, the positive Reactions (Love and Haha) go together but 

were more distinct (rs= .444, p.000). The seemingly neutral Wow Reaction button 

was stronger correlated with the positive emotions, Love (rs=.419, p <.000) and 

Haha (r=.469; p <.001), compared to the negative emotion, Angry (rs=.099; p <.000). 

All in all, Reactions to images often appeared bimodal, rather than having one 

dominant response. 
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In early 2016 I was presented with the opportunity to pursue a PhD. 

At the time I was teaching ethics classes to journalism students. In 

these classes, we discussed the question of whether we need to see 

suffering in order to be able to act as moral human beings. Inspired 

by these discussions, I decided to take the visuality of the Syrian war 

and its subsequent suffering as a case at hand for my PhD research. As 

social networks produce a particular visuality that reflects the atten-

tion economy governing this space, I asked myself how the visuality of 

this distant war is impacted by the platform’s architectures that are 

based on an economy of attention. As commercial values drive these 

platforms, intuitively we tend to assume that images of war suffering 

do not ‘sit well’ with their goals. If this would be true, it might imply 

that such platforms would draw up new boundaries or introduce con-

straints for such images to circulate or be seen. 

Kelly Oliver (20 01, P. 15) calls for the need to witness beyond rec-

ognition, that is to say, that we are obligated to look at suffering and 

to “respond to our environment and other people in ways that open up 

rather than close off the possibility of response. This obligation is an obli-

gation to life itself.” Along these lines, Shoshana Felman and Dori Laub 

(1992 , P. 68) state: 

The absence of an addressable other, an other who can hear the an-

guish of one’s memories and thus affirm and recognize their real-

ness, annihilates the story. And it is, precisely, this ultimate anni-

hilation of a narrative that fundamentally cannot be heard and of 

a story that cannot be witnessed, which constitutes the mortal blow. 
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I draw on the notion of visuality, to which visibilities are ‘married’ in 

the words of Orit Halpern (2015, P. 24) . Nicholas Mirzoeff (2006, P. 76, P. 148) 

describes visuality as the semiotic domain wherein a specific politics 

of representation, the struggle over who is to be represented and how 

this representation should be interpreted, is played out. This domain 

reflects power structures that are engaged in an ongoing contest be-

tween visuality and countervisuality that both potentially determine 

who has ‘the right to look’ and who can claim the right to be seen as 

human. A portrait of Sojourner Truth, who had escaped slavery in 

1826, is discussed to exemplify this dynamic. Her photograph was tak-

en around 1870 and communicates a humanizing frame (countering 

the western colonial master-slave gaze) through her “respectable mid-

dle-class attire, posed as caught in the middle of knitting, her glasses, and 

an open book signifying engagement with ideas and learning” (M I R ZOEFF, 

2011, P. 148) . Lilie Chouliaraki and Tijana Stolic (2017) expand on Mir-

zoeff’s notion of ‘visuality as war’ in the construction of five discursive 

visual typologies of refugees they found in news images published in 

legacy media. These five regimes pertain to representations of refu-

gees emphasizing: 1) ‘biological life,’ associated with monitorial action, 

2) ‘visibility as empathy,’ associated with charitable action, 3) ‘visibility 

as a threat,’ associated with state security, 4) ‘visibility as hospitality,’ 

associated with political activism, and 5) ‘visibility as self-reflexivity,’ 

associated with refugees and how they are ‘like us.’ All five regimes de-

humanize refugees by stipulating their assumed innocence or depict-

ing refugees as threatening collectivities on the other end of the spec-

trum. These typologies were identified through the empirical study of 

photographs published by various news outlets. Such photographs in-

creasingly need to deal with the logic of social platforms that is based 

on the commodification of attention and affective labor. 

This thesis bundles empirical investigations of the affective 

affordances of platforms and their implications for the visuality of 

war and distant suffering.1 In these investigations, I have not only 

drawn from the aforementioned regimes of visibility, but I also took 

into account modes of spectatorship of suffering (Mortensen & Trenz, 

2016) that I could derive from reworking iconic imagery of suffering. 

Throughout all case studies, I have analyzed images of the Syrian war 

in the context of their circulation and amplification that is shaped by 

the affective architectures of three major platforms: Facebook, Insta-

gram, and Twitter. The overarching question is: How do social platforms’ 

affective affordances and user practices shape the visuality of suffering? 

To assess how platforms affect the visuality of suffering —or shape 

the circulation and amplification of news images of suffering— it is 

 1 |  Publications of the case studies underlying this thesis: 

→ Geboers, M.A. (2019). ‘Writing’ oneself into tragedy: visual user practices and 

spectatorship of the Alan Kurdi images on Instagram.  Visual Communication. 

doi:10.1177/1470357219857118

→ Geboers, M.A., Stolero, N., Scuttari, A., Teernstra, L. & Ridley, A. (2020). Why buttons 

matter: repurposing Facebook’s Reactions for analysis of the social visual. Interna-

tional Journal of Communication, 14, 22.

→ Geboers M.A., Van de Wiele C.T (2020). Regimes of visibility and the affective af-

fordances of Twitter. International Journal of Cultural Studies. 23(5), 745-765. 

doi:10.1177/1367877920923676

→ Geboers, M.A., Van de Wiele, C.T. (2020). Machine vision & social media images: Why 

hashtags matter. Social Media + Society, 6(2). doi:10.1177/2056305120928485
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essential to take into account the affective underpinnings of the at-

tention economy governing these spaces. In doing so, I draw from the 

analytical concept of ‘affective arrangements’ as coined by Jan Slaby et 

al. (2019, P. 5) who describe an affective arrangement as: 

a material-discursive formation as part of which affect is patterned, 

channeled, and modulated in recurrent and repeatable ways. They 

[affective arrangements] bring multiple actors into a dynamic, or-

chestrated conjunction, so that these actors’ mutual affecting and 

being affected is the central dimension of the arrangement from the 

start. Accordingly, the concept does neither pertain to socio-mate-

rial settings nor to affective relationality alone—but to both in their 

mutually formative combination. One might speak of affective ar-

rangements as affective affordances as they present “prepared occa-

sions” for getting affectively involved or immersed in specific ways. 

I have chosen this working concept for two reasons: 1) it emphasizes 

the situatedness of affect as it dynamically unfolds in relational set-

tings such as those on social platforms, and 2) social platforms typical-

ly present prepared occasions for affective involvement or immersion. 

It is the platform-afforded unfolding of relational affect that then 

shapes the visibilities of suffering and subsequent relational affect. 

Slaby et al. (2019) build on cultural affect studies and continental phil-

osophical notions of affect as transpersonal and unfolding between 

interacting agents. This relational and transpersonal understanding 

of affect bridges perceived gaps between emotions and affect that 

emerge in scholarly discussions on where affect ends, and emotion 

or action begins. Emotions are understood as subsumed within affect 

(PAPACHARI S S I, 2014), where affect is the ‘moving force’ preceding the 

emotional expression. This moving force is perhaps best articulated 

by Brian Massumi (20 02) , who describes affect as a bodily sensation 

in an individual, a reaction to stimuli characterized by intensity and 

energy, but lacking a conscious orientation or interpretation. This 

individual and unconscious process cannot be detected in the (often 

carefully) ‘edited’ and staged emotional expressions in social media 

content. Massumi (20 02 , P. 160) proposes a breakdown, useful in the 

context of this thesis, of the object-subject divide. While one cannot 

observe a force or intensity, one can observe its effects: “Newton did 

not see gravity. He felt its effect: a pain in the head.” Although affect in 

and of itself can be understood as separate from the emotional ex-

pression that it precedes, I situate the sharing of and engaging with 

images on social platforms as a social, affective practice, as put for-

ward by among others, Margaret Wetherell (2012 , P. 47- 50) who points 

out how: “The individual’s interpretation and reading of their body is 

strongly influenced by what can be deduced from the scene at hand and 

from others’ responses.” This is evident in how platforms let people per-

form their affective expressions in a ‘success theater’ (ROGERS, 2018, 

P. 452) . These social practices are both afforded and constrained by 

platforms; their socio-technical architecture shapes the relational af-

fectivity that takes place within these spaces. The concept of affective 

arrangements then allows for researching social platforms as “being 

complex orchestrated formations of affective intra-action. Intra-action 

is used instead of interaction so as to include the effects of environmen-

tal elements and their agencies” (L ATOU R , 20 05; S L ABY, ET AL . ,  2019, P. 5) .  
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Regarding affect as emerging from the interaction between people and 

digital networks, Adam Nash (2016, P. 3) engages in an endeavor to sit-

uate human affective practice in the uneasy environment of algorith-

mic digital corporate networks, departing from the need for a deep 

understanding of how such networks work technically and socially:  

The mass of information only starts to become meaning-

ful when it surfaces and is passed through filters that reign 

as contextualizers, modulators, and curators of data. Peo-

ple’s screens are now dominated by capitalist constructs de-

signed to filter based on advertiser’s behalf while being pre-

sented as empowering tools in the service of every individual.  

The contextualizing, modulating, and data curating filters that Nash 

talks about turn people into virtualized and quantified versions of 

themselves. While digital networks are transindividual in nature, they 

also exploit pre-digital beliefs of individuality and agency amongst 

their users in order to have them conducting free labor (though Bruns 

warns to not spiral into a kind of technological deterministic belief of 

users that have lost all agency, see BRUNS, 2019). I want to foreground the 

aforementioned interface filters as modulators, contextualizers and 

curators of what we see of human behavior. In so doing I understand 

these filters as designed to exploit affective labor performed in ‘non-

conscious’ ways, as Katherine Hayles (2006, P. 140) describes: “Human 

behavior is increasingly integrated with the technological nonconscious 

through somatic responses, haptic feedback, gestural interactions, and a 

wide variety of other cognitive activities that are habitual and repetitive 

and that therefore fall below the threshold of conscious awareness.” This 

nonconsciousness keeps the unequal conditions in which we operate 

out of sight. The haptic and everyday repetitive actions afforded by 

social platforms are designed to constantly visualize quantified user 

attention, which inspires new expressions of attention and endorse-

ment; a dynamic that leads to what Orit Halpern describes as a new 

DNA of (platformed) vision: “that of using the past (through genealogies 

of infinitely recombinable data) to generate (predict) the future” (HALPERN, 

2015, P. 133). This data-driven dynamic determines our horizons of what 

we see and do not see, and it follows a profoundly market-driven and 

affective logic. Throughout conducting the case studies underlying this 

thesis, the commodifying nature of the platformed web emerged in 

sometimes painful ways. For example, when the Google Cloud machine 

vision algorithm labeled (predicted) the bruised face of a war victim as 

‘zombie.’ Such errors are perhaps due to commercialized training data-

sets and most probably due to missing datasets of suffering as suffer-

ing is hard to commodify. Friction between commodification and soci-

ality also emerges in the empirical work of Natalia Sánchez-Querubín 

(2020) when people experiencing personal hardship turn to platforms 

for support; although particularly helpful in constructing a community 

of people sharing such experiences and helping each other cope, opting 

out of sharing —at times because someone was too sick to engage in af-

fective labor— was prone to create backlashes in the form of audiences 

condemning the person for opting out. ‘To evidence’ the humanity of 

distant others in socio-technical worlds of interfaces that pertain to 

‘screens dominated by capitalist constructs’ (SEE NASH, 2016, P. 3) means 

engaging with what visuality pertains to when we regard it as a product 
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of algorithmic power and evidence for the legitimacy of power. Halp-

ern (2015, P. 24) refers to Gilles Deleuze, who linked visuality to visibili-

ties where the latter are married to visuality and pertain to the ways 

in which images were given to be seen and how things were ‘shown’ to 

knowledge or power: 

The history of evidence is also, for Deleuze, reading Foucault, one 

of vision. […] Deleuze defines this term as ‘visualness’ implying that 

vision cannot only be understood in a physiological sense but must 

also be understood as a quality or operation. For Deleuze visibil-

ities are sites of production constituting an assemblage of rela-

tionships, enunciations, epistemologies, and properties that render 

agents into objects of intervention for power. Visibilities are histor-

ically stipulated apparatuses for producing evidence about bodies, 

subjects, and now, perhaps, new modalities of population. 

Visuality is thus the “historically situated conditioning infrastructure 

for how subjects come to be known to power” (HALPERN , 2015, P. 44) . As 

visibilities are not merely visual but also operational (FAROCKI, 20 04; 

HOEL Z L , 2014) , they reorganize and redistribute power over who is seen 

and how they are seen. I have asked how the ‘hard to look at and sell’ 

images are circulating in spaces of standardization and commodifica-

tion and what surfaces as meaningful when images are wrung through 

the earlier mentioned “capitalist-constructed filters that reign as con-

textualizers, modulators and curators of data” (NAS H , 2016, P. 3) . 

This thesis contributes to our understanding of how platform- 

afforded affective labor, often forced to be carried out within stan-

dardized and quantified formats, impacts the visuality of suffering and 

war. A second contribution lies in developing visual digital methods 

to study the circulation of and engagement with social photography 

of suffering in a networked environment. Early in my research trajec-

tory, I got involved in the Digital Methods Initiative (DMI) at the Uni-

versity of Amsterdam. Ultimately, the DMI and shortly after that also 

the Visual Methodologies Collective at AUAS allowed me to learn and 

contribute to understanding platform architectures and their conse-

quences for the visuality of suffering. Digital methods propose the re-

purposing of digitally native objects and platform embedded methods 

to study their impact on social and political life (ROGERS, 2013). I used 

digital methods techniques to collect and select data and to uncover 

ways in which platforms reorganize images. Platform objects such as 

posts, buttons, and hashtags make possible affective labor that entails 

both circulation as well as contextualization and meaning-making of 

images. As we know, platforms are not neutral but rather constitute 

technologies, infrastructures, and environments with protocols and 

cultures of use. They traffic “less in content, programs, and opinions than 

[in] organization, power, and calculation” (PETERS, 2015, P. 7). The designed 

usage of platform objects relies heavily on an attempt to quantify and 

standardize reality (JURGENSON, 2019). Their raison d’être is to generate 

data on user engagement and retention, all of which are “employed to 

calculate whether it is profitable to further edit and optimize content, and 

invest in paid-for promotion, or halt the engagement—optimization—re-

tention—acquisition cycle” (POELL & NIEBORG, 2018; VAN DIJCK ET AL., 2018). 

Owing to the standardization of sociality, platforms can scale up and 

quantify the product of affective labor to optimize for attention. This 
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standardization not only makes for easier commodification of atten-

tion, it also involves consequences for the reach of visual content driv-

ing or restricting particular aesthetics and discursive frames. 

War and distant suffering do not seem to sit well with keeping 

people glued to the platform unless perhaps it ignites anger (see the 

work on outgroup animosity of R ATHJ E ET AL . ,  2021) or, in the case of 

the migrant crisis, fear, which are all found to be activating drivers for 

sharing stories (B ERGER & M I LKMAN , 2012) . With the expansion of ways 

to engage with suffering, for example, through providing a palette of 

emotion-based buttons on Facebook, negative valence can be com-

modified in more instantaneous ways. What visuality is then emerging 

when users, on a massive scale, engage with images of suffering in 

platform-steered ways? Within the context of (re)organizing, redis-

tributing power, and calculating what sticks-for-profit, the ‘metrified 

platform machinery’ impacts the production, distribution, and circu-

lation of content. Following this, platforms are characterized by Rich-

ard Rogers (2018) as ‘success theaters’ in which people are constantly 

engaged in visibility labor, perfecting their performance according to 

built-in popularity metrics of the platform at hand. This is not to say 

that we can derive from engagement metrics what images are more or 

less visible to others, as we don’t know how algorithms shape (boost 

or suppress) visibility, but we can map patterns of resonance through 

these metrics that point to intensities of affect and subsequent at-

tention. These intensities impact the circulation and prominence of 

particular images, aesthetics, tropes or visual discursive frameworks. 

To be sure, it is essential to stress that the link between, for example, 

Retweets and visibility is not clear cut. However, a higher probability 

of exposure can be assumed when Tweets are retweeted. Kwak et al. 

(2010) found that a retweeted Tweet reaches 1,000 users on average. 

Meier et al. (2014) found that retweeting and liking could be regarded 

as engagement in a conversation and attention to the messages, facil-

itating and signifying information transmission. 

The thesis is based on three case studies in which I analyze image 

data and metadata generated through three major social platforms, 

Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. These platforms have distinct and 

similar affective affordances that materialize through the use, for ex-

ample, of like and share buttons, or hashtags. For Facebook, the fo-

cus is on its distinct Reactions buttons that standardize something 

profoundly complex: emotions.  For Instagram, I study the reworking 

of iconic news images to communicate personalized messages relat-

ing to the death of the young Syrian, Alan Kurdi. Through Like counts 

(accounted for follower variance) I assess how (short-lived) collective 

solidarity emerged and how different intensities of engagement align 

with different modes of ‘regarding suffering,’ either emotional, critical, 

or reflective. For Twitter, I focus on the use of hashtags (in combina-

tion with automated analyses of images) to enhance understanding 

of Retweet resonance and power asymmetries present in particular 

discursive frameworks, making it close to impossible for fringe actors 

to communicate different visual regimes of suffering —that is, more 

graphic, less stipulating of sameness, or being ‘like us’.  Institution-

alized actors push marginalized voices further to the fringes and the 

platform logic of ‘popularity=reach’ keeps them there, resulting in a 

visuality that is western-centric, and pertaining to a largely conserva-

tive, post-humanitarian aesthetic of suffering. 
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Before going further into the case studies, in the following I will review 

the literature on: social platform affordances and related critique, the 

spectatorship of distant suffering, and the dynamics that are typical 

of producing and disseminating social media photography. I will then 

situate the specific affective practices afforded by platforms with-

in broader cultural affect theory. In the subsequent section the case 

studies are further outlined. Each study showcases its own method-

ological approach to the study of image circulation and engagement. 

Assessing images using digital methods techniques and close reading 

of images necessitates taking into account important methodological 

considerations (MARRES & WELTE VREDE , 2013; ROGERS, 2013) . These will 

be addressed in the final section of this chapter. 

Platform affordances, distant 
suffering & spaces of appearance 

Digital communication technologies have become an inseparable 

part of a conflict, and with that, they constitute extended spaces of 

appearance and political struggle (THOM PSON , 20 05; CAM MAERTS, 20 0 6, 

P. 131) . Given the unique technological affordances of today’s digital 

media landscape, contextualization and meaning-making now include 

online environments that “transform meanings, mediations, and inter-

pretations of images of suffering” (CHOULIARAKI ET AL., 2019, P. 304). The plat-

form affordances for participatory engagement give rise to new ques-

tions pertaining to the affective potential of images of suffering that 

are circulating such spaces. Though we can ignore faces of suffering  

others through inattention, as is apparent from the earlier discussion 

of unstable attention, we cannot claim ignorance when photographs of 

suffering are so readily available to us. The social platform mediation 

of the Syrian conflict and its humanitarian consequences are charac-

terized by occasional uptakes of attention from (global) news outlets, 

often through events relating to migration or large-scale chemical at-

tacks carried out by unverified parties. Such events interrupted more 

extended periods of relative silence on western-focused social plat-

forms studied in the context of this dissertation. 

Social media seem to create a space that diverges from news 

narratives with its greater emphasis on raising awareness and call-

ing for solidarity (N ERGH ES & LEE , 2019; N I KU N EN , 2019A) . But it is also 

known for cultivating fear of ‘spillover’ consequences of wars raging in 

geographically distant places. Over the years, images of boats holding 

groups of men came to represent a threat to western ‘stability’ (STOK-

HOLM , 2016) . Such frames reify the distinction between them and us 

(SAJ I R & AOU R AGH , 2019) . In this respect, the word ‘crisis’ in the refugee 

crisis is also a telling one, as Ghassan Hage (2016) argues how address-

ing refugees as a crisis is part of an older, colonial mythos within west-

ern states, wherein the community is perceived as being under siege. 

This leads to a configuration that intensifies the distance between 

viewer and viewed: the spectator has nothing to do with the causes of 

this crisis and still bears a disproportionate burden while neither is 

true (SAJ I R & AOU R AGH , 2019) . Furthermore, Islamophobic tropes widen 

the empathetic distance between western publics and refugees. This 

leads NGOs to adjust their communicative strategies and, correspond-

ingly, the photographic depictions of refugees. 
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When assessing the visual impact of images, it is important to acknowl-

edge that news images attain meaning through their framings by jour-

nalists, who are adding captions and context (PANTTI, 2013). What tends to 

be obliterated in this respect is how grassroots groups circumvent the 

contextualization of news outlets with their own contextualization of 

diffused images. If we want to study social visuality and the prominence 

of certain regimes of visibility on social media, we need to study imag-

es by acknowledging their networked ‘captions’ regardless of whether 

these are coming from activists, official sources or the platform’s ‘lay 

audience’ of spectators who also shape the visibilities of victims of dis-

tant conflicts. To be sure, news media still have a key role in managing 

visibility: “Because of this symbolic power, political struggles and social 

movements continue to depend on their ability to connect to the space of ap-

pearance provided by news media” (PANTTI, 2013, P. 4; CAMMAERTS, 2007, P. 270). 

These media, in turn, operate alongside and in convergence with social 

platforms, both spaces mutually influencing the discursive frameworks 

of the Syrian war. Largely relying on user-generated content consisting 

of eyewitness images, news from this ‘distant war’ spurred a handful of 

outbursts of attention, initiated through the dissemination of images. 

Some of the images attained a ‘privileged’ status, albeit briefly (SAJIR & 

AOURAGH, 2019). Narratives of war on social media both converge and di-

verge from those present in mainstream news media. In a comparative 

analysis of mainstream news media and Twitter, Adina Nerghes and 

Ju-Sung Lee (2019, P. 275) found how, unlike mainstream media, Twitter 

offered a more positive public discussion on the refugee crisis, furnish-

ing an “alternative and multifaceted narrative, not bound by geo-politics, 

raising awareness and calling for solidarity towards those affected.” 

Within the realm of images of war and suffering, social media spac-

es emphasize raising awareness and calling for solidarity, which is 

part of the so-called polis where politics in a broader sense occurs. 

As argued by Judith Butler (2015), the space of appearance to be tru-

ly political must include and signify engagements other than those 

specifically directed toward political action (such as speeches on 

public squares). Butler (2015) argues that expanding what is consti-

tuted as political is essential for doing politics in the contemporary 

context: it opens up the space of appearance for marginalized voices. 

Agency and voice require a space of appearance that can 

undo the hierarchies of representation and enable voice [...] 

It is therefore important to explore not only the production of 

stigmatizing news and circulation of fear but also the spac-

es that strive to enhance solidarity (NIKUNEN, 2019A, P. 418). 

When assessing how platforms and their production of a stream of 

social media images impact how awareness of war and suffering is 

now raised, we need to study image content and their networked-

ness, the latter impacting how images are read. It is important to 

note, as Nerghes and Lee (2019, P. 277) point out, that a complete sep-

aration of mainstream news media and Twitter is no longer via-

ble as: “The sharing and discussing of news between news outlets and 

Twitter users is a genuine bi-directional exchange.” News outlets 

and social media actors co-create narratives, where, as Nerghes 

and Lee found in their comparative analysis of mainstream media 

and Twitter, social media create a new space that is transforming  
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narratives, more focusing on creating awareness and calling for sol-

idarity toward those affected. The emphasis on calls to action and 

raising awareness plays out within different platform-architectur-

al frameworks. It is essential to take into account these frameworks 

when interpreting images and their affective potentialities. The 

entanglement of news media and social platforms —most notably 

Twitter— is aptly described by Sabine Niederer (2016, P. 119-120) as a:  

…folding in of networked content in traditional media content. Tele-

vision news is published online, discussed on websites; news reports 

and images populate search engine results, lead to the creation 

of Wikipedia articles, or are linked to by Tweets and amplified by 

Retweets.  

Given their dependency on digital media for sourcing and distributing 

news, traditional mass media are now part of online networked con-

tent. This entanglement has evolved to the extent that, oftentimes, 

Twitter content is the news. Assessing images separate from their car-

riers (platforms) that produce, alter and diffuse them is in the words of 

Niederer impossible or, at least, inadvisable (2016, P. 119). This thesis can 

be situated in the realm of networked content analysis that proposes 

to take this entanglement of content and their carriers (platforms with 

different affect architectures) as a given and demarcate content by re-

purposing the platform’s logic. Following Niederer’s (2016, P. 120) proposal 

to look beyond questions of ‘who is on Twitter nowadays,’ questions 

then pertain to: what images are allowed to be seen on Twitter? Whose 

images are amplified, and under which circumstances? Where in tradi-

tional visual analysis questions of  ‘what is depicted’ are key, networked 

content analysis adds who ‘networks’ images, and who is distributing, 

endorsing, amplifying images (NIEDERER, 2016). This thesis answers ques-

tions of what and who and expands our knowledge of how visibilities of 

suffering are amplified or constrained by the affective affordances of 

platforms and the affective arrangements that result from these affor-

dances—that is, the conjunctions of actors affecting each other on oc-

casions prepared by platforms (SLABY ET AL., 2019). With that, it provides a 

clearer understanding of the effects of the affective (and commercial) 

underpinnings of platforms and their quantified constraints for visu-

alities of suffering.

Distant suffering, photography and 
platform contingency

Two decades ago Susan Sontag (20 03) set out how the pain of others 

through photography was regarded. Many scholars approach medi-

atized pain from a phenomenological perspective (SCARRY, 1987) or 

discuss the subject through perceptions of ‘grievability’ (B UTLER , 2010; 

B UTLER 20 0 6; CHOU LIAR AKI, 2013) . Judith Butler describes how images 

of war do not merely portray or represent affect; they relay affect. She 

argues that it is this transitive affectivity of the photograph that may 

overwhelm and numb its viewers (2010, P. 68) . Where Elaine Scarry (1987) 

focuses on the inexpressibility of pain —it is only through a variety 

of indirect signs, behaviors, and verbal expressions that pain can ap-

pear to others— Sontag approaches this matter through the prolifera-
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tion of information and images. Part of her iconic work discusses this  

inexpressibility through the lens of television logic (SONTAG, 20 03, P. 

82): “Image-glut [of televised streams] keeps attention light, mobile, and 

relatively indifferent to content. Image-flow precludes a privileged image.” 

With this, Sontag links the dissipation of empathy to the continuous 

stream of televised images that lack a kind of hierarchy of what to care 

about. Blurring the boundaries between public and private spheres, 

television promised to close felt distance between the spectator and 

the depicted sufferer. Especially in live television, when event trans-

mission and reception occur simultaneously, a sense of immediacy 

arises that can trigger empathy and action (SCHAEFER , 2020) . Anthony 

McCosker (2013) emphasizes the importance of transforming commu-

nication technologies and practices in the mediation of pain. He draws 

an analogy between the contradictory imperatives of immediacy and 

hypermediacy on the one hand and Sontag’s position on the power 

of photography to accuse or alter conduct on the other. Through the 

presence of technologies of immediacy, there is also a corresponding 

hypermediacy that dissipates pity, compassion, empathy, and action 

in relation to the suffering of others (MCCOS KER , 2013) . 

Though exemplary of hypermediated spaces, the participatory 

logic of social platforms —in contrast to television— holds features 

that would potentially negate felt inefficacy toward distant suffering. 

Sontag (20 03, P. 91) outlines how people become less responsive to hor-

rors of war: “If one feels that there is nothing ‘we’ can do […] then one 

starts to get bored, cynical, apathetic.” Social platforms allow people to 

detach from apathy and invite users to interact with images of suffer-

ing to greater or lesser extents and always in particular ways. We can 

press emoji buttons or use a hashtag when sharing images. We can 

engage in reworking news photographs, altering their communica-

tive messages to construct new ones. These participatory affordances 

are limited by the communicative structure of platforms themselves, 

which is a structure based on commodification and thereby favors 

majority preferences. Moreover, the inattentiveness that is produced 

by what Paul Frosh (2018, P. 59) calls the ‘additive and cumulative dy-

namics of contemporary media’ and the state of flux that characteriz-

es our feeds shapes a composite image of ‘the human’ that is shaped 

by power asymmetries and the political and economic structures that 

underlie the attention-driven economy of today’s platforms. Frosh 

refers to Butler (1993) , who points out how power structures tend to 

represent certain populations over others. This thesis investigates the 

rules of engagement that emerge from the socio-technical affordances 

of social platforms. Given the commercial attention-based economy 

that drives these platforms, a particular power asymmetry can be as-

sumed.  Taking victims of war and related suffering as a case in point, 

it is hypothesized that their voices have relative difficulty to be heard 

when they do not align with commercial values.  

I build on the work of David Nieborg and Thomas Poell 

(2018, P. 4275) on how the penetration of economic and infra-

structural extensions of online platforms into the web affect the 

production, distribution, and circulation of cultural content:  

Cultural content producers have to continuously grapple with 

seemingly serendipitous changes in platform governance, rang-

ing from content curation to pricing strategies [....] In the pro-
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cess, cultural commodities become fundamentally “contingent,” 

that is increasingly modular in design and continuously re-

worked and repackaged, informed by datafied user feedback. 

From this process follows an algorithmic logic, as recognized by Tar-

leton Gillespie (2014, P. 192) , who states how “proceduralized choices of 

a machine, designed by human operators to automate proxies of human 

judgement”, will replace the traditional editorial logic, which more 

explicitly relies on the choices of experts. Nieborg and Poell (2018, P. 

4289) situate this logic as gradually becoming more central to cultural 

production, as content developers are orienting their production and 

circulation strategies toward the recommendation, ranking, and other 

kinds of end-user facing algorithms of major platforms: 

Instead of fixed, physical, cultural commodities, digital distribu-

tion turns games and news into personalized services that differ for 

each individual, based on time, location, user profile, and behav-

ior. Developers can alter content in real-time and combined with 

advertising-driven platforms, this has profound implications for 

content accessibility, accuracy, and diversity. 

 

In a way, platforms shape visuality already in the stage of production. A 

constant battle between editorial and algorithmic weighing of value of 

stories is a prevalent theme in the work of ethnographer Angèle Chris-

tin (2020) , who spent a decade observing how journalists have handled 

a surge in the presence and importance of analytics affecting their 

professional choices of what is newsworthy. Analytics dashboards are 

widely used, making journalists increasingly aware of how their sto-

ries perform on the basis of platform metrics. I want to draw attention 

to the fact that this is not only true for journalists. The quantified and 

ranked reality of platforms serves as an analytics dashboard for all 

the users present on the platform who align, endorse, disseminate, or 

otherwise engage with content, making decisions to amplify or ignore 

content based on the rankings with which they are confronted. This 

‘metrified’ environment that gamifies our sociality makes users con-

stantly aware of how their content and sharing behavior are perceived 

by others, spurring performativity. Thus, contemporary journalism is 

embedded in an all-pervasive algorithmic logic based on metrics tuned 

for monetizing content. The market value of emotive self-expression 

prioritizes the private, ordinary, and everyday over the public value of 

objectivity, as Graeme Turner (2010) puts it. 

While objectivity is becoming harder to monetize, new forms 

of technologized solidarities emerge. Chouliaraki (2013) and others 

critique these consumer-driven modes of solidarity as they orient 

networked publics toward their own communitarian concerns rather 

than developing cosmopolitan sensibilities toward vulnerable others 

who are culturally distant. I want to connect this tendency of solidari-

ty for people ‘like us’ to the dynamics of segregated inclusion as found 

by Kaiping Chen et al. (2021) in their study of the diversity of science 

communication and knowledge production on YouTube. Segregated 

inclusion refers to new boundaries that emerge when masses get ac-

cess to formerly closed settings. While social platforms are seemingly 

democratizing and open to all, they ultimately create unequal social 

spaces. “While there is a quantitative increase in newcomers, a new level 
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of qualitative distinction occurs within the group in tandem” (CH EN ET 

AL . , 2021, P. 3) . The analogy is drawn from the opening up of classical 

music concerts (ACCOM I NOT TI ET AL . ,  2018) in which an increase in sub-

scribers coincided with a new seat classification scheme. I’d like to 

situate the engagement metrics of social platforms —Likes, shares, 

comments and other metrified signifiers of resonance— as new ‘quali-

tative’ boundaries that make even inclusive groups segregated, for the 

people included are stratified as well. From a critical reflection upon 

the network structure of inclusiveness in knowledge production on 

YouTube, Chen et al. (2021) found new forms of exclusion that are hid-

den and unrecognized by participants (B UTLER , 2015) . Through analyz-

ing the citation network among YouTubers and the profile of a group of 

frequently cited YouTubers, Chen et al. (2021, P. 2) found that:

the YouTube community is still dominated by a few YouTubers who 

talk among themselves rather than to outsiders. At the intersection 

of profile and network diversities, we found that the most frequent-

ly cited “super connectors” tend to be YouTube channels connected 

to mainstream media; these channels are from profiles that are less 

likely to present gender and race, and explicitly claim to focus on 

teaching science topics to publics.

A group of so-called ‘super connectors’ are dominating the knowledge 

production of science communication. From the empirical analyses 

underlying this thesis a similar dynamic emerges, especially visible 

in the analysis of Twitter hashtag spaces relating to the Syrian war 

and subsequent suffering. On social media and the web in general, 

visibility and diversity of voices ‘heard’ depend largely on the user’s 

limited attention to the information offered (H I N DMAN , 20 08) . As plat-

form economies are based on capturing and exploiting user attention, 

Frosh’s approach toward theorizing images in a platformed era (2018) 

is relevant. He refers to Paddy Scannell’s (1996) idea of images (in gen-

eral) as ‘unstoryable’ as they are barely registered consciously: “Our 

engagements with these images are so mundane that they are unwor-

thy of notice [...] and are hard to recall with any specificity” (2018, P. 36) .  

Frosh goes on to connect this idea of inattention to platformed spaces 

and asks a question that circles back to Sontag (2018, P. 36) : “It may 

seem a blessing to be able to ignore the mass of unwanted appeals from 

‘intrusive’ images, particularly advertisements and marketing messages, 

but what of images of suffering?” The lack of congruence between those 

viewing and those depicted, creates an absence of reciprocity between 

the two. Social platforms are Janus-faced when it comes to such reci-

procity; it might be easier to ignore images of suffering, as we merely 

glance while we scroll. However, we are engaging with suffering in a 

‘public’ arena of spectators. Therefore, images of suffering circulating 

on social platforms potentially transform us into reciprocal agents, 

but perhaps only if they can play a role in our construction of the self 

as expressed in the theater of success (ROGERS, 2018) . 

I’d like to expand on the metaphor of a theater of success one 

that is not merely performative but also highly unequal; many will 

never reach the stage of socio-technically constructed visuality. This 

socio-technical stage in a success theater is something we largely un-

consciously and collectively perpetuate, and it is driven by relational 

affect, a point I return to in more detail in Chapter 2. In short, reflecting  
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on our relational ties, maintaining them, and performing oneself vis-

à-vis an audience is now a prerequisite for engaging with images. 

While doing so, we keep the unequal conditions of social spaces intact. 

Affordance theory: standardizing 
the rules of engagement  

Social platforms allow people to engage with images of suffering with 

a greater (perceived) level of participation than when watching televi-

sion. At least we can ‘do something’ and ‘talk back’ or even share our 

emotions. The concept of affordances fits the overarching question of 

the thesis: how do social platform affordances and affective practices 

shape the visuality of war and suffering? As Jenny Davis (2020, P. 6) puts 

it, affordances mediate between a technology’s features and its out-

comes: “Technologies don’t make people do things but instead, push, pull, 

enable, and constrain. Affordances are how objects shape action for so-

cially situated subjects.” In the same vein I investigate how social plat-

forms objects —that have built-in ethics, values, and interests— shape 

the visuality of suffering, which is both enabled and constrained by the 

politics of the design of these objects. 

The affordances of social media initiate a networked construction 

of meaning through collectivities that are commenting, liking, shar-

ing, and as such collectively shaping the visuality of suffering. I situate 

the architectural objects central to my research —posts, buttons, and 

hashtags—as technological functions that, through their design, encour-

age, allow and constrain users to engage in particular ways. While the 

role of algorithms cannot be probed from the inside, I have aimed to ‘re-

verse engineer’ the effects of socio-technical interactions on the visuali-

ty of war and related suffering by repurposing the metadata of posts and 

Tweets to analyze patterns of resonance and intensified engagement. 

The effects of metrics-based affordances of platforms not only spill over 

to what we see and what we do not see of suffering, but they also affect 

the production and dissemination of such images. 

The socio-technical dynamics shaped by the design of affective 

affordances co-determine what images resonate or become ampli-

fied. Where journalists acted as gatekeepers, they are now part of a 

larger machinery in which algorithmic publics in a socio-technical as-

semblage shape visuality. As these assemblages largely reflect already 

dominant cultural tropes, it is no wonder that the social visuality of 

suffering is not totally dissimilar from what we know from earlier de-

cades. Privileged images of war and suffering have always been chosen 

for their aesthetic appeal and reinforce what Georgia Aiello and Katy 

Parry (2020, P. 3) refer to as conceptions of the ‘good war image.’ Such 

conceptions emerge from repetition and conventionalized depictions 

such as those of fetishized weaponry and heroic soldiers. Barbie Zeliz-

er (2004, P. 130) refers in this context to the political function of images of 

war, especially those that reinforce pre-existing cultural myths, often 

relating to notions of patriotism and national superiority. Such strate-

gic and political choices in what to show are made to this day, with the 

difference being that news media are now fully aware of the engage-

ment machinery in which such images come to circulate (CHRISTIN, 2020). 

Alongside editorial considerations made about what to show 

and what not to show, journalists also consider the probability of  
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‘scoring on socials,’ as they try to fit their work into unknown algo-

rithms through reading and deriving value from engagement metrics. 

Dashboards depicting dynamics of user engagement provide insight 

into what images ‘work,’ leading to a kind of analytics-driven journal-

ism, determined by clicks and views. In a way, this platform economy 

seeps into newsrooms and work practices (CH RI STI N , 2020). Although 

the algorithms are rather opaque, we can safely assume they are in-

formed by human actions that are also monitored by journalistic an-

alytics tools (CH RI STI N , 2020) . At worst, this creates a feedback loop 

in which the majority ‘vote’ is dictating the visibility of images of suf-

fering. Some images will no longer cut through the editorial thresh-

old. And even if they do, chances are close to zero that they will attain 

prominence in the socio-technical rating machinery of platforms un-

less they speak to a majority of the public. Following Axel Bruns (2019, 

P. 13), it is worthwhile to stress the role of human agency in inform-

ing algorithms and co-shaping social visuality, avoiding technologi-

cal determinism: “The impacts of algorithms are likely to be consider-

ably less significant and far from inescapable […] Users retain agency to 

make choices about searching, connecting, and engaging with others on a 

particular issue or topic” (B RU N S, 2019, P. 13) . Of particular importance 

to this thesis are the popularity metrics that inform algorithms and 

are the result of an agentic audience that actively informs the algo-

rithm through digital objects that further choices that tend to drive 

homophily, especially when this socio-technical dynamic takes place 

within particular (page, hashtag or group) communities. 

The affective affordances central to this thesis materialize 

through the objects that constitute the affect architectures under 

study. These objects are agentic through their design. Davis (2020, 

P. 7) provides a way to think about such objects in a more nuanced 

manner. To explain politics and power dynamics of object affordanc-

es, she draws up an analogy between technological objects on the 

one hand and shopping carts and hand-held baskets on the other:  

The carts do not force customers to purchase more goods, and hand-

held baskets do not stop customers from buying in bulk. In this way, 

drop-down menus shape choice in more confining ways than write-

in boxes do. And large report buttons on platforms afford another 

way of moderating social platforms than an administrator email 

hidden behind several clicks.

Davis, but also James J. Gibson (1986) and Bruno Latour (20 05) , ac-

knowledge nuances and warn of binary applications of affordance 

theory; that is, platform objects do not just ‘afford or not afford.’ So-

cial platform buttons and hashtags are not inert products of the social 

forces that created them; instead they affect how power and author-

ity are distributed and how societies behave (WI N N ER , 1980). Cennyd 

Bowles (2020, P. 36) refers to Tristan Harris (former Google design eth-

icist) stating: “Whoever controls the menus, controls the choices.” Design 

decisions give technologies power to enforce particular behavior and 

hence moral conduct. 

Steering away from technological determinism, while acknowl-

edging the moral conduct of designed platform objects and their poli-

tics, this thesis also aligns with Latour’s Actor Network Theory (ANT) 

that does not state that objects determine action but acknowledges 
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that they play a vital role in the action and need therefore to be inves-

tigated thoroughly whenever socio(technical) dynamics are the object 

of study. As Latour (20 05, P. 70) argues: “Social action is not only taken 

over by aliens, it is also shifted or delegated to different types of actors 

which are able to transport the action further.” With this, he is stating 

how objects can relay action and exert influence. Distinguishing him-

self from many earlier sociologists (who regarded agency present only 

when actors were intending or meaning to engage in acting), Latour 

regards objects as acting whenever they can make a difference in the 

course of some other agent’s action. Like ‘rails keep kids from falling,’ 

digital platform objects keep you from expressing ‘unwanted’ emotions 

through emoji-based buttons that allow some emotions and exclude 

others. It is of importance to note that the interplay between objects 

and humans on social platforms is not a one-way exertion of platform 

power over users. It is not that deterministic; users can (and do) work-

around such intentional uses of objects and are at times allowed to do 

so to a great extent. Through making available some buttons and not 

others, however, design choices draw boundaries. On a collective level, 

these boundaries lead to the amplification of content that the design 

is meant to amplify. What’s measured is what matters, and algorithms 

that over rely on metrics always risk losing essential societal contextu-

ality, as exemplified by Rachel Thomas and David Uminsky (2020, P. 3) :  

When an algorithm is made to lower ER waiting times for hospitals, 

it will, in real life, have unintended consequences in other spaces; 

it will draw away doctors from other departments creating a short-

age of doctors on, say, the oncology floor.

Could such a dynamic also affect the visibility of images of suffer-

ing on platforms? Might the amplifying activities of users pushing 

particular content crowd out other images that ought to be seen 

too? The overreliance on metrics in the design of platforms and AI 

is also recognized in Nathan Jurgenson’s recent account (2019, P. 96) 

of the social photo in which he connects how such photographs are 

wrung through machinery based on metrics of success and failure:  

Social media have been made to capture the essence, the “truth” of 

ourselves, to be a document, a record, and, as such, to simulate life 

within boxes, categories, cells in a database, to make an object of sub-

jectivity. Much of social photography is based on this anxious design.

 

Driven by a need to standardize the complex reality in which we live 

in order to commodify sociality, platforms are impacting society in 

alarming ways. In 1995 Theodore Porter called into question, “why the 

study of stars, molecules, or cells [should] be an attractive model for re-

search on human societies?” Porter connects the desire for ‘objectivity’ 

to a lack of trust in societies, feeding ever-growing urges to control  

populations echoing Foucault’s governmentality. Grades in school, 

scores on standardized examinations, and the bottom line on an ac-

counting ledger cannot work effectively unless their validity, or at least 

reasonableness, is accepted by the people whose accomplishments 

or worth they purport to measure. The measures succeed by giving 

direction to the very activities that are being measured. In this way, 

individuals are made governable; they display what Foucault called 

governmentality. Numbers create and can be compared with norms, 
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which are among the gentlest and yet most pervasive forms of power 

in modern democracies (PORTER , 1995). 

In the context of solidarity for distant suffering, the problem of 

‘trust in numbers’ is not only that it requires standardization, but it 

also leads to a redistribution of power between producers and dissem-

inators of information on the one hand and their algorithmic publics 

on the other hand (CH RI STI N , 2020) . This redistribution gives rise to a 

particular homogenization of content and a further crowding out of 

marginalized voices. One of the problems with relying on numbers is 

that metrics are always a proxy for what one really wants to measure; 

Google used hours spent watching YouTube as a proxy for how hap-

py users were with the content (M E YERSON , 2012) . Obviously, we need 

a more qualitative account of what signifies happiness in people. In 

the same vein, the self-reported emotions communicated through the 

standardized Reactions button feature of Facebook are for sure not 

covering what is actually felt by users. The case study in Chapter 3 

analyzes the use of Reaction buttons through close reading the visu-

al content that co-occurs with particular buttons, thereby attempting 

to add qualitative information to enrich the quantified methods built 

into the platform. Whenever image patterns structurally co-occur 

with particular (ambiguous) uses of such buttons, we can distill more 

complex meanings attributed to images. I contend that this is a way 

of bringing back social complexity in a simplified, standardized en-

vironment. The case studies outlined in Chapter 5 deploy a combina-

tion of hashtags (as signifiers or proxies of discursive frameworks) and 

machine vision annotation of image objects to ‘revive’ this complexity 

of socially constructed meanings. Before I go further into the ways in 

which I approached visual analysis in this ‘metrified’ environment, I 

will situate the photograph as a social communicator of experience in 

the following section. 

The social photo
in an anxious environment 

Although I focus on how affect architectures of platforms shape the 

visuality of the Syrian war and subsequent humanitarian crises, the 

ways in which social media shape the site of production of these im-

ages needs to be addressed, too. The means of production are inter-

twined with how such images are networked or, as Gillian Rose (2016) 

says, ‘audienced.’ Jurgenson (2019) described how image-making is now  

driven by what he dubs a documentary consciousness, which involves 

seeing the world with a constant awareness of whether things need 

to be documented and how it will proliferate on social platforms. 

Jurgenson follows José van Dijck (20 08) in arguing how social photo-

graphs should be seen as communicative rather than commemorative.  

He adds that a photo is essentially a social photo when its existence 

as a standalone media object is subordinate to its existence as a com-

munication unit. 

Images circulating socials are inherently part of a stream of images 

and should be studied as such (HAN D, 2017) . Likewise, Jurgenson (2019, 

P. 19) draws us away from traditional analysis of photography that 

depart from the photo object, where the object must be understood as 
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the thingness of the photograph, as a discrete something with borders:  

This thingness is undoubtedly still interesting, but its status as 

an object is not as central; the what and how of a social photo is 

less important than the why. Images within the social stream evoke 

more than they explain; they transmit a general alertness to expe-

rience rather than facts. 

Jurgenson draws on John D. Peters who notes how documentation not 

only requires recording but also witnessing (PETERS, 20 09, P. 56) . To ful-

ly understand documentation consciousness, we need to regard wit-

nessing as seeing an objective reality and taking one’s own creative 

self-expression into account. Interestingly, Jurgenson notes how doc-

uments based on these dynamics of witnessing result from a particu-

lar way of seeing that culminates in images that not merely represent 

objects or realities but rather represent one’s own thoughts or experi-

ences. He uses a poignant metaphor for the ways we see and document 

images and engage with such images in the context of social media; he 

maintains how this documentary consciousness can turn the world 

into a massive department store in which everything is free (2019, P. 37) :  

Social media’s gluttonous phenomenology begs users to see life, 

their world, and other people as an endless buffet to be select-

ed from, picked through, and composed, chosen for display. The 

social photo encourages ‘experience shopping’ in both of the 

major aspects of consumerism, through the acquisition of ex-

perience and through the display of that which is acquired. 

Let us come to the circulation of images of war and suffering. I want 

to draw a parallel with the notions of post-humanitarianism and of 

pity as irony, described by Chouliaraki in The Ironic Spectator (2013). 

We witness distant suffering, assess how it will circulate or fare 

within our social networks, which intensifies the tendency —of post- 

humanitarian solidarity— to engage with victims that are like us. As val-

ue on social media is created through an economy of attention based 

on affective practices that often consist of copying affect through so-

cial identification (REICHER, 2001), a tendency emerges that amplifies 

the visibility of those sufferers with whom we can identify. Extending 

Jurgenson’s (2019) metaphor to users engaging with images of suffer-

ing within social platforms —their shopping for experiences through 

diffusing images— what is acquired is the experience of feeling similar 

to distant sufferers, which in turn allows us to relate to suffering oth-

ers and convey our solidarity. Though much of the content users make 

and share is focused on personal expression and sharing experiences, 

the platforms themselves transform these expressions into informa-

tion through quantification. As soon as an image is uploaded to a social 

platform, it is subject to scorekeeping through platform’s affective af-

fordances. I contend that the socio-technical features built into social 

platforms reflect and intensify self-reflexive engagements by quanti-

fying the expressions of solidarity and by people’s awareness of this 

quantification, resulting in constant assessments of how their shar-

ing of an image will fare with others. Social media photography is seen 

within the affordances of platforms that are based on an anxious design 

in which data is captured in order to categorize and ‘metrify’ the world 

in ways that are simply impossible. As Jurgenson (2019, P. 95) states: “No 
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matter how ‘big’ data becomes, it is never a pure reflection of life but an 

imposition, with its own politics. Ordering the world is not merely contam-

inated by power; it is how power works.” 

In the following section, I will proceed with discussing the un-

derpinnings of the platform’s exploitation of affective labor and their 

keeping in place of particular power distributions that work to main-

tain our control society and that uphold a visuality of distant suffer-

ing that keeps particular narratives outside of our field of vision, not 

merely by censoring images but through the everyday and mundane 

affective user practices of image making and sharing. 

Affective labor & images of suffering

Platforms aim to commodify sociality through the affective labor of 

platform users. To clarify such affective underpinnings and their role 

in steering or shaping emerging (counter)visibilities of suffering, I 

would like to point to the dissemination of the images of Alan Kurdi, 

first published on Twitter on September 2, 2015, by the photographer 

herself. The heartbreaking photographs of the 3-year-old boy who 

drowned in an attempt to reach Greece attained viral status within 

minutes (VIS & GORIUNOVA, 2015), which demonstrated Twitter’s capacity 

for news and event coverage. The Twitter audience not only shared 

these images widely, platform users were also attuning affectively and 

aligning emotionally, constituting global, digital flows of affect (DÖVEL-

ING ET AL., 2018). Interpreting such flows of affect as a consequence of 

the affective potential of emotive images and their circulation on so-

cial platforms should be regarded with caution. As Zakaria Sajir and 

Miriyam Aouragh (2019) rightfully point out, the content of images can 

be similar but result in different courses of action. In a comparative 

discussion of both the Alan Kurdi images and the image of Omran 

Daqneesh, a five-year-old pictured sitting in an ambulance after sus-

taining injuries from an airstrike in Aleppo, Sajir and Aouragh discuss 

how the first was followed by a turning point in the discourse on ref-

ugees in 2015, while the latter, though also triggering compassion, did 

not garner significant support and instigated what Hannah Arendt 

would describe as a perversion of compassion that is ignited by pity 

(AHARONY, 2015; ARENDT, 2006 [1965]), in turn resulting in apathy (SONTAG, 

2003). In an attempt to explain the different impacts, Sajir and Aoura-

gh (2019) point to different discourses on the refugee crisis in relation 

to the Brexit referendum in June 2016. The images of Daqneesh were 

published two months after this referendum. Its impact should be un-

derstood within the context of a change in collective mood, and gen-

eral sentiment informing how the images were received, stipulating a 

need to interpret the networked prominence of images in relation to 

the wider context of a society in which control and power can only be 

understood if we understand the affective channels that underpin it. 

We are immersed in the computational architecture of platform 

software to the extent that we are unable to recognize the rules un-

derpinning the affective practices we perform on a daily basis. Such 

unknowns are made to seamlessly blend into our everyday practices 

of relating to the world. Ironically, there is no blatant suppression of 

particular images over others; in this system, power imbalances can 

be seen, especially when we zoom out and map social images and their 
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circulation. But when we are individually conducting this affective la-

bor, we cannot see it due to our algorithmically curated feeds. This 

connects to what Katherine Hayles (20 0 6, P. 140) refers to as “somat-

ic responses, haptic feedback, gestural interactions, and a wide variety 

of other cognitive activities that are habitual and repetitive and that 

therefore fall below the threshold of conscious awareness.” These ges-

tures and habits are allowed for (and exploited) by platform objects. 

Image-based posts, emoji-based buttons, and hashtags —they are all 

part of a larger set of instruments that reorganize the ‘proper dispo-

sition of things’ in a control society. Through these practices, we are 

complicit in reorganizing and keeping in place a particular visuality 

of suffering and war and of victims deserving attention. By studying 

content in the context of its aggregated social media data, we can, to 

a certain extent, escape our individualized feeds and make visible the 

regimes of visibility that dominate particular issue spaces. 

I will return to cultural affect theory in more detail in chapter 2, 

where I will go into a specific understanding of affect as a relational and 

social practice conducted on platforms. These practices occur within 

the boundaries and bandwidth that platforms allow, amounting to a so-

cio-technical elevation of particular visual discourses of suffering. How 

it all plays out will be brought to the fore in all three case studies that 

together constitute an answer to the central research question. How do 

social platform affordances and their affective practices shape the vi-

suality of suffering? In the following section, I will outline the specific-

ities of the case studies conducted and their particular contributions.  

Case studies: platform specificities and 
visibilities of suffering 

This dissertation aims to widen our understanding of the ways in 

which social platforms shape the visuality of war and suffering. In this 

section, I will situate the case studies within the broader aim of the 

thesis, detailing the empirical investigations, their specificities, and 

their contributions to the overall argument. All case studies pertain 

to the Syrian war and related suffering. Another common thread tying 

the investigations together is the foregrounding of affective respons-

es toward the images present in the collected data, either through  

buttons, reworking image contents, or tagging and sharing images us-

ing particular affective discursive frameworks. 

Facebook & ambiguous responses in a structurally engaged community 

The first case study was conducted in the context of a public 

Facebook page pertaining to a more or less homogeneous communi-

ty that follows the Syrian Revolution Network, backing the resistance 

against the Bashar al-Assad regime in Damascus. Central to this study 

are the emoji-based Reaction buttons that have accompanied the Like 

button since 2016. Due to the community’s alignment with a revolu-

tionary cause through page ‘followership’, it is assumed that the atten-

tion for images is somewhat more structural than the global attention 

of general news publics. The homogeneity and partisanship charac-

terizing this page community allows for the foregrounding of  how 

buttons standardize emotional responses with as little ‘noise’ as pos-

sible; it could be assumed that users would mostly align in terms of va-
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lence toward particular content (positive or negative stances toward 

the content itself). This way, it was possible to better answer the ques-

tions guiding this study: Can buttons help detect the collective emo-

tional interpretations and meaning-making of image posts? And what 

do the ambiguous uses of multiple buttons reveal about the shortcom-

ings of standardizing emotions? The case study demonstrates a new 

methodological protocol. Affectively charged by design, Reactions are 

repurposed to distinguish visual discourses present on the large pub-

lic Facebook page Syrian Revolution Network.2 This Facebook Page is 

the foundation of what later became a Syrian opposition organization. 

It was created in February 2011, at the onset of the Syrian uprising, in 

the wake of the Arab Spring. Facebook Reactions provide metadata 

used to infer collective attitudes and performative emotional expres-

sions vis-à-vis images shared in posts by the Syrian Revolution Net-

work. Each user can communicate using only one button. However, the 

metadata of aggregated Reaction counts per post reveal two common 

collective combinations of buttons: one strong correlation was found 

between Sad and Angry and one between Sad and Love. These common 

collective combinations allowed for a more qualitative assessment of 

the expressive meaning of the socially shared images, contributing to 

the construction of more granular modes of sentiment analysis, the 

latter usually criticized for collapsing emotions (Puschmann & Powell, 

2018). A networked visualization of images and buttons reveal partic-

ular visual tropes that when spatialized according to their Reactions 

metadata bridge the common button combinations (see figure 2). 

 2 |   https://www.facebook.com/Syrian.Revolution/ serving 2M+ followers at the time of 

conducting research (summer 2017).

The posted images communicated particular messages that, for this 

community, pertained to hope and resilience (co-occurring discourse 

in the posts with high Sad and Love correlation scores) and frustra-

tion and inefficacy (co-occurring discourse in the posts with high Sad 

and Angry correlation scores). These subordinate emotions are not 

represented by Reactions but emerge from an ambiguous collective. 

Reading these ambiguous responses in tandem with the images they 

pertain to reveal the gaps resulting from standardizing such complex 

phenomena that are emotions. Most notable is how children are de-

picted in resonating posts with a strong correlation between Sad and 

Love buttons. As opposed to combinations of Angry and Sad, where 

children are —at times graphically— portrayed as victims, children 

are consequently depicted as resilient in the zone between Love and 

Sad. While they continue their play amidst the rubble, contrasting re-

silience and childlike innocence with the tragedy of war, such images 

serve as coping strategies in times of hardship, providing hope of a 

better future for the Page community. 

Overall, the co-occurrence of multiple buttons shows distinct 

visual patterns of how this Page’s ‘followership’ copes with injustice, 

rebel fighter hardship, and tragedy in general. Moreover, this case 

study contributes to the theorization of platform features and cri-

tiques the standardization platforms impose to quantify sociality. 

Methodologically, the study contributes to the field of visual digital 

methods through the development of a protocol that blends tradition-

al visual analysis, network analysis, and digital methods techniques 

in order to enrich content analysis in such a way that scholars of 

networked content can in a way ‘unstandardize’ the standardized 
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metadata contemporary social platforms accrue, making possi-

ble a more fine-grained understanding of the affective expressions 

shared by particular communities online. A large range of emotions 

is not represented by the buttons. Although studying (image) con-

tent that sparked co-occurring button usage can provide a glimpse 

of those emotions not present, it is important to acknowledge that 

probably a part of the other emotions are collapsed by the Like but-

ton. Especially the combination of Sad and Love could be prone to 

this collapse as Love sits close to Like. Owing to the ambiguity of 

the Like button, studying the ways in which such responses are ab-

sorbed by Likes is in itself an interesting direction for future research.  

Instagram: temporal dynamics of attention and amplification 

As with all the studies, the point of departure here is photogra-

phy of the Syrian war and related suffering and the affective responses 

to such images on social platform, Instagram. The guiding questions  

for this investigation are: What kind of spectatorship of suffering emerg-

es from most engaging visual posts that (re)contextualize iconic news im-

ages? Furthermore, how is sharing behavior, as shaped by Instagram’s 

affect architecture, impacting the visibility of particular modes of spec-

tatorship over others? Beyond the fact that the study is conducted on a 

different platform, it sets itself apart from the previous case study in 

several ways. Firstly, the data studied were gathered using issue-re-

lated tags, meaning that images are not demarcated based on pages 

or accounts representing a particular followership or community. Sec-

ondly, instead of foregrounding the standardization of platform fea-

tures, this study introduces a temporal approach which allows map-

ping user attention dynamics for distant suffering. By repurposing 

both Like metrics and user activity data, the study could explore how 

uptakes and the fading of attention for a particular issue align with 

visibilities that reveal diverging modes of spectatorship of distant suf-

fering (MORTEN S EN & TRENZ , 2016) .  The research was conducted on In-

stagram data spanning the week after publishing iconic photographs 

of Alan Kurdi (3), who drowned close to the shores of Turkey during an 

attempt by his family to find a place to settle after fleeing Syria. News 

photographer Nilufer Demir came across his body on the morning of 

September 2, 2015. Her photographs, first posted to Twitter, went viral 

within hours ( VI S & GORI U NOVA , 2015) . Within 24 hours reworkings of 

the iconic footage and derivative artworks emerged in the top liked 

posts on Instagram. These reworkings communicate particular ways 

of engaging with both the personal tragedy and, to a lesser extent, 

the larger tragedy of the refugee crisis. This study relied on a visual 

analysis of these messages and focused on the most liked and most 

spread Instagram posts. The selection of these posts was thus guided 

by engagement metrics and included a Like-follower ratio to control 

for follower counts and its influence on Like numbers of popular posts. 

danah boyd (2010) presents four properties of networked publics 

in social media: persistence, replicability, scalability, and searchabil-

ity. Instagram is a platform where all four are in evidence. This case 

study zoomed in on the replicability of discursive material as a user 

practice to convey a particular mode of spectatorship with distant 

suffering and to connect with others that share their particular senti-

ment and message. The users that, in turn, like such reworked images, 

however mundane and habitual the push of a button is, attach them-
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selves to a networked affective public (PAPACHARI S S I, 2014) . With this 

mundane act, they inform algorithms to amplify a particular visuality 

of suffering. In the case of the Kurdi images, my research found that 

sentimental messages were crowding out critical and political ones, 

the latter engaging with the larger tragedy of the refugee crisis and 

the underlying political causes for this suffering (MORTEN S EN & TRENZ , 

2016) . Not only were the more political visual critiques toward migra-

tion policies crowded out by sentimental, self-reflexive visual messag-

es, the original photographs taken by Nilufer Demir quickly moved out 

of sight, too. In a way, Alan was visually resurrected, in attempts to 

visualize how things should have ended. Caroline Lenette and Natasa 

Miskovic (2016) raise concern over the invisibility of deaths, howev-

er, as it transforms deaths of refugees at the borders (which we are 

not often confronted with) into fiction.  In the case of Alan Kurdi, Lilie 

Chouliaraki and Rafal Zaborowski (2017) argue that the combination of 

personalized, sentimental reporting diffused the political potential to 

make parties accountable for failing migration policies at EU borders. 

Natalia Mielczarek (2018) argues how the rhetorical power of 

iconic images might be eroding because of remix culture and digital 

re-appropriation common on social platforms. An investigation of Like 

dynamics of the images in the hashtag space of solidarity surround-

ing Alan Kurdi proves that this is a valid concern. While the platform 

offers remix spaces, where the borrowing, imitation, and adaptation 

of existing cultural artifacts demonstrates personally felt connections 

to wider social meanings (K ANAI, 2015; LES S IG, 20 08), the intensification 

of self-reflexive engagement with tragedy and the platform-induced 

amplification of regimes of visibility based on popularity rankings, 

seems to, at least in the early stages of attention when the issue still 

reaches a significant audience, elevate the sentimental messages at 

the expense of critical and structural commitment. 

Though different in the methods and its objects of study, the 

contribution of this study is somewhat similar to the first Facebook 

analysis. It critiques the platform, this time not about its standard-

izing of sociality, but rather in how the platform is tuned to ampli-

fy the personalized and the identifiable, and in how it nudges users 

to sanitize and gloss over reality. Methodologically, the study con-

tributes to providing ways to select and sample social media imag-

es. It outlines a tag-based gathering of data and repurposes the 

methods of the platform to single out images to study qualitatively. 

Twitter’s solidarity hashtags: intensifying society’s power asymmetries 

Similar to the Instagram study, my empirical studies of issue 

spaces pertaining to the Syrian conflict on Twitter were based on data 

that were queried and demarcated through hashtags. The Tweets tie 

into particular issue spaces and calls for solidarity, or connect with 

topical entities through their tags, making them indexable and search-

able for a larger audience. These hashtag spaces certainly do not align 

with homogeneous communities. They cut across groups of people, 

meaning that there is no demarcated community under study. Howev-

er, through selecting and comparing topical hashtags pertaining to the 

Syrian war, a social platform-embedded property that is particularly 

strong on Twitter can be made visible: that of a feedback loop that priv-

ileges the already powerful and elevates regimes of visibility driven by 

the powerful. The questions guiding the case studies carried out using 
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Twitter data are: What regimes of visibility of the Syrian war and its vic-

tims are amplified in different discursive frameworks, and how do these fit 

theories of regarding distant suffering? Another question builds on Ste-

phen Reicher (2001) and Margaret Wetherell (2015). They point out that 

status, authority, and perceived legitimacy increase the chances that 

people copy the affect expressed by others, leading me to the following 

question: What is the role of actor’s statuses in explaining amplification?

Whereas in the Instagram study, I used hashtags as a way to 

collect or query data, in this study, hashtags are foregrounded in the 

analyses themselves. Hashtags are not only used as entry points into 

the data; regimes of visibility that co-occurred with the discursive 

frameworks of tags are also compared. Hashtags are positioned as dig-

ital objects that allow for a more contextualized selection of images 

circulating on Twitter. They create archives constituted by networked 

publics collectivized around issues rather than around stable follower 

networks. Such issue-driven collectivization is extensively studied in 

the ethnography of hashtags and their content. This case study con-

tributes methodologically in three ways: first, it shifts the focus of tex-

tual hashtag ethnography to the visual layer of hashtag spaces. Second, 

it compares the visibilities present in topical and sentimental hashtags 

(Meraz, 2017), and third it compares tags that are linguistically demar-

cated so as to add the lens of language to the comparative analyses. 

The approach then leads to answers to the following methodological 

questions: What are the contextualizing affordances of hashtags for ana-

lyzing automated machine vision outputs, and can we distill differences in 

visibilities of suffering through demarcating language? 

I developed a methodological protocol that builds on automated ma-

chine vision outputs. Through using the Memespector tool3, that taps 

into the affordances of Google Cloud Vision API, I could arrive at com-

puter-generated networks of images and annotated labels. The imag-

es and the labels are nodes, and they are networked through (anno-

tated) object similarity. Such image networks are then contextualized 

through their Retweet and hashtag metadata. This protocol allowed 

me to single out particular content elements, track their presence 

across different hashtag spaces and compare their Retweet resonance 

in them. I applied this relatively novel protocol to two case studies: 

the first aims to map differences between categories of hashtags and 

the second to map differences across language spaces. The compar-

ison between topical and sentimental (pertaining to solidarity and 

calls to action) hashtags was inspired by Sharon Meraz’s classification 

(2017) of hashtags. Based on frequently used and co-occurring tags 

pertaining to the Syrian war, I built a topical data set using #war, #hu-

manrights, #politics, #protests, and #stopwar. The sentimental data 

set is built using #eyesonidlib. For this analysis, data are extracted 

some days before and after the attacks carried out on Aleppo on No-

vember 25, 2018. Apart from comparing different categories to gain in-

sight in diverging hashtag spaces, I also untangle two language spac-

es through Tweet data that was extracted during a timespan around 

World Refugee Day (June 1-30, 2019), capturing a period when NGOs 

initiated attempts to alter the frame of ‘refugees as threats to Europe.’ 

Through querying English hashtags and Arabic hashtags pertaining to 

 3 |  https://github.com/amintz/memespector-python 
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the plight of refugees as highlighted by World Refugee Day4, and then 

comparing them, differences could be found in how refugees were vi-

sually represented in these linguistically separated spaces. 

The automated content labeling through the Google Cloud Vi-

sion API and subsequent networking of these images according to 

their labeling allowed for comparative analysis on the level of con-

tent elements across the different categorical and linguistic spaces. 

Adding Retweet counts to the size of the images in the networks —as 

a proxy for resonance— made clear how the categories and language 

of the hashtags not only shape the visuality of war and suffering but 

also elevate distinct regimes of visibility. As a theoretical framework 

to analyze the images, I used the typology of regimes of visibility put 

forward by Chouliaraki and Stolic (2017) , who detected five types of re-

gimes in which refugees are depicted, ranging on one end of the spec-

trum from innocent individuals to threatening collectivities. In teas-

ing apart cultural differences and accounting for these differences via 

a close reading of selected images in the linguistic project, this study 

shares similarities to a case study (ROGERS, 2019) that distinguished 

nationalist perspectives within different language pages pertaining to 

a single topic on Wikipedia. Here, Rogers demonstrates that, although 

Wikipedia strives to remain neutral, the language-specific construc-

tions of a topic (TH E S REB REN ICA MAS SACRE OF 1995) reveal distinct na-

tionalist perspectives. Indeed, while a culturalist argument based on 

language cannot be made, the image networks of the Arabic and the 

 4 |  Migrants, migration, refugeeday, refugees, refugeeswelcome, refugeesweek, ref-

ugeesweek2019, stepwithrefugees, withrefugees, worldrefugeeday, worldrefugeed-

ay2019, wrd2019, and the Arabic equivalents of Hama and Russia.

English hashtag spaces depict visibilities that, as soon as resonance is 

taken into account, reveal differences (see appendices). Thus, a simi-

lar vernacular was present in both spaces; however, the photographs 

generating higher Retweet counts were distinctly different. The En-

glish-language space gave a more globalized visuality, dominated by 

personalized, positive representations, emphasizing solidarity based 

on depicting refugees ‘like us,’ contributing to the host country, or 

stipulating innocence. Resonating images in the Arabic space are 

characterized by less personalized imagery that depicts a more local-

ized vernacular of life in refugee camps, emphasizing hope and the 

efforts of aid organizations on the ground.

The theoretical contribution of both studies lies in revealing 

power asymmetries that are kept in place and even intensified by 

platform-embedded Retweet dynamics that further already powerful 

actors and minimize the visibility of minority voices. In the case of 

refugees and suffering related to the Syrian war, these are institu-

tionalized actors, mainly large NGOs and mainstream news outlets. 

As the literature on algorithmic text analysis indicates (Sjøvaag et al., 

2012), computer-assisted methods are very promising for the coding 

of manifest content of texts, whereas human labor is still considered 

superior for the coding of latent (contextual) content. The proposed 

novel methods reveal the usefulness of automated content analysis 

in order to decontextualize image data that was gathered through 

the ‘typical contextualizing’ feature of social media communication: 

hashtags. Suppose we want to detect how children are depicted in 

particular regimes of visibility and what resonates. In that case, it is 

highly useful to network images according to their content, which is 
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what the Google Vision API allows researchers to do. The researcher 

—the human laborer as pointed out by Sjøvaag et al. (2012)— can then 

assess how particular visual symbols are used differently across con-

textualized spaces. In order to critically assess what popularity rank-

ings ‘do’ to visuality, I thus suggest adding such engagement metrics 

to the computer-generated networks. The studies outlined in chapter 

5 showcase the capacities of hashtags and Retweet counts to comple-

ment the automated assessment of social media images. In this way, 

we do justice to both the visual elements of an image —often ignored 

by digital visual methods as pointed out by Rose (2016)— and the con-

textual elements that encode expressive meaning to images through 

the hashtag practices of networked publics.

Researching social media images: 
methodological considerations 

Over the past decade especially, social platforms have developed their 

image uploading and sharing capacities, transforming themselves into 

image-based media. Their social sharing dynamic involves a constant 

recontextualization that renders images particularly unstable as they 

are meshed with other forms of media or layered with other images. 

Sharing also affects the social function of images, from commemora-

tions to explicitly communicative objects (VAN DIJCK, 2008), tuned to share 

an experience rather than a representation of reality (JURGENSON, 2019). 

This means that we have to conceptualize them as meaningful ‘texts.’ 

Scholars of visual social media have been engaged in developing ways 

to make sense of digital images and image patterns as they circulate on 

the web and social platforms. Amongst others are the innovative stud-

ies into platform vernaculars conducted by the Visual Methodologies 

Collective (NIEDERER, 2016), cross-platform analysis of image circulation 

by Pearce et al. (2018) and studies into tracing the spread of political 

movements through researching memes and their circulation within 

and across different platform ‘milieux’ by the Open Intelligence Lab (TU-

TERS & HAGEN, 2019). 

This dissertation aims at advancing visual methodologies for 

the study of social media images. After all, despite the positivity bias 

of social platforms (WAHL-JORGENSEN, 2019), visual content circulating 

there is not merely a set of “selfies, food porn, memes, and GIFs, marked 

in narcissism or frivolousness. Visuals communicate affect, political 

views, reactions, key information, and scenes of importance,” as rightful-

ly stressed by Tim Highfield and Tama Leaver in their call for taking 

visual social media seriously (2016, P. 1). However important the study 

of images circulating on platforms may be, there are challenges for 

researchers undertaking such endeavors, one of which is selection 

and sampling. Martin Hand (2017, P. 8) summarizes this problem aptly.  

Social media enables access to billions of images that are difficult 

to classify. For qualitative researchers, the identification, selec-

tion and organization of visual materials always involves negoti-

ating complex issues of sample, representation, authenticity and 

exhaustiveness.
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Hand (2017) lays out how the architecture of social platforms shapes the 

possible and preferred meanings of images just like any other mode of 

classification would do. Identifying and capturing stable moments of 

intertextuality has become harder, however, owing to the sheer speed 

and massive scale with which images currently move across different 

contexts and platforms. Hand (2020, P. 24-25) discusses how platform 

affordances alter the aesthetic and affective power of photographs 

circulating on platforms: “Affective potentiality has come to depend on 

unpredictable configurations of technologies, compositional components, 

individual and collective practices of viewing and distributing, alongside 

shifting conventions around visual evidence and authenticity.” Though 

this complexity makes the study of social media images challenging, 

it is not a line of inquiry that is impossible to undertake. I went about 

this challenge inspired by Anne Helmond’s (2015) work on the plat-

formization of the web, where she takes on a medium-specific view on 

platforms, introducing the notion of platform-specific objects in ad-

dition to web-native objects. This allowed Helmond to study how so-

cial platforms handle natively digital objects such as the hyperlink and 

also to explore how they create new platform-specific objects such as 

APIs, widgets, social buttons, shortened URLs, and trackers (2015, P. 21). 

Where Helmond employed these objects for analytical purposes to put 

forward new methods to study social media platforms and the plat-

formization of the web, I repurposed affordances and their related af-

fective practices to develop new methods that allow for studying social 

media images within their networked socio-technical context. 

Social media images can be conceived of as a huge collection 

of networked ‘texts’ that can be navigated, read, and understood  

(CALIANDRO & GANDINI, 2016). Within the social sciences, the privileged 

research technique for investigating the socio-cultural meaning of 

texts is content analysis. This can be generally defined as “the anal-

ysis of manifest and latent content of a body of communicated material 

(as a book or film) through classification, tabulation, and evaluation of 

its key symbols and themes in order to ascertain its meanings and prob-

able effect” (KRIPPENDORFF, 2013, P. 1). I studied social media images in or-

der to detect and analyze the cultural imaginaries of suffering and war 

that emerge from collections of images that are networked in partic-

ular ways. In so doing, I combined qualitative content analysis with 

digital method techniques. The advantage of the latter is that they  

allow the inclusion of social-technical components of networked con-

tent. In this way, the case studies contribute to research into the visu-

ality of war and suffering of distant others that used to be conducted 

through traditional visual analysis that falls short when desiring to 

take into account the unstable nature of visual meaning intensified by 

social platform circulation. 

In order to be inclusive of the socio-technical character of visu-

al social media, I have drawn on digital methods as defined by Rogers 

(2013), which necessitates the use of digitally native objects to under-

stand how social platforms influence and organize social and cultural 

life. Digital methods can be positioned as an assemblage of methods 

that are sensitive to methods embedded in the medium, in contrast 

to applying existing methods from the social sciences and humanities 

(2013, P. 19). This embeddedness in the medium begins with repurposing 

natively digital objects for analytical means (ROGERS 2013, P. 26): “How can 

we make use of Tweets, Retweets, Likes and shares for social and cultural 
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questions?” I used such metrics, which helped me analyze images in the 

context of a larger visual ‘stream’ consisting of images that are ‘living’ 

or circulating within and across different discursive spaces. 

Messy data and steering platforms 

Studying networked images and their metadata resident in 

platform-specific features means working with messy data (including 

incomplete and unstable dynamic metadata such as Retweet metrics) 

and unstable objects of research as images that are constantly recon-

textualized as they travel within and across platform(s). From Rogers 

(2013, P. 205) :

Different tags are used for the same content, with no clev-

er means of disambiguating contents of such mass and scale. 

This state of affairs makes many researchers simply renounce 

the web as source unless data sets come whole (all transac-

tions in Second Life) and one studies online culture only (am-

ateur production practices and user-generated content). 

In the early days of digital methods, the question was: can the web 

furnish its own data sets and eventually become a privileged place 

from which to read and diagnose cultural and social change? Following 

Noortje Marres (20 09) , Rogers (2013, P. 207) recognizes how web services 

—search engines, collaboratively authored wikis, and social network-

ing platforms— have become data filterers, data cleaners and data or-

dering devices. Obviously, biases and distortion were quickly foreseen, 

especially when embedded infrastructures of information are used 

(ROGERS, 2013) . Devices like search engine query return lists, news 

feeds, and trend lists are all designed to introduce bias into online en-

vironments because they privilege some sources over others via their 

selection and ranking algorithms. As algorithms are largely tuned to 

favor popular, fresh, and institutionally accredited sources (I NTRONA 

& N I S S EN BAU M , 20 0 0) , many platforms steer researchers toward using 

frequency measures or to measuring what is popular or trending (MAR-

RES & WELTE VREDE , 2013) . These measures [...] are not necessarily the 

most interesting sociologically (MOATS, 2019) , which is why researchers 

also need to think about the dynamics of shifting content. As David 

Moats (2019, P. 949) outlines: “Textual content is hard to parse quanti-

tatively, but one can certainly investigate the texts qualitatively.” This 

holds for images, too, although these are even more difficult to ‘parse’ 

and analyze as visuals tend to be more ambiguous and multi-layered. I 

will return to this added instability later in this section.

Carolin Gerlitz and Bernhard Rieder (2013) give a clear example of 

the steering force of platforms in establishing research designs by refer-

ring to the dominance of topical analysis of Twitter data. The overem-

phasis on topical analysis in this space is thus an artifact of Twitter APIs: 

data capture through the API follows a query-based model, inviting the 

generation of Tweet collections containing particular terms. This que-

ry-based approach is one of the easiest ways of producing an empirically 

coherent data set, but it also means that users, texts, and images that 

did not contain the keywords from the queries are hidden from view. As 

Farida Vis states (2013): “Users are present in the data analyzed by virtue 

of the words they use.” Mike Thelwall et al. (2012) rightfully acknowledge 

how the factors they analyzed in their study of YouTube commenters 
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were those reported by YouTube itself (age, gender, and location), ig-

noring interesting factors such as the reasons for people to join or use 

YouTube. Following the medium (Rogers, 2013) as in adopting platform 

native methods introduces a bias toward research that seeks to answer 

the question ‘how did this topic fare on platform X.’ The consequences  

of such approaches are summarized by Niederer (2016): “The most ‘retweet-

ed’ content on Twitter may just be the most Twitter-friendly content.” In this 

context, the work by Moats on Wikipedia sources (2019) demonstrates 

how to move beyond following the medium through tracking and assess-

ing the sources that were ‘behind’ the source references that Wikipedia 

initially provides. Moats obtained insight into how sources are used and 

regarded in terms of reliability and verifiability within the community 

of Wikipedia editors. I enriched the quantitative metadata of posts and 

Tweets by studying the content and the actors connected to these met-

rics, namely, the visual and, in some studies, also the textual modali-

ties of these posts and Tweets. In this way, I moved beyond engagement 

metrics to assess the societal status of actors behind prominent data 

(chapter 5), to assess the messages of spectatorship of suffering (chapter 

4), and to study emotional responses through blending statistical analy-

ses of button metrics and co-occurring visual stories that emerged from 

ambiguous uses of Reaction buttons (chapter 3). 

In light of the dangers of bias and distortion that lie in the 

overreliance on digitally native features and infrastructures for re-

search, I want to stress that the research design of my dissertation is 

quali-quantitative in nature. Thus, I have used digital methods tech-

niques to select and sample visual material that was subsequently as-

sessed through close reading. The selection and sampling processes 

I use rely on metrics of popularity when they align with research 

questions that aim to determine which images are lifted into (and 

out of) prominence by the interplay of users and the socio-technical 

features of the platforms under study. 

The ‘quali-quanti’ nature of digital methods 

Before I move to the methodological implications of the unsta-

ble character of social media images as objects of research, I would 

like to turn briefly to how digital methods blur the distinction be-

tween qualitative and quantitative research as they are epistemolog-

ically known. Alessandro Caliandro and Alessandro Gandini (2016) use 

the epistemological distinction between approaches that use big data  

(a quantitative approach) and those that depart from small data. The 

first approach often fits questions around predicting sociological 

phenomena; the latter involves qualitative social network analysis or 

close-reading data samples. The use of small data allows researchers 

to focus on the socio-cultural meanings that people assign to their 

actions and the content they produce as well as on the practices and 

cultures of interactions among users. However, as is also acknowl-

edged by Caliandro and Gandini (2016), in digital methods and, in fact, 

in the research of digital media in general, the two dimensions are 

deeply intertwined. The adoption of an analytical focus that makes 

use of small data comes as a result of processing big data sampling, 

as I have done throughout all case studies. Similarly, big data analy-

sis can take advantage of small samples of data, upon which human 

analysts perform manual tasks to preliminarily explore huge datasets 

and make sense of them (FORD, 2014). 
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The case studies that comprise my thesis are all exemplary for the 

intertwinement of quantitative and qualitative methods. I pulled in 

posts and Tweet data based on keyword queries that were informed 

by both frequency numbers (much-used tags and words) as well as 

(more qualitative) editorial considerations based on the theoreti-

cal framework of both affective social practices (PAPACHARI S S I, 2014; 

WETH ERELL , 2015) and the spectatorship of suffering (CHOU LIAR AKI, 

2013) . For example, I relied on the distinction between sentimental and 

topical hashtags relating to the Syrian war to reflect upon theories of 

post-humanitarianism and self-reflexive solidarity. Metrics of Reac-

tion usage allowed for a statistical assessment of ambiguous uses of 

such buttons. A close reading of the visual content that co-occurred 

with these statistical patterns provided a way to qualitatively assess 

the stories that engage people on the Syrian Revolution Network Page 

on Facebook. The qualitative reading of individual images was always 

done within the context of a larger sample of multiple images that 

shared certain characteristics. In the Instagram case study, I demar-

cated images made in response to the Alan Kurdi photographs based 

on their resonance metrics and their shared characteristics in terms 

of the kinds of spectatorship they communicated (from sentimental, 

self-reflexive to more political modes of engaging with suffering). In 

the Facebook case study, shared visual characteristics emerge when 

they are organized in a network of images according to their collective 

Reaction metadata (see figure 2). These patterns were then qualita-

tively assessed in relation to the Reaction counts they garnered. 

In both Twitter case studies, images were organized by their 

content elements. This time the aim was not to let particular emo-

tive visual patterns emerge from similarities in button usage. Rath-

er the aim is to demarcate different discursive frameworks (created 

through hashtags) and let a machine network images by similarities 

in content elements to assess what visual symbols might typify these 

hashtag constructed discourses. This automation also reflects ways 

of seeing machines. Although cultural analytics (ROS E , 2016; YAMAOK A 

ET AL . , 2011) provides an automated, computer-based process through 

which visual patterns can be detected, this methodology is restricted 

to pattern analyses based on, for instance, color, saturation, hue, or 

the presence of faces. It does not attend to the expressive messages 

of images in the same manner as qualitative visual (content) analyses 

do (ROS E , 2016) . While image software is becoming increasingly adept 

at recognizing what images show, capturing the expressive content of 

an image remains, up until this point, problematic. Rose (2016, P. 3 05) 

summarizes the common critique within academia as: “Those automat-

ed and/or large-scale methods simply cannot focus on what matters in 

contemporary visual culture: people doing all sorts of complex, thought-

ful, creative, ‘idiotic’ things, with all sorts of anticipated and unantic-

ipated effects.” Although problematic to use as a standalone method 

for analysis of social media images and their expressive meaning, the 

case study in chapter 5 demonstrates that combining machine vision 

with platform data —hashtag data and Retweet counts— presents a 

way forward, demonstrating interesting future prospects, namely for 

selecting the visuals to study qualitatively but also accounting for the 

incentives of people disseminating particular visual content. 
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Images as unstable research objects 

Digital archives are constantly being worked on and their con-

tents recombined and recontextualized. This constant updating is a 

direct consequence of the new paradigm of ‘permanent transfer’ that 

allows for the constant (re)formation of histories and counter histo-

ries, alongside the production of those imagined social, political, and 

economic communities (COTÉ & PYB U S, 2011) . Hand (2017, P. 1) accurately 

shows how: “In social media, the circulation of visual data destabiliz-

es research objects in ways that challenge the visual analyses of textual 

meaning.” Hand urges social media researchers to take into account the 

platform’s architecture when researching images circulating platform 

spaces (S EE ALSO SCH REI B ER , 2017) . This dissertation demonstrates 

that platform-generated data and, more specifically, the data gath-

ered through the affective features of platforms are essential —albeit 

far from unproblematic— to addressing one of the biggest problems 

of studying social media images sensibly: the selection and sampling 

of image data and how to do it meaningfully. Each of the case studies 

demonstrates a new method and entails different ways of approaching 

images by repurposing prominent digital objects of three major plat-

forms: Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. Through the employment of 

these objects, I have aimed to render the highly unstable images a bit 

more stable. I have done so through ‘ordering’ these images using plat-

form metadata that are generated through platforms which already 

work as ‘ordering devices’ as pointed out by Rogers (2013) . 

The images are thus collected, ordered and analyzed alongside 

their metadata. This data provides clues for how audiences attach 

meaning to the images under study. Intent and meaning can both 

reside in networked data as long as we read this data alongside the 

amalgam that is post or Tweet content. Time stamps, language, lo-

cation, engagement metrics, user handles and hashtags become in-

formative of meaning when they are read in relation to the messages  

visual and textual content convey. Ordering images alongside platform 

data thus, in a way, ‘stabilizes’ images as their networked meaning and 

intent —for a given moment in time— can be ‘captured’ and read. 

In this chapter I have outlined the relevant literature in which I 

situate the overarching question of my thesis: How do social platform’s 

affective affordances and user practices shape the visuality of suffering? 

I will outline how standardization of platforms (Chapter 3), ‘Like but-

ton’-dynamics (Chapter 4), and power asymmetries (Chapter 5) reorga-

nize the visuality of suffering. These three pillars make up the theoreti-

cal contribution of this thesis. The case studies also demonstrate novel  

methodological protocols for analyzing networked visual content. 

These protocols allow to study image data in quali-quantitative ways, 

accounting for both compositional elements as well as the networked 

contextualization of meaning. 

Throughout the cases, I will ask how the ranking and annotation 

mechanisms (hashtags) of these platforms influence the visuality of 

suffering. As the platform affordances under study all rely on the ex-

ploitation of affective labor, I will use the second chapter to add depth 

to my understanding of relational affect as a performative and social 

practice. Relational affect drives the networked circulation and con-

textualization of images, all the while keeping people performing free 

labor that is then commodified. I will connect platform practices driv-

en by relational affect, to notions of mediality, visuality, and control 
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societies. Moreover, I will situate social media images and platform 

objects within the notion of affective arrangements as put forward by 

Slaby et al. (2019) . In doing so the role of images as digital artifacts and 

platform objects in such an arrangement are further clarified.



2 AFFECTIVE PRACTICES 
AND VISUALITY ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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In the previous chapter, I outlined the extant literature on platform af-

fordances, social photography, and suffering through the lens of plat-

forms. For the assessment of the implications of affective affordances 

for the visibility of suffering, it is necessary to begin with a thorough 

understanding of relational affect as it unfolds on platforms. I will de-

tail how I regard the engagement with and the sharing of images of 

suffering as part of affective arrangements, or: “the material-discursive 

formations along which affect is patterned, channeled, and modulated in 

recurrent and repeatable ways” (S L ABY ET AL . , 2019) . The affective affor-

dances of platforms —buttons, hashtags and posts— are foregrounded 

throughout the thesis. They are seen not simply as socio-technically 

allowing and constraining such affective arrangements, but also shap-

ing visuality as they organize such content. Alongside all this, the vi-

sual content itself becomes contingent of such affective arrangements 

(N I EBORG & POELL , 2018) . 

Most prevalent affective practices are made possible by the 

low-level features of a user interface, such as sharing, posting, liking 

(S ERR ANO - PU CH E & ROSAS, 2019) . From liking a Facebook page or post, 

generating a meme, to re-appropriating news images, these practices 

are “indicative of civic intensity and thus a form of engagement,” blend-

ing through various means (e.g., text, video, image) the “deliberative 

and phatic, intentional and habitual, cognitive and affective means of  

expression” (PAPACHARI S S I, 2014, P. 25) . The digital architectures of 

platforms also have emotional dimensions that condition users’ ex-

pressive capacities (WAH L- J ORGEN S EN , 2019) . Our ‘prosthetic connec-

tions’ (H I LLI S ET AL . ,  2015) to information, communication, and media 

technologies underscore the importance of exploring the affective  
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underpinnings of human-machine relations and the complex forms 

of agency that arise from these. Katrin Tiidenberg and Edgar Gó-

mez-Cruz (2015, P. 79) point out: “Images play an important role in how 

we experience being in the world and increasingly due to the ubiquity of 

online interaction, how we shape our world.” This shaping of our expe-

riences requires the ability to interpret and communicate intentions 

for our engagements with images. Leaver et al. (2020, P. 44 - 45) describe 

how images are always read in relation to ourselves: 

What images we choose to share has meaning because of its form, 

its context, and our communicative intentions, and these vary be-

tween individuals. Interpreting other people’s engagement with 

social image-sharing is aided by surrounding contextual infor-

mation, be it captions, hashtags, profile information, comments, 

or other annotations […] images embedded in social media posts 

are not isolated structures but appear in concert with other visual 

text-based information.

In this chapter, I will address the affective labor involved (and exploit-

ed) in the creation of visual meaning and how we should understand  

engagement with images to be highly social, performative and represen-

tative of affective arrangements. In the second section, I will foreground 

digital objects of platforms as constraining and governing this affec-

tive labor, with that determining the horizons of visibility of suffering.  

Corporeality and a turn to the affective  

As social platforms afford affective involvement or immersion through 

a design based on haptic gestures and inviting everyday, repetitive ac-

tions so mundane that they ‘fall below the threshold of consciousness’ 

(GRU S I N , 2010; HAYLES, 20 0 6) , the uses of these media have evolved to 

surround us more completely and corporeally than ever before. “This 

corporeality has opened up new interest in emotions and affect, and they 

are seen more closely connected to bodily experiences” (N I KU N EN , 2019B, 

P. 323) . New horizons for research have opened up after a turn in the 

social sciences from the discursive to the affective (CLOU GH & HAL-

LE Y, 20 07; GREGG & S EIGWORTH , 2010) , understanding society not only 

through discourses, but in terms of experience and emotions. With 

this shift, technologies of measuring and analyzing sentiments and 

engagements with media have gained terrain and ignited a growing 

concern with how emotions drive us to take part in political debates 

and activism; how emotions enhance or hinder social bonds or shape 

our moral judgments in our mediatized society (N I KU N EN , 2019B, P. 326) :  

Collective dimensions of affective meaning-making are illustrated 

in different ironic, hateful, fearful, or compassionate responses in 

public debates or events. Examples of these can be found on social 

media, where people share images of suffering or summon support 

for demonstrations with particular affective styles. 
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The communicative architecture of platforms allows and stimulates us-

ers to express themselves, which potentially leads to the construction  

of digital affect cultures. Users of platforms engage and endorse con-

tent with an awareness of the presence of others, meaning they moni-

tor emotions shared by others, which in turn results in the ‘staging’ of 

their own emotions so as to align or divert from the general emotions 

shared. Thus, emotional expressions circulating social media result 

from a public that is monitoring others (MORTEN S EN & TRENZ , 2016) and 

is aware of being monitored themselves. Due to this performative na-

ture of communicating emotions, digital affect cultures can emerge 

that are discursively constructed and that can be characterized by 

emotional alignment, giving rise to feelings of belonging (DÖVELI NG ET 

AL . , 2018) . People align or divert in very haptic, repetitive and more or 

less unconscious ways, through affective expressions which often take 

the shape of signaling alignment through the use of the ubiquitous 

Like and Share buttons. 

With the need to expand research toward new spaces of debate 

opened up by social platforms, there is also a shift that can partly be ex-

plained by one of the characteristics underlying social media logic ( VAN 

DIJCK ET AL . , 2018) : platforms datafy and commodify social value. When 

a user places something into the archive, he or she is uploading an ‘ob-

ject’ that has social, and affective, value. The object in question has the 

potential to affect as it moves between the user and the larger network 

of friends who encounter whatever has been uploaded. Uploaded im-

ages can be such objects; they exert agency and hold affective poten-

tiality. More specifically, I understand images as affecting individuals 

present within the networked spaces of online platforms (PYB U S, 2015) . 

As such, they ‘do things’ (L ABANYI, 2011) ; they move people into sharing 

or otherwise engaging with their content and expressive messages. As 

people are moved, affect accumulates, sediments, and provides addi-

tional cultural significance to what gets circulated (H I LLI S ET AL . ,  2015) .  

Affective practices as social practices 

According to Adi Kuntsman, digital technologies are fundamentally 

changing the terrains of warfare and conflict, contributing to what 

she refers to as the ‘cybertouch of war’ or the mediation of wars and 

conflicts, and the affective regimes that emerge in cyberspace at the 

time of imperial invasions, wars on terror, and globalized mediascapes 

(2012 , P. 2-3) . Beyond characterizing the social mediations of war and 

violence, these cyber touches also constitute the affective fabric of 

digital culture, including the “lived and deeply felt everyday sociality 

of connections, ruptures, emotions, words, politics, and sensory energies” 

(KU NTS MAN , 2012 , P. 3) . Like this, the storytelling and news sharing ca-

pacity of digital technologies also connect us to despairing, violent, 

or otherwise incomprehensible elsewheres. Through this exposure to 

human subjectivity of grievance and mourning, or evidence of violence 

and suffering, distant users’ perceptions of social and political strug-

gle —occupying the liminal space between contact and engagement— 

may begin to take shape. Subsequently, networked publics become 

mobilized and connected through shared expressions and sentiment, 

giving rise to what Zizi Papacharissi (2014) defines as affective publics. 

In the ‘virtual take’ on affect outlined by Massumi (20 02) , affect is seen 
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as a moving force that precedes an emotional expression. In so do-

ing, it separates affect from consciousness and representation, which 

runs against the connective structures of networked publics wherein 

representations are performative, relational, and discursive (S EE PA-

PACHARI S S I, 2014; WAH L- JORGEN S EN , 2019; WETH ERELL , 2012) . 

Slaby et al. (2019, P. 4) point to how scholars drawing on cultur-

al affect theory assume a version of a dynamic, non-categorical, and 

relational understanding of affect that aligns with the philosophical 

tradition of Spinoza: 

In the Spinozist process-ontological perspective, affect is construed 

as dynamic, relational, and thus primarily transpersonal —as op-

posed to something that goes on in the interior of an individual sub-

ject. Affect—which Spinoza construes as: relations of affecting and 

being affected in the immanence of the one “substance”—is what 

unfolds between intra-acting “bodies” whose potentialities and ten-

dencies are thereby continuously modulated in mutual interplay.

Let me connect this transpersonal, relational understanding of affect 

to sharing practices on social platforms; these are directly related 

to connectedness, or the ways in which digital interfaces allow us to 

share information with other people. As Nicholas John (2016) argues, 

sharing is the fundamental activity for maintaining relationships in 

contemporary society. Though sharing has always been fundamen-

tally social and relational, liking has undergone a semiotic transfor-

mation; it has evolved from representing a feeling —experienced in 

private, individual spheres— into representing action, visible in the 

public sphere (PE Y TON , 2014, P. 113) . Instead of being tied to an inter-

nal sensation that reacts to an external stimulus, to ‘like’ now is a  

conscious, rationalized action that signifies an external tag of con-

nection between an individual, a discursive element, and a social 

stance. This transition from ‘liking as a feeling’ to ‘liking as an action’ 

is relevant for my understanding of affect as it, relationally, unfolds 

on social platforms. Alongside Tamara Peyton’s observation, Slaby’s 

(2017) discussion of the radical situatedness of affect is also relevant 

for my understanding of relational (and networked) affect. Such sit-

uatedness means that there is no pure affectivity; it is always en-

meshed with constitutive modes of understanding and discourse, af-

fectivity is thus not neatly separable from forms of active engagement:  

This avoids an apparent gap between emotions as passive ex-

periences and the actions they warrant. Rather than bridg-

ing the gap between passive emotions and the ensuing actions 

by some sort of obscure ‘motivational force,’ we suggest think-

ing of emotions in a way that does not open this gap in the 

first place: the action is already part of the emotion, it is no 

less than its processual core (S L ABY & W Ü SCH N ER , 2014, P. 213) . 

Both the denotative and connotative contents of images can exert a 

potential impact on audiences. Being ‘moved’ —affected— with a certain 

intensity can lead to sharing behavior, such as retweeting image Tweets.  

Obviously, such a simple sequential process cannot be assumed, as 

ideologies, personal status, and hierarchies also shape engagement 

practices. Although acknowledging this complexity, I argue that the 
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practices of affective engagement can be situated as discursive and 

deeply social affective practices. This is also recognized by Margaret  

Wetherell (2015), who insists on the value of approaching affect as 

emerging from social practices. She refers to Stanley Schachter and 

Jerome Singer’s (1962) experimental studies that evidence how, like 

emotions, affect is deeply social. Affective arousal requires an en-

gagement with the social context of the individual to become defined 

or categorized as a particular kind of emotional state that can, in 

turn, be expressed. In cultural studies, emotions are thus often seen 

as consolidated narratives or derivatives of primary (preceding) af-

fect. Following scholars such as Slaby et al. (2019) and Wetherell (2012; 

2015), I thus understand affect as “dynamic transindividual processes” 

that can be evident through expressions of emotion that should be 

understood as (SLABY ET AL., 2019, P. 5): “recurring sequences of affective 

intra-action that have come to be culturally coded, that is, categorized, 

narrativized, […] and subjected to normative regulation with regard to 

communal feeling rules.” Anu Harju and Jutta Huhtamäki (2021, P. 314) 

expand on the concept of affective arrangements in their research of 

the emotional afterlife of digital artifacts connected to #hellobrother, 

a hashtag prominent after the terrorist attack on a mosque in Christ-

church, New Zealand, in 2019. They succinctly outline how digital arti-

facts not only mediate affect and emotion, but are also co-constitutive 

of the affective dynamics in the relational formations they enter into:  

A #hellobrother Tweet with an image of Haji Daoud Nabi functions as 

a solidarity symbol and a tool for mourning, having political meanings 

and socio-cultural relevance. As a digital artefact, however, it both 

constitutes and is constituted by its environment, it is relational to 

the point of being processual, it is productive of affective relationality, 

embodying the modulating digital traces of the emotional landscape 

that surfaces after terrorist violence as well as actively shaping it.

My thesis also focuses on the ‘production of relational affect’ by digital 

artifacts (images of war and suffering), but always in relation to the 

architectural objects of the studied platforms through which these ar-

tifacts are networked. Likes, Reactions and hashtags all network dig-

ital artifacts and, alongside this production of networkedness, they 

determine the conditions under which relational affectivity is ‘allowed 

to take shape.’  

In the first case study, the focus is on how Facebook Reactions 

further stabilize particular categories of emotional self-expressions, 

or self-understandings of patterns of affective relatedness, while sac-

rificing others. The subsequent case studies of Instagram and Twitter 

are focused on relational affect, and less on emotions-as-derivatives  

or culturally coded expressions of affect. This means that the dynam-

ic situatedness and processes of becoming, often escaping reflective 

capture by those involved, are foregrounded. For example, the way in 

which Likes crowd out particular visual perspectives on suffering on 

Instagram, is an affective dynamic that goes unnoticed by the indi-

viduals who are, while oblivious, nonetheless complicit to this moving 

out of sight of critical reflections. In the next section, I will discuss 

the ways in which we use platform objects, often in very unconscious 

ways, perpetuating particular regimes of visibility of suffering through 

the habitual everyday designs of these objects.
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The everydayness of affective 
practices: keeping in place 
the ‘proper disposition of things’

Richard Grusin (2010) analyzes the relation between affect and the 

power that visuals can or cannot exert. Grusin uses as a case the imag-

es of torture in the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq, published by CBS News 

in 2004, to discuss how we need to understand them through the con-

cept of mediality. This concept stresses the governmental power of 

media, which works through the public mediation of affect. The grue-

some images of men tortured by the United States military caused 

outrage across the globe. When the Bush administration claimed that 

these images represented incidents, humanitarian organizations like 

the Red Cross and Human Rights Watch countered this narrative by 

stating how these photographs represent a wider pattern of abuse in 

American detention centers overseas (S M EU LERS & VAN N I EKI RK , 20 09). 

Commonly held ideas about why these photographs ignited outrage 

centered around the horror, that seeing is believing. However, Grusin 

(2010, P. 64) asks: “Might there be something else going on as well, some-

thing that has to do with the nature of our media practices, our experi-

ence of the photographs as socio-technical, material artifacts?” Grusin 

refers to David Simpson’s (20 0 6, P. 10 6 -107) focus on the aesthetics 

of the images that were clearly not ‘staged to shock’: “They have no 

high finish; in their very posings they are unposed, informal.” With that, 

Simpson touches on something that he does not extrapolate on fur-

ther, but which is taken up by Grusin, who states that such aesthetics 

foreground the everydayness of the experience of taking photographs 

and sharing them (GRU S I N , 2010, P. 64 - 65) . Grusin thus circles in on the 

entire experience of looking at such photographs in the context of a 

public that is recognizing the practices of making, seeing, and sharing 

images. He quotes American politician Richard Durbin, who reveals 

how viewing the images affected him (P. 66) : 

You can’t imagine what it’s like to go to a closed room where 

you have a classified briefing, and stand shoulder to shoul-

der with your colleagues in the Senate, and see hundreds and 

hundreds of slides like those of Abu Ghraib, most of which have 

never been publicly disclosed. I had a sick feeling when I left. 

Special attention must be paid to the fact that Durbin does not go 

into the suffering of those depicted; rather, he refers to what it is like 

for him standing together with colleagues, watching these images – 

an illustration of how seeing images of suffering is very much a rela-

tional, social and self-reflexive process. In this process, experience is 

more central than representation, which also aligns with Jurgenson’s 

account (2019) of the social photo and its function as communicators 

of experience rather than representatives of particular events. Such 

notions of image sharing as communicating experiences based on 

what moves us —what affects us— are different from Sontag’s atten-

tion for the mediality of these photographs: she condemns the culture 

from which they emerge: “For the meaning of these pictures is not just 

that these acts were performed, but that their perpetrators [...] had no 

sense that there was anything wrong in what the pictures show” (SONTAG, 

2003, P. 28). Grusin (2010) moves away from this representational logic, 
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in which photographs function as records of prior events, as evidence 

or testimony. Instead, his focus on mediality and media logics allows 

for recognition that photographs are distinct media events with their 

own political and social consequences. The latter is not necessarily 

related to what is represented in the images but rather how photo-

graphs affect people, the latter question sits closer to the main ques-

tion of this thesis on how affective affordances shape the visuality of 

suffering. These affordances implicate how images can be networked 

and, in turn, also implicate the affective arrangements that emerge 

on social platforms. 

Slavoj Žižek’s (2004) account of the Abu Ghraib images and 

their public response is also relevant to my study of the socio-tech-

nical interplay between image-sharing and the affordances of plat-

forms to do so. Žižek recognized how the Abu Ghraib scandal shows 

where real dangers reside, that is in the ‘unknown knowns’ (GRUSIN, 

2010, P. 71; ŽIŽEK, 2004): “the disavowed beliefs, suppositions, and obscene 

practices we pretend not to know about, although they form the flip-

side of public morality.” Grusin adopts this idea and points out that 

there are also kinds of knowledge that do not know themselves at 

play. He refers to knowledge built into the hardware and software 

of digital protocols, into the non-discursive or pre-discursive affec-

tive intensity of these photographs. With this, he draws attention 

to these unknowns and sets out how they are not unknown because 

they are repressed or sublimated but because they are concealed in 

everyday practices that we participate in and take for granted. 

Thus, according to Grusin (2010, P. 72): 

What enabled the photographs from Abu Ghraib to create an  

instant issue of global media publicity was not just that they brought 

to the attention of the global public the criminal behavior of the sol-

diers involved, but that our awareness of this behavior was mediated 

by the unconscious or nonconscious documentation and circulation 

of this behavior across networked media. Our confrontation with de-

pictions of ‘beyond everydayness’ created through everyday habitual 

practices makes for a slight moment in time in which these practices 

are a bit less nonconscious, which adds to the shock. 

In calling attention to how pervasive and powerful such everyday 

practices are in constructing our identities or our affective lives, 

Grusin emphasizes the importance of understanding the mediality of 

our contemporary media practices, through how they mobilize affect 

in managing or governing human and nonhuman populations, and 

how they produce and are produced by collectivities of humans and 

nonhumans in the creation of affective labor and value from below. 

It is in this way that we should understand the sharing of social pho-

tographs as both communicating experience and expression of affect 

that is then impacted, exploited, and more or less constrained by the 

commodification of platforms. 

In this chapter, I situated affect as inherently social and rela-

tional, and afforded as well as constrained by the designed architec-

tures of platforms. Thus, affective practices should be studied while 

considering the structural design conditions of the socio-technical 
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space within which information is shared, and emotions unfold (S ER-

R ANO - PU CH E & ROSAS, 2019) . The design of affective affordances is po-

litical and (co)governs the visuality of suffering in particular ways,  

redistributing power over who is seen and how distant others should 

be seen. In the second half of the chapter, I drew from Grusin’s anal-

yses of affect and societal power, in which Grusin points to the un-

known knowns, the invisibilized, everyday practices that we perform 

unconsciously and that govern society, and as I would add, impact the 

visuality of suffering in very real ways. 

The first empirical investigation of platform objects and their 

consequences for the visuality of distant suffering are discussed in 

the following chapter. Facebook Reactions standardize emotional ex-

pressions, in so doing, such objects stabilize particular emotions or 

cultural encodings of relational affect while rendering others (such as 

fear and despair) less visible. The outlined methodological protocol 

demonstrates how the close reading of images that coincide with par-

ticular use patterns of such buttons re-enrich this standardization, 

bringing back context to visual narratives. 



3 FACEBOOK’S REACTIONS: ‘UNSTANDARDIZING’ 
EMOTIONS THROUGH READING IMAGES
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In the previous chapters, I introduced the theoretical framework for 

my empirical investigations of the affective affordances of social plat-

forms and their consequences for the visuality of suffering and war 

within particular spaces. As the social platforms under investigation 

are optimized for the commodification of attention through the ex-

ploitation of affective labor, they provide a design in which content, 

programs, and opinions are merely means to establish a particular 

profitable organization of power, based on calculation (Peters, 2015). 

Their design and the digital objects that represent it rely heavily on 

an attempt to quantify and standardize reality (Jurgenson, 2019). The 

case study outlined in this chapter takes a close look into one of those 

standardized features on Facebook: Reaction buttons. It covers part of 

the work done in a data sprint connected to the DMI summer school 

of 2017.1 Fragments in this chapter may overlap with an article pub-

lished in a peer-reviewed journal in 2020.2 These buttons were added 

to the iconic Like button in 2016 to ‘serve’ Facebook users who had 

already been demanding a Dislike button for some years. Although us-

ers might experience a short moment of catharsis, the ultimate goal of 

this quantification of emotions is to commodify user-generated data, 

which is realized through standardizing the complex psychological 

phenomena of emotions. This standardization is exemplary for the 

‘anxious design’ underlying social platforms (J U RGEN SON , 2019) that 

 1 |  Results of the projects are logged in this report: https://wiki.digitalmethods.net/

Dmi/EmotionalClicktivism 

 2 |  Geboers, M.A., Stolero, N., Scuttari, A., Teernstra, L. & Ridley, A. (2020). Why but-

tons matter: repurposing Facebook’s Reactions for analysis of the social visual. Inter-

national Journal of Communication
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aims to quantify sociality and, in so doing, also impacts the visibility of 

images of suffering. Within homogenized page communities on Face-

book that share political causes, the social value that accumulates 

through platform affordances takes shape when Reactions —seen as 

self-reports of (performative) emotions toward post content— poten-

tially create emotional alignment in the audiences of posts. With that, 

they can make (or break) particular digital affect cultures that result 

from emotional alignment and resonance, thus constructing atmo-

spheres of emotional and cultural belonging (DÖVELI NG ET AL . , 2018) . 

The demonstrated research takes the large public page Syri-

an Revolution Network (averaging 2 million followers at the time of 

conducting research) as a case to study. The homogeneity and par-

tisanship of this community allowed me to foreground the effects of 

buttons standardizing emotional responses, creating as little ‘noise’ 

as possible. As the followers of this page are prone to align in terms 

of valence toward particular content (positive or negative stances to-

ward posted content), less variance can be expected in their preferred 

buttons, and it becomes possible to better determine how collective 

responses of same-stance groups were affected by the standardized 

palette of emotions. The collective uses of these buttons revealed a 

strong ambiguity in the choice of particular buttons (Sad and Angry 

and Sad and Love, respectively, were strongly correlated), which was 

interpreted as signifying gaps in the offered buttons. Particular pat-

terns of these ambiguous uses of the buttons co-occur with partic-

ular posted images. I contend that these visual patterns can expand 

our interpretation of button responses and lay bare the gaps in the 

standardized button feature as designed by Facebook. The stimuli 

that move people to engage with posts through buttons are complex 

and constitute perceptions of friend networks, as well as others pres-

ent in the audience of the post, personal affiliations with the cause 

behind a particular page community, and inner emotional states. In-

teresting in this context are findings from the experimental study of 

Ethan Kross et al. (2019) . They found that emotion words in Facebook 

messages often did not align with reports on how people actually felt 

throughout that day. Though beyond the scope of the presented study, 

an interesting question to further explore would be whether the more 

immediate response of emoji-based button usage —in contrast to 

writing messages— might come closer to the actual emotional states 

of individuals. Although emoji can be interpreted in various ways, a 

study by Miller et al. (2016) found that participants disagreed only 25% 

of the time on the sentiment expressed by an emoji. In fact, another 

study found that Facebook Reactions significantly correlated with the 

sentiment expressed in the comments that accompany a post (TIAN ET 

AL . , 2017) , pointing to Reactions as a decent indicator for determining 

sentiment toward a post.

The presented case study of the Syrian Revolution Network 

blends traditional visual methods, qualitative network analyses, 

and digital methods techniques. It demonstrates how collective self- 

reports consistently co-occur with particular image content char-

acteristics. ‘Reading’ these self-reports alongside the visual patterns 

that co-occur with them lays bare the shortcomings of the standard-

ized button feature in communicating complex emotions. Before I go 

into the repurposing of buttons to detect collective affect, I will first 

discuss Facebook’s evolution, specifically its affect architecture and 
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how buttons play a specific role in organizing networked publics and 

visuality. This is then discussed considering Facebook pages as re-

positories of feelings (CVETKOVICH, 2003) and archives of collective —and 

performative— emotions (WAHL-JORGENSEN, 2019; PYBUS, 2015). The chapter 

concludes with an outline of the empirical analysis and its findings and 

implications for understanding social media visuality of war and suf-

fering as constructed within a community tied through political sub-

jectivity. In the outline of the methods, I will shortly refer to what it 

means to study Facebook through platform APIs. 

Facebook’s affect architecture

As platforms are based on an attention economy, as discussed in 

chapter 1, one of the ways in which platform users are made to ‘stick,’ 

so that time spent on the platform is optimized, is through exploiting 

people’s wish to construct feelings of belonging. In this way, digital 

affect cultures can arise through alignment, as described by Katrin 

Döveling et al. (2018) . One of the key digital objects that lets people 

align or divert from particular ‘affect cultures,’ are social buttons. So-

cial buttons both pre-structure feelings and enable possibilities of 

expressing affective engagement with web content, while at the same 

time measuring and aggregating these responses (GERLITZ & H ELMON D, 

2013) . Following that, Reactions should be seen as an attempt by Face-

book to further ‘metrify’ a part of what earlier might have been con-

ceived as non-measurable: emotions evoked in users. Facebook has an 

algorithmic infrastructure that facilitates specific modes of attention 

based on users’ actions. Attention is measured as user participation, 

which can take on the form of explicitly clicking a Like button (B UCH ER , 

2012) . In fact, Bucher (2012) mentions that one of the most explicit ways 

users let the algorithm know what moves them is through social but-

tons. The function of such buttons, in general, reflects a practice in-

troduced by bloggers: using the number of subscriptions as a measure 

for the quality of a blog (GERLITZ & H ELMON D, 2013) . Later on, the social 

web introduced buttons that more or less have this function, indicat-

ing whether content is worth paying attention to. The sum of Likes 

a post generates is now indicative of its relevance to platform users. 

Facebook first and foremost uses data that is generated through 

social buttons as a way to commodify user behavior. Facebook imple-

mented the iconic Like button in February 2009. It was born two years 

earlier when FriendFeed introduced the feature in 2007.3 Inside Face-

book, the Like was not welcomed without criticism. Questions were 

raised about whether Likes should be public or private, and some 

thought Likes would decrease the number of comments on a post (FRI -

ER , 2016) . However, with the increase in the mobile use of apps, pres-

sure to implement the idea increased. Making possible connective 

practices of affectivity almost instantly proved to be a valuable step. 

Perhaps these immediate responses of relational affect worked so 

well because we “feel faster than we think” (S H I RKY, 20 09) . Soon enough, 

tapping the Like button had become one of those everyday, haptic 

gestures we perform on a daily basis. The positive valence of the Like 

button was celebrated among marketeers which stressed the need 

 3 |  The birthplace of the Like, still online at the time of writing (24-09-2021): http://

blog.friendfeed.com/2007/10/i-like-it-i-like-it.html
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for light-hearted and positive content to get people in a buying mood 

(WAH L- J ORGEN S EN , 2019) . It generated a so-called ‘friendly world syn-

drome’ (PARI S ER , 2011, P. 149) . Countering this positivity bias, in 2012, 

a campaign on Facebook demanded adding a Dislike button, which 

garnered 3 million signatures (WAH L- J ORGEN S EN , 2019) . In a meeting 

held in 2013, programmers proposed introducing a Sympathize button 

(M E YER , 2013) . From thereon, Facebook prioritized constructing a more 

nuanced palette of human emotions (WAH L- J ORGEN S EN , 2019) .

 

The company’s rationale behind Reactions

In October 2015, it became clear that the Like button would no 

longer be the only way of reacting to a post. The added buttons use 

emoji as visual representatives of emotions (sentimental signals), 

where users can choose from when wanting to express emotions to 

content in posts. Emoji are hybrid representations of emotions in their 

nature. The in-betweenness lies in the meaning of the word ‘emoji,’ 

which is ‘picture character’ in Japanese where ‘e’ stands for picture 

and ‘moji’ for letter or character, together constituting ‘picture-word’ 

(DAN ES I, 2017) . Meanings of each picture character are associated 

with oversimplified positive and negative emotional states (e.g., Love, 

Haha, Wow, Sigh), but are ambiguous enough to explain a wider range 

of feelings, for example, ironic reactions. Indeed, emoji work as picture 

characters that label social media content, and in this way, they are 

used to determine the commercial value of specific content. Choos-

ing pre-formatted emotions is a form of affective labor that structures 

data for Facebook to pinpoint users with ads. Facebook’s choice for 

the emoji of the buttons was based on what comments and reactions 

to posts were most commonly and universally expressed across Face-

book. Then these most common and universally known expressions 

were designed into a feature that would be ‘elegant and fun’ (COH EN , 

2015) . Initially, six buttons were introduced, of which the Yay was ulti-

mately rejected because ‘it was not universally understood,’ according 

to a Facebook spokesperson (FRI ER , 2016) . At the time of global imple-

mentation of Reactions in February 2016, Facebook’s product manag-

er Sammi Krug (2016) stated that the buttons were used to infer what 

users want to see in their news feed, similar to a Like: 

In the beginning, it won’t matter if someone Likes, Wows or Sads a 

post. Over time we hope to learn how the different Reactions should 

be weighted to do a better job of showing everyone the stories they 

most want to see.

Krug’s answer seems to draw attention to ‘serving users,’ while this is 

only indirectly relevant to Facebook; users are not its clients. Giving 

users what they want is merely a way of improving targeted advertis-

ing. Every part of Facebook’s architecture is designed to optimize stick-

iness, and “research has firmly established that emotions drive spending” 

(VAN DE VEN, 2017). I argue that the Reactions project should be seen as 

part of a wider desire of platforms to categorize and make large parts 

of sociality permanent (JURGENSON, 2019). Platforms transform complex 

realities and phenomena (such as emotions) into measurable entities 

to fulfill this aim. Although Ruben van de Ven’s work (2017) is on emotion 

recognition, he critically analyzes a problem that also boils down to the 

categorization and standardization of platforms. These simplifications 
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assume that emotions are objectively knowable (VAN DE VEN, 2017, P. 16): 

“Apparently, the fight over the consumer’s attention is so urgent and the 

importance of emotions so apparent that many emotion analysis products 

are framed as tools to objectively map these ‘intangible’ mental states.”  

Reactions work as a simplified questionnaire for self-reported emo-

tions in social media users who are asked to identify their own atti-

tudes toward content. 

The presented case study in this chapter examines recurring vi-

sual patterns that connect to collective button usages. The outcomes 

contribute to our understanding of standardization in two ways: 1) 

they point to emotions not present in the button feature as people 

fail to collectively unify around one button, and 2) they showcase a 

methodological way of recognizing visual discursive frameworks that 

characterize what engages followers of this page in a less simplified  

manner. Before going into the findings and implications, I will first turn 

to the literature on the theorization of emotions, which I will link to 

the sharing of emotions on social media and to emoji standardization. 

Emoji as instruments of capitalization 

Luke Stark and Kate Crawford (2015, P. 4) critique the contemporary 

platform uses of emoji by pointing out how, although emoji were sup-

posed to facilitate a wider range of text-based emotional communi-

cation, they simplify as much as they diversify digital communica-

tion. This simplification or ‘normcore system of emotion’ gives rise 

to what Laura Marks (2010) labels as ‘lame infinity’; a term she uses 

to describe how digital technology is seemingly capable of vast po-

tential but is instead used to produce a dispiriting kind of sameness. 

This sameness results from neoliberal capitalist underpinnings that 

emerge when we look at what habits of daily life emoji promote, from 

the painted nails to the martini glasses. What do they normalize, and 

what are they unable to account for? The habits that emoji present 

are predominantly positive in valence and “suggestive of consumerist, 

and highly gendered, gratification” (STARK & CR AWFORD, 2015, P. 6) . If we 

bring this critique to the Reaction buttons, the fact that fear, wide-

ly understood as a basic and universal emotion, is not represented 

is worthy of further scholarly debate and critique. Crawford outlines 

(2014) how emoji constitute a taxonomy of feeling in a grid menu of 

ideograms. Such taxonomies, of which Reactions are exemplary, are 

used to normalize and capitalize on the collective strength of affect 

in human social relations online. Because of this collectivization for 

commercialization —trapping emoji in a kind of normcore dynamic, 

pushing away fringe voices or habits that are too small to garner reve-

nue— emoji fail to fulfill their diversifying potential. Thus, while emo-

ji help people build and maintain social ties within platforms, their 
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emancipatory potential is restricted by industrial and commercial 

limitations. Emoji help to, in Lauren Berlant’s (2011, P. 218) words: “emit 

desire and identification with the affective ties of collegiality” even as 

the logic of capitalism constantly undercuts those social bonds. Or as 

Stark and Crawford (2015, P. 8) state: “The expansion of informational 

capital necessarily entails the constant shoring-up of the same affec-

tive, emotional, and social ties it must simultaneously exploit in order to 

enable, in Negri’s words, control of an immeasurable productive reality 

composed of our everyday affective bits and bytes.” In this way, informa-

tional capital continually seeks to instrumentalize, analyze, monetize, 

and standardize affect. The case study demonstrates how the ambig-

uous uses of Reactions can be explained and, in a way, contextualized 

through the visual images that co-occur with ambiguous behavior. 

These images betray the complexity of the communicated emotions 

of the audience of posts and lay bare the shortcomings of the feature.  

Emotion theories and platformed 
standardization 

The word emotion finds its roots in two Latin words (ex and movere), 

meaning to stir up or to disturb (DONADA & NOGATCH EWS KY, 20 09) . The 

nature of emotions is complex, and in research, different definitions 

are used (BAGOZ ZI ET AL . ,  1999). Interpretations range from emotions 

as processes in continuous change over time (ELLSWORTH & SCH ERER , 

20 09) to global feelings (LEE ET AL . ,  20 07) . To expand our knowledge on 

emotions in a social media context, we need to understand emotions 

as performative (WAH L- J ORGEN S EN , 2019) . The social sharing of emo-

tions on platforms such as Facebook takes place in a public space. 

Therefore, the act of sharing expressions of emotions is observed and 

scrutinized by others; we are no longer the ones who see without be-

ing seen (MORTEN S EN & TRENZ , 2016, P. 347; BOLTAN S KI, 1999, P. 26) . This 

results in users monitoring emotions shared by others, potentially 

leading users to ‘stage’ their own emotional reactions to align or divert 

from the general emotions shared. Such ‘general emotions’ get ampli-

fied through the technological affordances of Facebook and resonate 

in certain networked page publics, revealing normative boundaries of 

emotional regimes, particular to certain page communities. As Hoch-

schild (1979) outlined in his work on the ‘rules of feeling’: emotions are 

cultural products, governed by implicit norms of what and how we 

should feel. 

When looking into theories of emotion, nature, and the sequence 

of emotional responses, two main theoretical underpinnings stand 

out: the cognitive appraisal theories of emotions (ELLSWORTH , 2013; 

FRIJ DA , 20 07; L A Z ARU S, 1991; ROS EMAN , 2013; SCH ERER , 20 09) , framed in 

cognitive psychology, and the affect as information theories, rooted in 

social psychology. The cognitive appraisal theory is based on the as-

sumption that different people can have different types of emotional 

reactions (as well as no reaction at all) to the same stimulus (BAGOZ ZI 

ET AL . ,  1999), that is, emotions are subjective. In this interpretation, an 

emotion is, therefore, a valenced reaction to events, agents or objects 

(ORTONY ET AL . , 1988), and cognition determines the kind and inten-

sity of the emotional response. Furthermore, emotions are believed 

to arise and diversify according to the importance of the stimulus in 
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respect to individual goals (L A Z ARU S, 1991, AS CITED I N GROS S, 1999) . Fi-

nally, motivational or situational states, probability, legitimacy, and 

agency (ROS EMAN , 1984) also influence the appraisal process. Through 

this process, an expressive response, a subjective experience, and a 

physiological response occur (HOCKEN B U RY, D. & HOCKEN B U RY, S . ,  20 07) . 

Conversely to cognitive appraisal theories, the affect as infor-

mation theories —based on the Affective Infusion model of Joseph P. 

Forgas (1995)— are about affective states that are present before some-

one’s emotional appraisal and about how these pre-existing states can 

affect the appraisal itself (CLORE & H U NTS I NGER , 20 07) . The assumption 

that situational states (in appraisal theories) and pre-existing affec-

tive states (in affect as information theories) might influence punctual 

individual reactions opens up possibilities for the emergence of the 

concept of collective emotions ( VON SCH E VE & I S M ER , 2013, P. 40 6) , or: 

“the synchronous convergence in affective responding across individuals 

toward a specific event or object.” This idea of collective emotion and 

convergence of affect is closely tied to the phenomenon of ‘contagion’ 

in the context of collective affect (PI LI PETS, 2019) . Contagion happens 

when there is (HATFI ELD ET AL . ,  1992 , P. 153) :  “a tendency to automatically 

mimic and synchronize facial expressions, vocalizations, postures, and 

movements with those of another person and, consequently, to converge 

emotionally.” This phenomenon might be considered when addressing 

Facebook pages, since the public availability of the already stated Re-

actions might influence the behavior of any reacting member, in a sort 

of collective effervescence (ALLEN ET AL . , 2012) , especially when values 

and attitudes toward the stimulus are shared or align with the page’s 

political stance (anti-regime in this case). 

Independently of the individual or collective perspective, emotions 

can be classified according to their structure. Theories of emotional 

structures can be roughly divided into three approaches: the categor-

ical theories of emotion (IZ ARD, 197 7; PLUTCH I K , 1980) , the dimension-

al theories ( IZ ARD, 20 09) , and, based on the former two, a third and 

more recent approach: the hierarchical theory (L AROS & STEEN K AM P, 

20 05) . Categorical theories (HOSANY & GI LB ERT, 2010) assume that emo-

tions are a limited number of discrete entities and that they represent 

“unique experiential states that stem from distinct causes and are pres-

ent from birth” ( IZ ARD, 197 7) . The idea of emotions as discrete entities 

links back to the concept of basic emotions that entails emotions as 

categorically discrete entities with distinctive psychological profiles 

and facial expressions. See the work of Paul Ekman and later works 

(EKMAN , 1999; EKMAN & CORDARO, 2011; IZ ARD, 2011) . 

An alternative approach to categorical theories implies recog-

nizing that there is more than one emotion that can be experienced 

simultaneously (LEE ET AL . ,  20 07) : the dimensional approach. Dimen-

sional theories claim that emotions are not classifiable into a limited 

number of affective states but rather an infinite range of emotional 

states evaluated according to a multidimensional perspective. What 

is important is that “each emotion occupies a unique region in this mul-

tidimensional space” (ELLSWORTH & SCH ERER , 20 09, P. 574) . This might 

suggest that, although having the possibility to click just one button, 

Facebook users experience a mix of different feelings, which might 

not be discrete entities to choose from. They would then use Reaction 

buttons as proxies for their emotional states and not exact represen-

tations of them. 
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A third, and more recent, perspective on the structural classification 

of emotions attempts to reconcile categorical and dimensional theo-

ries: the hierarchical theory of emotions (L AROS & STEEN K AM P, 20 05) . 

According to this last perspective, there is a superordinate level of 

emotion (positive vs. negative affect), a basic emotion level (four basic 

positive and four negative emotional states), and finally, a subordi-

nate level (42 classified emotions). As users are forced to choose one 

Reaction, they would select the emotion with the highest valence and 

arousal at that point in time and for them personally. However, that 

does not exclude that multiple and more complex combinations of ba-

sic emotions are felt. 

Finally, it is crucial to stress the importance of pointing out that 

the type of emotion expressed on Facebook is mostly shaped by what 

Facebook provides to its users: the button feature constraints expressed 

emotions into a predefined set of choices that might (or might not) be ex-

haustive to express actual felt emotions by users. Essentially, the Face-

book Reactions feature is a ‘forced’ model of dominant affect, as people are 

forced, or at least nudged, to choose an emotion within given affordances. 

So, while other theories are less focused on categorical principles, such as 

the hierarchical theory, the platform’s design assumes that emotions are 

a limited number of discrete entities with distinctive psychological pro-

files and facial expressions. Despite Reactions falling short in capturing 

the complexity of individually felt emotions, studying images that were 

responded to by strong co-occurrences of two buttons is valuable as we 

can trace patterns in these images that might point to other emotions, not 

(fully) represented by the given emoji buttons. Strong co-occurrences are 

thus regarded as signifying gaps in the offered buttons.

The case study: making buttons work 
for social science

With 2,38 billion monthly active users (1,56 daily users) on March 31, 

20194, Facebook is seen as: ‘too big to ignore,’ which is why research-

ers from the humanities and social sciences have, rightly so, turned 

to study this platform (RI EDER , 2013) . When the iconic Like button was 

joined by new Reactions, seven years after its initial appearance on 

Facebook, this meant the furthering of Facebook’s commodification of 

users. It also opened up new possibilities for social science. The pre-

sented case study relies on the use of a data and analysis application 

—Netvizz— that tapped into Facebook’s official API (RI EDER , 2013) and 

could, up until 2015, extract a broad range of data objects, including 

personal user data. Regrettably, the app has been hindered over the 

last couple of years, so much so that at the time of writing, Netvizz 

completely ceased to function because it did not pass the Facebook 

app review for Page Public Content Access which was applied for in 

2018. Some other tools remain operable, such as Facepager (J Ü NGER 

& KE YLI NG, 2019) , which allows for the scraping of public pages, at 

least providing sufficient options for the reproducibility of this study.  

For this particular research, it is sufficient to have access to the Reac-

tion metrics of posts on a public page and the image and text contents 

of the posts. 

The more stringent policies on the openness of Facebook’s 

API result from increasing concerns over privacy and the misuse of  

 4 |  Facebook retrieved on June 28, 2019
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personal data to advance fake news and disinformation. This fear 

was greatly exacerbated by the Cambridge Analytica scandal in which 

user profile data was used to influence the 2016 presidential elections 

in the US. Cambridge Analytica was also involved in the data-driven 

micro-targeting of voters in other countries such as Kenya, where 

elections were turbulent. Despite being ‘fortunate’ to be working with 

metrics that were retrievable at the time of conducting this research, 

it is of paramount importance to acknowledge the skewed power rela-

tions between the proprietary parties and the reliant academics. Even 

with access to the data elements specific for the presented case study, 

it thus should be kept in mind that studying platforms through their 

APIs holds both analytical opportunities as well as important limita-

tions to consider (RI EDER , 2013) . These are not only of technical char-

acter, but also suggest different directions and methods of analysis. 

In other words, the architecture of the platform and its API steer re-

search (MARRES & WELTE VREDE , 2013) . The platform itself, with its spe-

cific features, interfaces, database architectures, determines not only 

how but also what to study when studying social media. Noortje Mar-

res and Esther Weltevrede (2013) suggest understanding these devices 

and platforms as part of our ‘methodology’ and simultaneously as part 

of the ‘object of analysis’ (P. 32 2) . 

Rieder et al. (2015) refer to the oxymoron that is ‘raw data’  

(BOWKER , 20 05, P. 184) and set out necessary questions when studying 

the large Facebook page We are all Khaled Said that played a role in the 

Arab Spring uprising in Egypt, 2011: “How have ingredients been pre-

cooked? How to process them even further? In short, how does an appreci-

ation of the technicity of a platform help us make sense of the data cap-

tured from and through it?” (RI EDER ET AL . , 2015, P. 2) . The outlined case 

study in this chapter inherently acknowledges this issue of technici-

ty as it questions the ‘precooked’ button feature that is Reactions—a 

standardization of something so complex that it never fully covers felt 

emotions in users. With the implementation of Reactions, Facebook 

added layers of affect to the networked metrics of post content, con-

sequently opening up new ways to study the audiencing of images. The 

questions guiding the study are: Can buttons help detect the collective 

emotional interpretations and meaning-making of image posts, and what 

do the ambiguous uses of multiple buttons reveal about the shortcomings 

of standardizing emotions?

A significant portion of the posts revealed a collective combina-

tion of either the Sad and Angry buttons or the Sad and Love buttons, 

indicating the presence of more complex emotions than Facebook Re-

actions provide. While each user can choose only one Reaction as a  

response to a post, the collective Reactions that emerge from the post 

include the choices of all other users. Those co-occurrences of dif-

ferent Reactions show gaps in the buttons offered due to the stan-

dardization of complex emotions by Facebook. By studying how the 

followership of this page engaged with image posts through Reactions, 

dominant visual patterns were mapped. By analyzing such patterns, 

the emotional discursive framework of the audience of image posts 

can be laid bare, enhancing our understanding of the expressive mes-

sages and meanings conveyed by visual posts.
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Selection of the page and the multimodality of posts  

Facebook posts were retrieved from the Syrian Revolution Net-

work through the earlier mentioned API-based tool Netvizz. The pub-

lic page was the foundation of what later became a Syrian opposition 

organization. Created in February 2011, the page had over 2 million 

followers at the time of conducting research. This page was selected 

as it is one of the largest public Facebook pages pertaining to the Syr-

ian war in terms of follower numbers. Of special relevance is the fact 

that the page backs a revolutionary cause, as emotions play an im-

portant mediating role in the onset of activism (FELDMAN & HART, 2016) 

and in the willingness to participate in an ideological movement. In 

a study into pathways to protest, Stefan Stürmer and Bernd Simon 

(20 09) found that anger can be a precursor of increased willingness to 

protest. Worry and hope have been found to be important predictors 

of support for policy action (S M ITH & LEI S EROWITZ , 2014) . In other words, 

emotions play a vital role in constructing a sense of belonging in ac-

tivist or ideological spaces. Another reason to select advocacy groups’ 

Facebook pages is the emotional alignment one can expect here, mak-

ing this audience prone to construct, discursively, a digital affect cul-

ture (DÖVELI NG ET AL . , 2018) . The political homophily of the advocacy 

page provides for a clearer understanding of how emotional alignment 

within a networked public is happening through the use of Reactions, 

creating less noise in the metrics data. If a more general page was 

used, such as a news outlet, this would have created too much noise 

due to different political stances. Here, the majority aligned with the 

page’s anti-regime stance. 

It is important to acknowledge that Reactions represent expressions 

based on more stimuli than merely the image(s) that a post contains. 

Textual content and the actor posting the content impact how a post 

resonates. To better gauge the multimodality of posts, I want to brief-

ly turn to theoretical frameworks of multimodal framing effects. The 

meaning of images is accessed faster than that of text (BARRY, 1997) . 

More specifically, news visuals have been shown to be more memo-

rable, leading to better recall of images over text (E .G. , N EWHAGEN & 

REE VES, 1992). Images are also more attention-grabbing than text. 

Eye-tracking studies have shown that images are the most common 

entry point into newspaper pages (GARCIA & STARK , 1991) . Powell et al. 

(2015) expand on this in their study into conflict images that aimed 

to assess the relative power of images-alone compared to text. They 

found that, when viewed in isolation, images delivered stronger fram-

ing effects than text. Framing effects for text-alone were only present 

in those with high issue-specific knowledge. When images and text 

were presented in combination —as is the case in the studied Face-

book posts— the results suggested a nuanced role for images. The 

image frame significantly influenced behavioral intention (intentions 

to discuss, donate, sign a petition, etc.). However, when it came to 

opinions on military intervention in the country of conflict (Central 

African Republic), textual frames proved to be determinant factors, 

irrespective of the accompanying image. Powell et al. (2015) also found 

that images alone have a direct framing effect on policy support for 

conflicts. Moreover, it was found that images, especially those of vic-

tims, produced strong effects through sympathy. Such findings are all 
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the more interesting for the case study in this chapter, as vivid visuals 

are prominent in the studied posts. Though Reactions are communi-

cated vis à vis the amalgam of visual and textual modalities of a post, 

based on the study mentioned above, it is safe to assume that images 

cause strong framing effects and negate potential lack of prior knowl-

edge of a conflict and its context, making the overall message of the 

post easier to engage with. 

Selection and analyses of visual posts    

The study followed a sequential mixed method approach 

(GREEN E , 20 07) , using quantitative metrics to assess stated emotions. 

However, qualitative interpretations of visual content were later in-

troduced to understand more complex combinations of the stated 

feelings. Hence, the work consisted of four phases: data mining, sta-

tistical analysis, network analysis, and in-depth qualitative analysis. 

The in-depth qualitative analysis was based on the idea of the da-

ta-information-knowledge continuum, outlined by Masud et al. (2010), 

where visualization is referred to as a design perspective with means 

to achieve declared purposes. Scagnetti et al. (2010) state that visual-

izing a complex problem is not just a quantitative question but also 

deals with the visual narration of values and qualitative data. There-

fore, in their model, they suggest not to define the visualization by the 

technology and quantitative abilities but to adapt it to the aim and 

context of the study. 

All posts were retrieved from the day that Facebook first 

launched Reactions globally, February 24, 2016 to June 27, 2017 (the 

date of commencing research for this study). Following data cleaning 

and filtering out image posts, a final data set of 6,409 posts was con-

structed. Images were downloaded using DownThemAll! for posterity. 

Since some of the analyses required deeper readings of smaller data, 

a sample was randomly drawn, using the “=RAND()” function in Excel 

based on a calculated sample size of 95% confidence level of the total 

6,409 posts (N=363). A one-sample t-test on the engagement metrics 

(summing the metrics of clicks, shares, and Reactions) was used to 

example the representativeness of the sample. Through IBM SPSS v24 

and Stata v13, a Spearman’s Rank correlation was employed in order 

to examine the correlations between the Reactions and how the dif-

ferent Reactions cluster together. From the data, it can be seen that 

there was more than one dominant Reaction; most of the time, two 

dominant Reactions co-occurred in one post (a bimodal distribution), 

rather than a mix of several Reactions. In other words, there was a 

very clear mixing of two emotions. 

For qualitative network analysis, the sample file was imported 

into Gephi, using each image and Reaction as nodes. Edges corre-

spond to the number of times each Reaction appeared on each image, 

representing the degree grade. The Reaction nodes were sized through 

their frequencies. The image-Reaction relationships were represented 

through a bipartite network. Using Illustrator, the representation of 

nodes was made to be the actual visual representations of Reactions. 

Although modes of calculation through the mathematics of networks 

are prevalent in social network analysis, in recent years, academic at-

tention to the narrative affordances of networks intensified (BOU N E-

GRU ET AL . , 2017) . The authors argue that networks are extraordinary 

calculating devices, but they suggest that networks are also maps, or 
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to be precise: instruments of navigation and representation. To un-

derstand how this page followership uses Reactions as a signifier of 

what moves them, visual patterns in the network of Reactions and 

images were of great importance. These could provide clues on why 

certain Reactions were strongly co-occurring. 

For the selection of images to focus on, I used metrics of most 

correlated Reactions for this page: Sad and Angry and Sad and Love. To 

select images based on the strength of the correlation of two buttons, I 

used the following formula: reaction1/reaction2 * 100. I then analyzed 

all the photographs that got between 90% (Reaction 2 is higher than 

Reaction 1) to 110% (Reaction 1 is higher than Reaction 2). I chose to 

qualitatively analyze posts with mixed Reactions, as they show strong 

ambiguity: the images that these posts contain might point to clues in 

the content that can account for the collective use of two Reactions 

simultaneously. Since Sad and Angry, and Love and Sad were most 

co-occurring, as will be elaborated, I analyzed only posts with these 

correlations. Each image was carefully analyzed through a qualitative 

content analysis identifying the most salient patterns in characters, 

subjects, and protagonists. As content elements alone do not express 

the full message of the image, the textual elements of the posts were 

also accounted for. 

Figure 1:  Reconstructed taxonomy of basic and subordinate emotions. Based 

on Laros and Steenkamp. The original (2005) can be retrieved from: https://www.

sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0148296304001092
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Reaction buttons and their collective 
use to share emotions 

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of the Reaction metrics.  

Excluding Likes (due to their emotional ambiguity), the most dominant 

Reaction to images on the Syrian Revolution Network page was Sad (M= 

59,05 and SD = 158), followed by Angry (M= 21,95 and SD = 59), reflecting 

the sufferings and rebellion impulses for the revolution itself and sug-

gesting a sort of indignation toward the posted contents. It was then de-

termined whether or not the majority of posts had a dominant Reaction. 

Posts with a 70% consensus on a single Reaction were determined to 

have a dominant Reaction. 48% of posts did not have a dominant Reac-

tion, indicating that nearly half of the posts elicited more than one Reac-

tion. An examination of the distribution of each of the Reactions followed 

and outliers were removed. Subsequently the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 

was used to assess for violations of normality. Since the distributions 

of all the variables were not normally distributed (p=.000), Spearman’s 

rank correlation was used, also because the relationship between the 

variables was monotonic, and the frequencies indicated a bimodal dis-

tribution of Reactions, rather than a combination of three or more. 

Table 2 shows the Spearman’s correlations between the Reaction but-

tons as they were used in the Syrian Revolution Network page. The 

table shows that the negative emotion Reactions (Sad and Angry) were 

highly correlated (rs= .738, p.000). On the other hand, the positive Re-

actions (Love and Haha) go together but were more distinct (rs= .444, 

p.000). The seemingly neutral Wow Reaction button was stronger cor-

related with the positive emotions, Love (rs =.419, p <.000) and Haha  

(r =.469; p <.001), compared to the negative emotion, Angry (rs =.099; 

p <.000). All in all, Reactions to images often appeared bimodal, rather 

than having one dominant response. 
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The affordances of network analysis 
for visual narratives

In order to study the distribution of images across the Reactions, a 

representative sample (N=363) was drawn based on a calculated sam-

ple size of 95% confidence level of the total of 6,409 posts. To test for 

representativeness, a one-sample t-test based on the variable en-

gagement was drawn. This variable reflects the total amount of clicks, 

shares, and Reactions to a post and is, therefore, a valid summary of 

the different variables to base a comparison on. The t-test showed that 

the sample mean (M= 2526,16 and SD = 2686,06) did not significantly 

differ (t= 0,675, p= .500) from the full dataset (M= 2631,72 and SD = 

2905,34). Therefore, a representative sample was assumed. Figure 2 

shows a bipartite network, demonstrating how the different images 

from the sample set cluster around the Reaction buttons. The size of 

the Reaction emoji represents its centrality in the network.

Figure 2: Bipartite network map of the distribution of images around Reactions. 

Note that both Reactions, as well as images, are nodes, where the images are 

clustered around the Reaction nodes. The edge weight between the two is the 

Reaction metrics tied to the images. The size of the Reaction nodes reflects the 

overall metrics for these buttons. The data was retrieved through the Netvizz 

application (RI EDER , 2013)  and represents a sample of 363 images that were 

posted in between February 24, 2016 and June 27, 2017. The figure was produced 

by Michele Invernizzi. For closer inspection one can visit the network in its entirety 

here: https://bit.ly/2ZCTx75.

The first perspective on reading narratives from networks, as set out 

by Tomasso Venturini et al. (2017), is about the density of the nodes and 

their location in a network. When using this perspective, it becomes 

apparent upon taking a bird’s eye view that there is greater density 

around particular Reactions, in this instance, Sad and Angry. There is 

also a cluster between two Reactions, Sad and Love, connecting one 

side of the network to the other but leading to less dense clusters 
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around the other Reactions. The network might contain more densely 

populated clusters in the east, but nodes appear to be evenly spread 

across the upper area of the network. In the second perspective, the 

location of each node and its connections to other nodes were ex-

plored. This perspective “reads the location and size of nodes in or-

der to highlight actors that occupy a vantage position in the network”  

(VENTURINI ET AL., 2017). The actors that play this role in the Reactions- 

images network are the Reactions: Love, HaHa, Wow, Angry, and Sad. 

Reactions represent the common ground between images because 

every image is linked to at least one Reaction, working as a ‘broker.’ 

Sad appears to be the most relevant node, it is quite central and more 

relevant than Angry, and it somehow seems to work together both 

with Angry and Love, suggesting that some pictures evoke a kind of 

pity (Sad and Love) or indignation (Sad and Angry), which results in 

visual content patterns that are analyzed in the content analysis of 

the images, outlined in the following section. 

Zooming in: stories of hope and resilience

Images that garnered highly correlated Reaction responses were exam-

ined so as to see what characteristics led to such ambiguous responses. 

In total, 46 images matched the Sad-Angry combination (23 with Sad be-

ing the more dominant Reaction and 21 with Angry as more dominant 

and 2 being equally dominant) and 22 Love-Sad combinations (12 with 

Sad as the dominant Reaction, 9 with Love as the dominant Reaction, 

and one image with both emotions equally dominant). The relational vi-

sualization of the sample (figure 2) shows how depictions of children 

are dominant in the zone between the Sad and Angry nodes. Between 

Love and Sad, we see more diverse image content, ranging from children 

to sign holders and adult casualties of war. In the next section, I will dis-

cuss how images in both combinations of Reactions evolve content-wise 

when moving away from the 100% ratio point. 

From the 21 Angry and Sad posts, where Angry comes in first 

(with Sad logically following suit), we see an interesting pattern. 12 of 

21 images depict fire and rubble as a result of bombardments. This 

is the most common content characteristic in the Angry first images. 

The images with a 100% ratio (n=2) consist of a depiction of a vehicle 

on fire and a depiction in which there is a fire in the background and a 

young man in the foreground, seemingly taking a selfie. The latter im-

age combines the common visual symbols associated with Angry (fire, 

rubble, bombardments) with a human element: a man in this case. In 

7 out of 23 Sad first posts, we see this human element returning. Hu-

mans are much less present in Angry first posts (n=6 of 21) and a large 

proportion of the people that are depicted in these ‘more angry’ posts 

are politicians being mocked (n=4 out of 6), implying how politicians 

seem to garner more anger, something that might be expected. 
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Figure 3: This image combines image elements that trigger strong ambiguity 

between Angry and Sad Reactions. It is combining the common visual symbols as-

sociated with typical ‘Angry imagery’ (fire, rubble, bombardments) and ‘Sad imagery’ 

(people). The image is part of a dataset containing 6,409 posts with images scraped 

from the Syrian Revolution Network public Facebook page between February 24, 

2016 and June 27, 2017. 

The Sad first images (N=23) with Angry following in second show 

similar content as the Angry first images (fire and rubble in 13 im-

ages). However, when taking into account translations of the accom-

panying texts, the images with Sad as a first Reaction are of bom-

barded mosques which might account for Sad slightly ‘winning.’ The 

destroyed religious houses seem to evoke more feelings of loss, and 

anger gets pushed to the background. From the fact that images of 

bombardment, fire, and other consequences are associated with sig-

nificant collective combining between Sad and Angry, one can derive 

that posts depicting a destroyed mosque, a symbol of Islam, serve as 

stimuli that appeal to subordinate emotions in users. Namely, frus-

tration and indignation seem to be weighed against each other when 

choosing to hit Angry or Sad. Fire and rubble, being inanimate, collect 

slightly more anger, and images with more humane or religious sym-

bols ignite indignation. 

Figure 4: Religious symbols are more apparent when we reverse Sad and Angry 

(Sad first in most correlating posts combining the Sad and Angry buttons). The 

image is part of a dataset containing 6,409 posts with images scraped from the 

Syrian Revolution Network public Facebook page between February 24, 2016 and 

June 27, 2017.  

Helplessness and frustration, being subordinate emotions that fall 

under the basic emotions of anger and sadness (L AROS & STEEN K AM P, 

2015) , are particularly vivid when looking closely at a post with a 100% 

ratio of Sad and Anger: the image of a young man taking a selfie, 

bombardment fire in the background. In the images of the Love and 

Sad combinations (N=22), no clear differences were found between  
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images where Sad comes in first (n=12) or Love as first (n=9). The most  

common visual characteristics in these posts were: male rebels (n=7) 

and children (n=8). Remarkably, 7 out of the 8 images depicting chil-

dren show them in the context of festive events, such as Eid al-Fitr. 

When taking into account the post texts, all pertained to a narrative 

in which children were protagonists (like in the visual modality of the 

post) and served as the symbols of hope, life, and resilience in times 

of hardship.

 

Figure 5: In posts in which Love and Sad go together, the dominant visual story 

is about children (Love) amidst rubble (Sad) pertaining to a narrative of resilience. 

The image is part of a dataset containing 6,409 posts with images scraped from 

the Syrian Revolution Network public Facebook page between February 24, 2016 

and June 27, 2017.  

The remaining seven images generating both love and sadness were 

varied in visual content. However, all post texts in this correlated 

zone send a coherent message: solidarity for the Syrian revolution-

ary cause. By taking into account the accompanying texts, it can be 

derived that children convey a message of hope. Hope is symbolized 

by (at times smiling) children depicted in the context of festivities and 

symbols of play, inventiveness, and resilience: we see a Ferris wheel, 

inventive household devices made from exploded bomb material). The 

images of rebel fighters go with texts that convey support and solidari-

ty for their cause. Three out of the seven images depict rebels asleep in 

uncomfortable places, sending a message of hardship and resilience. 

Diverging images depict a tower that is alight, in solidarity with Alep-

po, the revolutionary flag, and people celebrating with a running buf-

fet amidst the rubble, again pertaining to resilience. The fact that both 

Sad and Love are used in the latter can be explained by the fact that 

there is a festive event (Love) amidst rubble (Sad). When linking the vi-

sual and textual content of the Sad and Love posts to the subordinate 

emotions under the basic emotions Sadness and Love, one may derive 

that warm-heartedness (Love), and helplessness (Sadness) seem to 

be weighed against each other when reacting. In sum, for the Syrian 

Revolution Network page, recurring visual objects that get contextu-

alized with Reaction usage of Love and Sad are children (associated 

with festivities and play) and rebel fighters associated with elements 

of their hardship. Anger and sadness go with rubble as consequenc-

es of bombardments, destroyed religious buildings, and politicians.  
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Image patterns as tools for 
‘unstandardizing’ sociality

Facebook offers a simplified set of emotional statements and makes 

available only one choice per user, nudging them to choose a response 

that might conflate or invisibilize the more complex but also more ac-

curate responses. This technical limitation is of value to the academic 

study of ‘button behavior’ and collective emotions in general. Through 

studying how some buttons tend to go with others, it becomes clear how 

button usage collectively reveals the oversimplification of the button 

feature to serve individual users the full palette of human emotions. Al-

though the categories theorized in Laros and Steenkamp (20 05) are not 

entirely identical to those emerging from the empirical study, the results 

seem to underpin the theory of hierarchical emotion structures. 

Users in the Syrian Revolution Network page are found to be 

more uniform in their experiences of positive emotions, resulting in 

more distinct usage of the positive buttons (Love and Haha). In con-

trast, their experiences of the negative emotions are more complex, 

resulting in a collective combining of the negative valenced Sad and 

Angry buttons. From the image content characteristic for the col-

lective Sad and Angry combinations, subordinate emotions, namely 

frustration, helplessness, pity, and indignation, could be derived. The 

content of posts that associate with correlations between Sad and 

Love and Sad and Angry, also serves to explain how and why there is a 

collective combining of multiple buttons. When linking the visual and 

textual content of the Sad and Love correlated posts to the subordi-

nate emotions under the basic emotions sadness and love, I could de-

rive that warm-heartedness (Love), and helplessness (Sadness) seem 

to be weighed against each other when reacting on posts. In these cas-

es, it seems that a clear polarization between positive and negative 

valence is somehow less visible. 

When relating the visual and textual content of posts to the 

hierarchical structure of emotions, it was found that rubble and fire 

and (injured and dead) children (distinct usage of the Sad button) 

are the dominant visual topics in negatively valenced content. Rub-

ble and fire elicit a more ambiguous user response (Sad and Angry), 

conveying subordinate emotions such as helplessness, frustration, 

and indignation. Positive valence is visually dominated by male reb-

el fighters (distinct Love usage) and children in a festive or playful 

scene (correlated Sad and Love usage), the latter conveying a message 

of hope. Hope might be denoted as a positive emotion; however, as 

Lazarus (1991) argues, hope is aroused only in the face of a threatening 

situation. Most notable is how children get depicted in the resonating 

posts, with a strong correlation between the Sad and the Love buttons. 

Unlike combinations of Angry and Sad buttons, where children are, 

at times graphically, shown injured or deceased, in the zone between 

Love and Sad, children are consequently depicted as symbols of resil-

ience. While they continue their playing amidst rubble, contrasting re-

silience and childlike innocence with the tragedy of war, such images 

serve as coping strategies in times of hardship, providing hope. 

Although studying (image) content that sparked co-occurring 

button usage can give us a glimpse into other emotions that are not 

offered, it is also important to acknowledge that probably a part of the 

other emotions experienced by users confronted with these images 
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are collapsed by the Likes button. The combination involving the Love 

button (Sad and Love) could be especially prone to this. Love sits clos-

er to Like, although the combination with Sad makes absorbing button 

responses by the Likes button less probable. This might not apply so 

much to the Sad and Angry combinations, as these sit less well with 

Likes. Hence, due to the ambiguity of the Likes button, I am convinced 

that studying the ways in which such responses are absorbed by Likes 

is in itself an interesting direction for future research. Moreover, as 

images are “especially powerful in transmitting realism and emotion-

al appeal […] because visuals are processed via emotional pathways in 

the brain, they are inherently affect-laden” (GR AB E & B U CY 20 09, P. 8) , 

future studies of Reaction usage in relation to visual social media, is 

extremely worthwhile. 

A finding of Powell et al. (2015) points to an interesting aspect to 

explore further: feelings of anger in response to the suffering inflict-

ed on the victims depicted, prompted participants in their study to 

confront the problem by taking action. This contention is supported 

by the affect heuristic (S LOVIC ET AL . ,  20 07, P. 1333) , which states that 

emotions provide a rapid and automatic feeling of the goodness or 

badness of a stimulus, which in turn guides behavior. The study of 

Powell et al. (2015) involved an experimental set up, and the research 

was outside of the social media realm. An interesting venue to explore 

is whether this action-readiness is affected by the use of the immedi-

ate self-report that is afforded by the Angry button. To what extent is 

this catharsis-affordance dampening any action-readiness in people?  

Conclusions

This chapter’s case study exemplifies a novel methodology that repur-

poses Facebook Reactions to infer collective attitudes and self-stated, 

performative, emotional expressions vis á vis images shared on the 

large Syrian Revolution Network public page (over 2 million follow-

ers). Patterns were found in image content that co-occurs with certain 

combinations of Reaction buttons. Although ‘merely’ a click of a but-

ton, through Reactions, individuals can, performatively, signify affec-

tive investment in a post image. Visual patterns that co-occur with 

certain buttons or combinations thereof hold the potential to reveal 

attitudes and emotional alignment with visual messages, laying bare 

digital cultures of affect (DÖVELI NG ET AL . , 2018) . The study found that 

collective metadata garnered through Reactions, displayed strong 

correlations, especially between Sad and Angry and Love and Sad. A 

relational approach was used to select photographs that garnered 

mixed Reactions. These were then qualitatively examined, and con-

sistent visual patterns were found in spaces of ambiguous uses of Sad 

and Love and Sad and Angry. Particular visual content characteristics 

seem to explain ambiguity in button responses, with that they lay bare 

the gaps that occur due to confounding and collapsing the complex-

ities of emotions. Facebook pages offer spaces to communities that 

strive for a more structural engagement with the Syrian war and its 

humanitarian consequences. These consequences are perceived as 

‘distant’ suffering for the larger part of the global audience. A pub-

lic page such as the studied Syrian Revolution Network renders com-

munities that share a more structural commitment to resolving this  
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conflict from a revolutionary perspective, backing the fall of the 

Bashar al-Assad regime. Although studying the demographics of the 

followers of this page was beyond the scope of the case study, from 

their usage of the Reaction buttons toward particular visual posts, af-

fective alignment can be revealed, pointing to a certain homogeneity 

in terms of political stance. 

Reactions provide a simplified and very immediate question-

naire in which people can instantaneously self-report emotions trig-

gered by the post content. These buttons are part of an expanding tool-

kit of platforms that allow for the quantification of sociality in order to 

commodify user data. This is extensively critiqued by, among others 

Jurgenson (2019), Van de Ven (2017), and Stark and Crawford (2015). The 

everyday haptic gestures, almost falling below the threshold of con-

scious behavior (HAYLES, 2006), allow for quick alignment with like-mind-

ed others present on advocacy pages like the object of study in this 

chapter. The visual modalities of posts proved to be able to ‘fill in’ or 

explain communicative gaps present in the Reaction buttons. In this 

revolution-driven page, a prominent correlation between Sad and Love 

co-occurred with visual patterns communicating hope and resilience 

told through the visual narrative of children staying positive in harsh 

living conditions. Secondly, Sad and Angry were correlated and co- 

occurred with visual patterns in which the more graphic photographs 

of wounded revolutionary soldiers served as protagonists. These visual 

stories exemplify regimes of visibility that reveal coping mechanisms 

of a more structurally involved networked public. These findings impli-

cate how we should understand affective self-expressions toward con-

tent. The latter is transformed into a platformed cultural commodity to 

which we can respond in particular ways that characterize themselves 

as immediate, simplified, and standardized. This is reorganizing the 

visibilities of suffering in particular ways. For example, fear is not pres-

ent in the button grid, while it is a recognized basic human emotion. So, 

while more options complement the original Like feature, there is still 

a clear bias in what the platform wants to endorse. 

While emoji buttons might help build and maintain social ties 

within platforms and communities, their emancipatory potential is 

restricted by the commercial limitations that arise from the conserva-

tive and neoliberal frameworks within which they constitute a norm-

core of what is profitable. This normcore of sameness (MARKS, 2010) 

might be profitable to the platform but proves to be ill-equipped to ac-

count for the complexity of emotions in general and emotions toward 

images of war and suffering in particular. Especially the exclusion of 

fear, I argue, is prone to create a bias in which visual narratives that 

tap into fear cannot be amplified through quick button engagement. 

Overall, looking at Facebook Reactions to images on public 

pages is a productive avenue of affect research in the digital realm. 

The button metrics data open up new ways of sampling large num-

bers of images that circulate a platform, doing justice to the way that 

these images are audienced and contextualized in networked ways. 

The methodology is by no means exhaustive. For example, it does not 

take into account other ways of engaging with image posts such as 

commenting, liking, and sharing. However, this methodology can be 

adjusted to include metrics that point to other modes of user engage-

ment and behavior afforded by the platform at hand. In this chapter, 

the ways in which affective labor is shaped, steered, and constrained 
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by the platform, were studied in the context of a page community 

sharing a particular political subjectivity. 

In the next chapter, I leave the study of a page community, thus 

leaving a kind of political homogeneity, and also moving away from 

a somewhat structural interest in the Syrian conflict (which I derive 

from the page followership of a networked public). In chapter 4, the 

temporal dynamics of user attention for the humanitarian conse-

quences of the Syrian conflict are foregrounded. I investigated the ef-

fects of follower and Like dynamics of Instagram for the visibility of 

particular modes of the spectatorship of suffering. The case at hand 

are the images circulating with hashtags that pertain to the tragic 

drowning of 3-year-old Alan Kurdi. These images inspired collectives 

to rework the visual composition of the originals, which were then  

socio-technically amplified at the expense of both the original photo-

graphs as well as more critical engagements with the wider causes for 

this tragedy. 



4 CROWDING OUT CRITICAL ENGAGEMENTS 
WITH SUFFERING: INSTAGRAM
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In the previous chapter, I outlined how social buttons —Facebook’s  

Reactions— shape, steer and constrain the affective practices per-

formed on a public advocacy page. In this chapter, I will move away 

from the homogeneous character of page communities, insofar as we 

can label page-constructed followerships as communities. The work 

covers a part of the exploratory analyses performed in a data sprint 

during the 2016 Digital Methods Initiative (DMI) winter school.1 I pub-

lished a single-authored article based on a part of these analyses in 

2019.2 Fragments of that article are to be found in this chapter. 

Instead of studying a page community that shares a revolution-

ary stance toward the Syrian Assad regime, the Instagram case study 

takes hashtags as an entry point. The image data set is thus compiled 

through collecting posts that share particular hashtags. Functioning 

as linguistic markers, hashtags can be seen as metadata signifying the 

intent with which one uploads content to platforms (ZAPPAVIGNA, 2015). 

Users align themselves with a certain issue by tagging their messages. 

In my case study, the issue consists of the heart-rending ‘media event’ 

which took place after images of the drowned 3-year-old Alan Kurdi 

began circulating social media, and within moments not only attained 

a viral status, but also ignited a stream of memetic reworkings of the 

original photographs on Instagram. These reworkings, in which people 

 1 |  Results of the projects are logged in this report: https://wiki.digitalmethods.net/

Dmi/WinteSchool2016EngagementWithTragedySocialMedia 

 2 |  Geboers, M.A. (2019). ‘Writing’ oneself into tragedy: visual user practices 

and spectatorship of the Alan Kurdi images on Instagram.  Visual Communication. 

doi:10.1177/1470357219857118 
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‘inscribe their own messages’ are exemplary of the innumerable varia-

tions of mediated experience when content starts circulating on social 

platforms, quickly detaching texts, images, and bodies from their origi-

nal contexts (PILIPETS, 2019; PAASONEN, 2011; SENFT, 2008). Elena Pilipets (2019, 

P. 164) situates the affectively driven circulation of images across plat-

forms as contingent on affective moments of circulation and memet-

ic alteration: “Images escape the logic of authorized production towards 

more hybrid formations of the networked attention economy, visual media 

objects enter a web of exchange and circulation.” The case study present-

ed in this chapter analyzes reworkings of the iconic Kurdi images, their 

circulation and amplification, and what such reworkings convey about 

prominent modes of spectatorship of suffering. 

Practices of recontextualization hold the potential to move  

—and thus affect— individuals and collectives present on platforms 

which in turn inform the algorithmic properties of Instagram through 

the click of a button, pushing some image posts at the expense of oth-

ers. The affective potentialities of reworkings and the interplay be-

tween content, public, and platform bears real consequences for the 

ways in which the Syrian war and the subsequent refugee crisis are 

seen through the lens of Instagram. The methodological contribution 

of this dissertation is to advance visual methodologies for the study 

of the social visual, encompassing the analysis of image content and 

its networkedness. This chapter’s conducted case study focuses on 

the effects of user-platform interactions on the visibility of reworked 

(re-contextualized) images of the photographs of Alan Kurdi on In-

stagram. In doing so, it will also discuss the act of reworking tragic 

images in the context of post-humanitarian solidarity as coined by 

Chouliaraki (2013) and which inspired Mette Mortensen and Hans-Jörg 

Trenz (2016) to develop typologies of modes of spectatorship of suffer-

ing: emotional, critical, and self-reflexive. 

The research questions guiding this study are: What kind of 

spectatorship of suffering emerges from most engaging visual posts 

that (re)contextualize iconic news images? Furthermore, how is shar-

ing behavior, as shaped by Instagram’s affect architecture, impact-

ing the visibility of particular modes of spectatorship over others? 

By adding new layers of meaning to visual content and distribut-

ing and reacting to such content, users reinforce the visual narra-

tives that particular reworkings convey. The resonance of posted 

images —operationalized through Likes metrics and spreadability 

of posts— is seen as a signifier of affective alignment of networked 

publics (DÖVELI NG ET AL . , 2018) . Before going into such flows of affec-

tive alignment and how these play out through reworked images of 

the Syrian war on Instagram, I will take a brief look at the platform 

at hand and how affect gets networked within this particular space.  
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Blurred boundaries between the 
political and the mundane

When Instagram founders Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger began 

working together, they quickly shifted from designing a locative app  

—similar to Foursquare— to narrowing down their idea to ‘merely’ its 

visual layer, resulting in a clean app focused on instantly sharing im-

ages, which could be networked through comments and Likes (SWI S H -

ER , 2013) . The immediacy (the instant) was the most important thing 

(LE AVER ET AL . , 2020) , centering the communicative function of pho-

tography that this app allowed. When the app was launched in Octo-

ber 2010, seven filters were integrated to allow the instant images to 

communicate different stylistic feels. Instagram did not invent photo 

sharing, or filters for that matter, or even square frames; it was the 

successful integration and balancing of these elements that account-

ed for its success (LE AVER ET AL . , 2020) . Offering a myriad of filters and 

features to enhance image aesthetics, this platform was not the first to 

cross one’s mind when considering the Syrian war and tragedy in gen-

eral. Still, as stressed by Highfield and Leaver (2016, P. 1) , Instagram im-

ages convey political stances, affect, and are far from trivial or merely 

frivolous. Since this call to take the platform seriously in scholarly re-

search, Instagram has evolved into a space with a broadened scope 

and function. As Instagram user numbers have surged in recent years, 

Reuters also found an uptake in users reporting to use Instagram as 

a news source (AMAL , 2020) , leading some to suggest Instagram might 

take over Twitter as a news source, at least for a younger generation 

that seemed to respond to strong visual stories on the Coronavirus 

pandemic and large-scale Black Lives Matter protests in 2020 across 

the United States. 

With this uptake in topics that go (way) beyond the trivial, In-

stagram not only subsumes political and activist conversation, but 

critical perspectives on authenticity also emerge alongside this. 

Movements that call for solidarity are particularly evident examples 

of this, such as the #challengeaccepted movement. Connecting to 

this hashtag, users posted selfies in black and white to convey soli-

darity with marginalized women. Critical reflections on this seemingly 

benign challenge stemmed first from the origins of the tag and how 

it was initially meant to be used; secondly, from the shallow or low- 

effort involvement in activism; and thirdly (aligning with Chouliara-

ki’s work on self-reflexive solidarity, 2013) the presumably vain ele-

ments present within displaying oneself, especially when this prac-

tice is situated in the context of other people’s suffering (LORENZ , 

2020) . The initial motivation for this tag is noteworthy in the context 

of this thesis. It shows how marginalized voices can be quickly si-

lenced when prominent actors such as celebrities take over —and in 

this case, repurpose— a tag. The #challengeaccepted tag was initiat-

ed by Turkish women in response to numerous senseless murders on 

women in the country and the withdrawal of Turkey from a European 

Council Convention on preventing and combating domestic violence 

and abuse of women (see comments section on the article by TAYLOR  

LORENZ , 2020) . This way of repurposing a hashtag for another cause 

is not about invalidating the cause itself. However, it does point to a 

power asymmetry intensified by social platforms that seem to lean 

toward amplification of already prominent voices. Notwithstanding 
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platforms and their tyranny of quantified success (J U RGEN SON , 2019) , 

humanitarian campaigns are already critiqued as only being able to 

call for solidarity with those victims that fit a consumerist ‘lifestyle,’ 

per the critique of Chouliaraki (2013) . What should not be overlooked 

when discussing accusations of the sanitization of suffering due to 

the aestheticizing features of Instagram is that on this platform, there 

is no strict divide between what might be seen as narcissist and friv-

olous content on the one hand and political, affective content on the 

other (MANOVICH ET AL . , 2014) . Instead, the boundaries are blurred. 

This blurring is addressed by Mathias Klang and Nora Madison (2016) 

when they describe how awareness campaigns require more gimmicks 

because of the frivolous content surrounding their own content:  

The vast amounts of information available require the campaigner 

to produce something quirky to be heard above the cat memes. The 

technical formats of the platform must be adhered to; in order to 

compete with all other content, the message must be able to com-

pete in style and presentation. Finally, to be successful, the mes-

sage must be heard over the stream of competing information.

This dynamic exacerbates the spill-over of distinct content char-

acteristics, earlier referred to as ‘platform contingency of cultural 

production and commodities’ (CHAPTER 1, NIEBORG & POELL, 2018). The re-

contextualization communicated through reworkings of the Alan 

Kurdi photographs exemplify a kind of mutation of the originals  

(MILNER, 2016; SHIFMAN, 2014), new layers of meaning are added. Import-

ant to note is that, although the reworking of images provides a way to 

engage with tragedy, Sandrine Boudana et al. (2017) and Barbie Zelizer 

(2006) critique such practices of reproduction as leading to a dilution 

or distortion of meaning. Mielczarek (2018) suggests how the rhetori-

cal power of iconic images might be eroding due to these digital re- 

appropriations. As a significant proportion of the reworkings of the 

Kurdi images were illustrations repairing or reversing the tragedy 

itself, it is also important to refer to scholars such as Luc Boltanski 

(1999), who argued that the aestheticization of what we see in the media 

emotionally and morally insulates viewers from the suffering of oth-

ers. This brought about the need to critically apply the framework of 

post-humanitarianism that builds on Boltanski (1999) and is further de-

veloped by Chouliaraki (2013). 

The presented case study in this chapter reveals how reworked 

versions of the Kurdi photographs garner significantly more user en-

gagement than the original images of the Syrian toddler that drowned 

during an attempt to reach Greece on September 2, 2015. The original 

photographs were crowded out by reworkings, illustrations, and oth-

er derivative work. Such reworkings can obfuscate reality (BOLTAN KS I, 

 1999) and overlook the structural causes for the depicted suffering 

in their focus on personally felt emotions. I will go into this dynamic 

of shifting the focus away from the suffering of others through self- 

reflexive practices on social platforms by first outlining the ongoing 

discussion within photojournalism relating to the manipulation of 

news photographs and the distinction between photograph and illus-

tration. Although the aim is not to address the reworkings of the Kurdi 

images from a photojournalistic perspective —visuals on Instagram 

are not tied to photojournalistic standards of upholding truth— there 
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is a valid argument to be made for studying the visibility of original 

news images on social platforms. Social visuality, being the semiot-

ic domain wherein a specific ‘politics of representation’ is played out 

(M I R ZOEFF, 20 0 6, P. 76) , reflects regimes of visibility that dominate the 

primary spaces of contemporary political debate and meaning-mak-

ing. As the case study will demonstrate: images of suffering on social 

platforms are subdued by images produced by others who are rework-

ing the original images into self-reflections. Presumably without in-

tention, they are crowding out the original images, a particular ethical 

concern, as images of distant suffering are moved beyond horizons 

of visibility. This is problematic as “the undiluted, unsanitized realities 

must be seen in order to be responded to” (OLIVER , 20 01, P. 15) .  

A clear example where images of war, manipulated by filters 

and adhering to a focus on everydayness, became controversial from 

a journalistic perspective is that of a series of images shot by Damon 

Winter for The New York Times, including  four that appeared on the 

front-page on November 22, 2010. These images accompanied a story 

documenting the yearlong deployment in northern Afghanistan of the 

First Battalion, 87th Infantry Regiment of the US Army. Winter’s photo-

graphs depict, among other things, a blurry close-up of a peanut but-

ter and jelly sandwich, another shows a line of washed socks drying on 

a rock after falling into an irrigation canal polluted with human waste. 

These photographs were manipulated with Hipstamatic, an early pho-

to-filter app that allowed Winter to convey a particular aesthetic that, 

in a way, juxtaposes the harsh circumstances of war. Meryl Alper (2014) 

discusses how such mobile app photography provoked several techni-

cal, aesthetical, and ethical dilemmas for photojournalism: “The use of 

Hipstamatic presents particular ways of ‘picturing’ the news that, crit-

ics argue, fully crosses a threshold into distorting truth beyond what is 

acceptable in contemporary digital photojournalism” (P. 1235) . Although 

user-created reworkings of news images on Instagram are of course 

by no means bound to stay within the constraints of professional pho-

tojournalistic codes of conduct, people increasingly encounter news 

through algorithmically curated feeds. Feed algorithms get informed 

by the user’s actions and attention. Attention is measured in various 

ways, one prominent instrument in the toolbox being the Like button. 

In fact, Bucher (2012) mentions that one of the most explicit ways in 

which users let the algorithm know what moves them is through the 

use of social buttons, such as the Like button, in the case of Instagram. 

As shown in this chapter’s case study, popularity dynamics —both in 

terms of follower counts and Likes— push the original news images 

away, rendering them less visible to a wider public, in this way shap-

ing the regimes of visibility pertaining to suffering. Before I discuss 

this dynamic in more detail, I will outline the most prominent affec-

tive participatory practices afforded by the platform’s architecture.  

Instagram as a space for networked affect 

boyd (2010) presents four properties of networked publics in social me-

dia: persistence, replicability, scalability, and searchability. This study 

concentrates particularly on the replicability of discursive materi-

al and adds to this the re-appropriation of images as a user practice 

to connect with an online public that collectively shares sentiment, 
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reflects on the shared sentiment, and aligns (or diverts) emotional-

ly, thereby potentially creating digital affect cultures: atmospheres 

of emotional and cultural belonging (DÖVELI NG ET AL . , 2018) . Through 

the affordances of Instagram, users connect to others and seek af-

fective encounters through content that often serves as a signifier(s) 

of particular emotions. The circulation of this content is driven by 

user behavior and configured by the platform, constituting a complex  

socio-technical environment. 

On a platform like Instagram, the visuals to be read include the 

original, the edited, and the re-appropriated. The use of pre-existing 

media items applied in new and unrelated contexts serves as signi-

fiers of particular emotions, opinions, punchlines, and reactions of 

users (H IGH FI ELD & LE AVER , 2016) . Just as news photographs should be 

read (BARTH ES, 197 7) , these signifiers provide us with essential clues 

on how people emotionally connect with tragedies through the means 

that a social platform provides. Reworked visuals can also, I argue, 

be used to identify different ways of how audiences observe suffer-

ing as reworkings by users with awareness of each other and thus 

engaging in performative sharing of emotions, often are self-reflexive  

(CHOU LIAR AKI, 2013) . For users engaging in the reappropriation of icon-

ic images of suffering, a sense of participation is achieved, which ac-

cording to Sontag (20 03) , could make us feel sympathetic toward the 

portrayed victim(s). Robert Hariman and John L. Lucaites (20 07) de-

fine photojournalistic icons as images that are widely recognized and 

remembered, understood to be representations of historically signifi-

cant events, activate strong emotional identification or response, and 

are reproduced across a range of media, genres and topics. Icons in 

the digital era are not only reproduced on a large scale; they also com-

municate emotional responses of the audience as they attain multiple 

layers of meaning, added through reworking the original photographs. 

An illustration in which Alan Kurdi is depicted as a toddler asleep in 

his bed is exemplary: it carries the maker’s emotional response to the 

original images, but it also creates a way for users on platforms to 

emotionally connect to a shared sentiment, and in that way facilitates 

the construction of a networked affective public. Thus, engaging with 

the photographs of Alan Kurdi, Instagram users can become part of 

such a public in three ways, that is by: 1) diffusing the original im-

ages; 2) creating and diffusing their own reworking(s) of the original 

image(s) and; 3) through the technological affordances Instagram pro-

vides, in this case, liking or commenting on other users’ reworkings or 

posts of original Kurdi photographs, which influences the algorithmi-

cally determined visibility of these images. 

It is clear that the Kurdi photographs lend themselves for re- 

appropriation. No clear features of death are overly apparent, which 

is why the viewer can be confronted by death without directly turn-

ing away the gaze (Z ELIZ ER , 2010) . The body is in a position that is fa-

miliar to parents of toddlers who tend to sleep this way, which cuts 

through ideological groups, making a connection with the tragedy easy  

(B EN N ET T & S EGERB ERG, 2012) . Furthermore, images disseminated by 

relatives of Alan after his death made the creation of juxtaposing im-

ages possible. Thomas Olesen (2018, P. 665) describes the power of jux-

taposition as an amplification of moral shock: 
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While a photograph depicting death can be shocking in and of it-

self, its combination with a ‘normal’ photograph creates a chasm, 

an unbearable distance between normalcy and horror, openness 

and finality that exacerbates emotional responses of indignation, 

shame, and anger. 

As the platform steers users to be eminently personal, it invites them 

to take on a self-reflexive stance toward news events in a way that 

is aesthetically appealing to other users. As set out above, this self- 

reflexivity plays a dominant role in Chouliaraki’s critique on contem-

porary humanitarian communication, in which the distant sufferer is  

becoming invisible due to a focus on ‘consumers’ that are communi-

cating their own position in relation to the other. The emotional atmo-

spheres and digital affect cultures (DÖVELI NG ET AL . , 2018) that emerged 

in networked publics responding to the Kurdi images should be un-

derstood as constructed through performative-discursive activities 

steered by platform affordances. 

This case study closely examines the dynamics that the Like 

feature of Instagram enables and the effects of such dynamics on the 

visibility of specific visual responses to the Kurdi images. Following, 

among others, Rebecca Adler-Nissen et al. (2020) , I acknowledge that 

emotionally laden responses to images should be seen as performed 

in discourses. They theorize images as objects of interpretation and 

contestation and emotions as socially constituted rather than as in-

dividual ‘inner states,’ emotions are articulated in discourse and not 

understood as psychological reactions situated within the individ-

ual or groups of individuals. Communicating emotions and political 

views constitute the majority of user-created content that circulat-

ed on Instagram in the first week after the publishing of the images.  

Emma Hutchison (2014) identifies three reasons to regard visual repre-

sentations as essential to the study of performative-discursively con-

stituted emotions. Firstly, representations of self-reported emotional 

responses are as close as one can get to perceiving felt emotions. Ac-

cording to Hutchison, there is no other way of getting to know emo-

tions than through their instrumental display. The user-created and 

modified visuals circulating in the Kurdi hashtag space on Instagram 

are thus seen as performative expressions of emotions. 

Constructing the suffering other 

To assess the construction of the suffering other in reworkings of the 

Alan Kurdi images, we need to understand such constructions of oth-

erness fully. In this section, notions of otherness, present in the litera-

ture on the spectatorship of suffering, will be outlined. Drawing on the 

notable work of Mortensen and Trenz (2016) , the theoretical framework 

of moral spectatorship is extended to encompass social platforms 

to understand platform logic and their consequences for different  

modes of spectatorship. The ways in which suffering of (distant) oth-

ers gets constructed through media requires, first and foremost, an 

understanding of what otherness means. From such notions, I will 

move on to causes and incentives for solidarity with others and how 

this has historically changed, partly influenced, or implicated by the 

technological affordances of platforms. Roger Silverstone (20 0 6) puts 
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forward an ethics of care, a proposal that begins by recognizing unfa-

miliar others as others with humanity. As noted earlier, the notion of a 

‘common humanity’ fails to recognize that the proximity it celebrates 

is grounded in a western view of the human. The plurality of world 

histories and cultures are ignored, and therefore, non-western others 

are ultimately excluded. This is a process described as representing 

the other as similar (MARKHAM , 2013) to validate solidarity. It is a prac-

tice of inviting solidarity based on being like us. The consequences of 

Chouliaraki’s post-humanitarian solidarity and the sanitized aesthet-

ics that goes with this, making victims invisible as they give way to the 

emotions of the spectator(s), are twofold: firstly, it becomes impossi-

ble to connect with those who suffer as they remain ‘out of sight’ and, 

secondly, these appeals do not provide us with a reason why we should 

be acting. It is no longer about common values but about making an 

individual choice. Chouliaraki’s proposed alternative of agonistic sol-

idarity can thus be seen as an attempt to reach a cosmopolis: a space 

wherein we can imagine ourselves caring for others, not because they 

are reflections of ourselves but because they are different from us.

 

Modes of spectatorship of suffering and social media 

The extent to which a politics of pity (AREN DT, 20 0 6 [1965] ;  

BOLTAN KS I, 1999) is present In news media imagery has been studied, 

amongst others, by Hutchison (2014) . She takes the December 2004 

tsunami and subsequent front-page images of the New York Times as 

a case study. Indeed, it was found that these images communicate a 

global politics of pity. However, witnessing suffering on and through 

social media is different. Mortensen and Trenz (2016) identify four fea-

tures that set the social media realm apart; three of these are espe-

cially relevant to this study. The first is about the relationship with 

sufferers. This relationship is more immediate: “there is only the bru-

tal realism of the photograph,” as Mortensen and Trenz (2016, P. 347) 

describe it. Secondly, the user’s responses to tragedy are part of the 

moral spectacle. Users enter a collective interpretative work and ex-

change opinions and emotions. Thirdly, moral spectatorship mostly 

takes place in a public space, and therefore it is observed and scruti-

nized by others. The spectator is no longer the one who sees without 

being seen. This results in users monitoring emotions shared by oth-

ers, which in turn could result in users ‘staging’ their own reactions so 

as to align or divert from the general emotions shared. Mortensen and 

Trenz (2016) argue that it is the impromptu character of social media 

that might affect the conditions of a global politics of pity (BOLTAN S KI, 

 1999) . The politics of pity evolves out of the spectacle of suffering: 

unfortunate people are —through the technological possibilities of  

modern-day media— observed by those who do not share their suf-

fering, who do not experience it directly, and who, as such, may be 

regarded as fortunate people. This distinction creates a distance be-

tween observer and sufferer (AREN DT, 20 0 6 [1965]) .

Contemporary social media facilitate a global politics of pity by 

mediating emotions and collective expressions of sentiment. The many 

visual reworkings of the iconic Alan Kurdi images circulating on vary-

ing platforms can be seen as such expressions of sentiment. Drawing 

on Boltanksi (1999), Mortensen and Trenz (2016) describe three modes of 

spectatorship that I follow as a framework for the qualitative analysis of 

the Instagram images: emotional, critical, and self-reflexive observers. 
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Emotional observers, through introspection, position themselves and 

their feelings in relation to other observers of the same misfortune. 

The victim’s suffering is internalized and turned into the spectators’ 

own suffering by proxy (MORTENSEN & TRENZ, 2016, P. 350), which they de-

scribe to other users on, in this case, Instagram. The critical spectator 

is situated in the realm of opinion, where they express political atti-

tudes and preferences, typically resulting in accusing, denouncing, or 

calling for action. Reflexive social media users monitor how news me-

dia and online communities convey and discuss facts, emotions, and 

opinions—and the potential effects hereof. In the next section, I will 

examine in detail the case of the reworkings circulating Instagram in 

the week after the Kurdi photographs were published. 

Writing oneself into tragedy: the case 
of Alan Kurdi

Four years into the Syrian war, the Kurdi family, one of many that fled 

the troubled region, boarded an inflatable boat that should have taken 

them from Turkey to the Greek island of Kos. Moments after the fam-

ily, made up of a father, a mother, and two sons had set off, the boat 

capsized. Rehana Kurdi and her sons Galib (5) and Alan (3) drowned, 

leaving behind their father Abdullah. Shortly after this tragedy, on 

September 2, 2015, Nilufer Demir, a Dogan News Agency photographer, 

came across the body of Alan, washed ashore on a beach in Bodrum. 

Demir’s photograph of Alan lying in the surf went viral within hours (VIS 

& GORIUNOVA, 2015). Almost simultaneously, reworkings of the images fol-

lowed the original photographs by Demir. These reworked images and 

their diffusion can signify a digital ‘flow of affect’ (DÖVELING ET AL., 2018) in 

which one can detect the alignment of shared, and very often perfor-

mative (WAHL-JORGENSEN, 2019), emotions of audiences present on social 

platforms. This alignment of mediated emotions is reinforced through 

the context of social media, where users perform their emotions with 

the awareness of other users (MORTENSEN & TRENZ, 2016). 

The case study examines seven reworkings of the iconic photo-

graphs of Kurdi. Chouliaraki’s concept of post-humanitarian solidari-

ty was used as a theoretical framework to analyze the most liked posts 

and their visual content. Her concept outlines how distant sufferers 

tend to be rendered invisible due to the self-reflexive nature of con-

temporary solidarity. This self-reflexivity gets in the way of solidari-

ty for suffering others that are unlike us. Both Chouliaraki’s ‘distant 

other’ as well as Markham’s ‘similar other’ are ways to visually (re)

construct the tragedy of Alan Kurdi and the refugee crisis in gener-

al. This study adds an understanding of how Instagram users, while 

visually constructing a similar or distant other, also write themselves 

—often their personal feelings— into such images. Their public, other 

Instagram users, engages in self-reflexivity by liking such reworkings, 

aligning with the communicated emotions or political views conveyed. 

In this way, the ‘Like feature’ intensifies the self-reflexive nature of 

contemporary solidarity. 

Olesen (2018) argues that the Kurdi photographs have several  

characteristics that make them especially ‘open’ toward re- 

appropriation, recontextualization, and other ways of reworking im-

ages. The most relevant for the objectives of this study is that the 
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photographs allowed for ideological and geographical diversity, and 

political meaning work (OLESEN, 2018; BAYERL & STOYNOV, 2016; BENNETT & 

SEGERBERG, 2012; SHIFMAN, 2014). It is hypothesized that ways of observ-

ing suffering —emotional, critical, or self-reflexive (MORTENSEN & TRENZ, 

2016)— are reflected in the narratives that these images communicate. 

Observing the suffering of others is affected by the logic of social 

platforms. Social media make possible a temporal, spatial, and social 

expansion of grief (BRUBAKER, ET AL., 2013). The relationship between the 

one seeing suffering and the sufferer has also expanded due to the af-

fordances of social platforms (CHRISTENSEN & SANDVIK, 2016). In depictions 

of otherness, the other can be represented as similar to us (MARKHAM, 

2013), offering reassurance and validation for felt solidarity. It is also 

common to construct the other as a distant other who might not be 

able to evoke empathy. Chouliaraki (2013) argues that in contempo-

rary post-humanitarian communicative practices, this distant other 

is becoming invisible due to ‘sanitized, consumer-focused images.’  

That is, others who are unlike us cannot count on our solidarity. The 

sufferer reappears in reworkings in which new layers of meaning are 

added to existing artifacts (MILNER, 2016; SHIFMAN, 2014).

Through a rhetorical analysis of user-produced and distributed 

reworkings of the Kurdi images, Mielczarek (2018) demonstrates how 

memes are deployed to subvert and renegotiate reality, often seeking 

reparations for his death by people that are: “moved enough by Alan’s 

ordeal to create reworkings in the first place” (M I ELCZ AREK , 2018, P. 3) .  The 

presented research does not so much focus on the act of memorializ-

ing Alan Kurdi. Instead, attention is paid to: 1) the construction of oth-

erness and others as being worthy of felt solidarity and 2) the modes 

of observing the suffering other in reworkings on Instagram. The 

aforementioned modes of observing suffering are derived from the 

work of Mortensen and Trenz (2016) , who set out a model that builds 

on Chouliaraki’s theoretical framework (2013) of post-humanitarian 

solidarity. They outline three ways in which the suffering of others is 

received and recontextualized: emotional, critical, and self-reflexive. 

This is applied to resonating reworkings of the Kurdi images. More-

over, the resonance of posts themselves —operationalized through 

Like metrics and spreadability— is taken into account as signifiers of 

affective alignment (DÖVELI NG ET AL . , 2018) , reinforcing the visual nar-

rative of the reworked visual message that is liked and that showed a 

capacity to spread outside user’s follower networks. Earlier research 

by Mortensen and Trenz (2016) focused on how transnational solidar-

ity is mobilized by analyzing the conditions under which people take 

on a performative role; that is, when do they engage in commenting or 

sharing content. Although the starting point was also the Kurdi case, 

their objects of analysis (Reddit comments and share metrics) were 

textual. This case study, by contrast, uses engagement metrics to select 

posts and takes both the status of the user that posted the post, the 

image, and the captions into account, treating the posts as amalgams.  
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How to study spectatorship with  
visual digital methods  

In this case study, Likes, hashtags, and keywords from captions in-

formed the selection of posts to study. I qualitatively analyzed the 

images of the seven posts that were most engaged with (most liked). 

These can be regarded as communicating messages of solidarity with 

and emotional responses to the Kurdi images that resonate across the 

networked collectivities, structured around the most used relevant 

hashtags. Leaver et al. (2020, P. 44 - 45) explain how images on social me-

dia are never isolated structures that can sensibly be studied without 

taking into account the text-based information that is surrounding 

them: “What images we choose to share has meaning because of its form, 

its context, and our communicative intentions [...] This is aided by the 

surrounding contextual information, be it captions, profile information, 

comments or other annotations.” I adopt the notion of hashtags and cap-

tions as added contextual layers of meaning. Therefore, I used them 

not only as demarcating instruments when selecting image data for 

the case study, but I also took into account the caption texts of these 

posts. I thus assessed both visual as well as textual post elements, us-

ing the framework of modes of spectatorship of suffering as outlined 

by Mortensen and Trenz (2016) : emotional, critical, and self-reflexive. 

Using digital objects for the selection of image data 

The connective practices of liking and sharing and the data gar-

nered by these practices afforded a methodological approach toward 

selecting posts for visual analysis. Instagram data was extracted us-

ing the Instagram Scraper, developed by the DMI at the University of 

Amsterdam. The most frequent hashtags associated with Alan Kurdi 

were identified by checking interface search counts: #aylan3, #kiyiya-

vuraninsanlik, and #humanitywashedashore. These were then used 

to query the Instagram Scraper. The tool retrieves posts and meta-

data such as Likes and comments. Images connected to posts could 

be viewed and (bulk)downloaded following the retrieved image URLs. 

Hashtags are a valid point of departure as they connect to, demar-

cate and emphasize solidarity. Because hashtags are searchable by 

the interface, they connect posts from users who have no follower/

followee relationship. Processes of suggestion, imitation, and learning 

—memetic dynamics— promote the shared use of certain hashtags for 

events, cultural expression, or engagement in ongoing conversations 

(LE AVIT T, 2014) . 

The captured data spans a time frame covering the day of publi-

cation of the Kurdi photographs and the subsequent week (September 

2 to September 9, 2015), since user activity was significantly high in that 

time frame, derived from Google Trends. This resulted in 6,324 scraped 

Posts, including images, captions, tags, and engagement metrics. Note 

that when scraping the data, the API of Instagram allowed the tool to 

scrape as many posts and data as it could technically muster. As of 

mid-2016, the API does not allow this any longer, at least not without 

severe limitations. For each day between September 2 till September 9, 

the top five most liked images were selected to analyze qualitatively.  

Using Like metrics to select highly visible and emotionally appeal-

 3 |  Alan Kurdi’s first name was initially widely shared as ‘Aylan’.
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ing images is a valid route to take for a study into solidarity practices 

on a platform that is focused on user attention and determines this 

through, amongst other cues, Like activity (B UCH ER , 2012) . Users with 

high follower numbers were dominant in the top liked images. In order 

to limit the influence of large follower numbers that account for high 

numbers of Likes, a Like-followers ratio was made in which the number 

of Likes was divided by the number of followers as an indication of the 

level of spreadability, which means the extent to which images were 

able to travel ‘outside’ of one’s own follower network. 

An overview of the top five most liked images per day provides a 

quick overview of 40 posted images (see figure 6). The images that ac-

companied these posts were represented in a visualization that made 

it possible to see how the visuality in this hashtag space developed 

over time and to analyze how modes of spectatorship —emotional, 

critical, or self-reflexive— change over the course of a week. Two cri-

teria were then employed to narrow down the dataset further so as to 

be able to analyze images qualitatively. As this study aims to focus on 

user-created or user-modified derivatives of the original iconic photo-

graphs, I discarded depictions of the original image(s), which includes 

all the images that were taken at the scene (e.g., the image of the coast 

guard who carried the boy). Then I selected only the top liked image 

of each day plus the images that kept on resonating in the top five 

for three days after the day of the publishing of the originals. The lat-

ter are two illustrations that are also in the top three of most spread 

images (see results section). This narrowing down resulted in seven 

images to qualitatively analyze. They were all the most liked at some 

point in the immediate aftermath. Two of these resonated for some 

time by appearing in the top five on multiple days and these two also 

spread outside follower networks. 

The role that the Like activity plays is that it is, at least in part, 

indicative of user concern. Studying engagement using digital meth-

ods can be executed in varying ways, two of these ways being: studying 

user concern and user commitment. Concern relates to the presence 

(or absence) of users in a digital issue space, and commitment relates 

to the longevity of this presence (ROGERS, 2013) . In the analysis, I used 

Like metrics and data on the spreadability of the reworkings as oper-

ationalizations of user concern and commitment that are indicative of 

significant visibility. With this, the seven analyzed images represent a 

visuality (M I R ZOEFF, 20 0 6; CHOU LIAR AKI & STOLIC, 2017) that dominated 

the immediate aftermath of the publishing of the Kurdi images. 

Self-reflexive elements in top 
resonating images 

An example of rhetorical discourse analysis is Lynda Nead’s study 

(ROS E , 2016; N E AD, 1988) on how ‘the prostitute’ is discursively con-

structed as either evil or a victim in Victorian art. Similar to Nead’s 

(1988) identification of key visual themes in the imagery of prostitutes 

(dress, bodily condition, location, and looks), in my analysis, such 

themes were identified for the victim as either a distant or a similar 

other. Key visual elements (clothing, childhood symbols, religious ref-

erences, among others) were then interpreted using the theoretical 

framework of post-humanitarian solidarity and the modes of specta-
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torship following from this framework. Concurrently to these consid-

erations, I asked what the visual themes in reworkings tell us about 

constructions of otherness and modes of spectatorship of suffering in 

a social media realm? 

As constructions of otherness are deeply entangled with the out-

lined modes of spectatorship of suffering drawn up by Mortensen and 

Trenz (2016) —who follow Chouliaraki’s ironic solidarity as a self-re-

flexive practice reinforced by constructions of similar others— I will 

discuss these two simultaneously for each analyzed post. Before I go 

into this discussion, the overtime dynamics of varied reworkings will 

be addressed. Although the absence of algorithmic transparency pre-

vents a definitive answer on what images and reworkings of the Kurdi 

photographs reached most people, it is possible to infer from Likes 

and spreadability analyses what reworkings resonated in particular 

hashtag spaces (#aylan, #kiyiyavuraninsanlik, and #humanitywashe-

dashore) on Instagram. In the visual overview of images in the top liked 

posts (see figure 6), we can see how rapidly user-created derivatives 

(often illustrations) take over the original photographs. Although the 

original images —most often the photograph of Alan in the surf— remain 

present in the top five most liked posts during the first six days, they 

give way to users’ fast visual responses. Even on the day of publication, 

September 2, the top liked post is not depicting one of the original im-

ages taken by Nilufer Demir, but an image that is partly reworked so as 

to include a visual symbol of grief. I will come back to this image later.

Figure 6: Daily top five most liked Instagram images tied to #aylan, #kiyiyavur-

aninsanlik, #humanitywashedashore (September 2- September 9, 2015, collected 

through DMI Instagram Scraper). Visualized by Gabriele Colombo. A larger version 

is enclosed as appendix A . 

Following the range of colorization, one can see at which date the de-

bate got most ‘heated.’ On Instagram, the original photographs were 

the most engaged with on September 3, 2015. Three days later, a strong 

decrease in user activity sets in. The majority of posts that resonated 

on Instagram depict reworkings, which can be not only cartoon-like 

illustrations, but also photographic collages often depicting a ‘before 

and after’ death narrative. It can be assumed that follower counts of 

the user that posted images effect like counts. However, when cor-

recting for this through a Likes-follower ratio (see figure 7), it is still 

a reworked image (figure 8) that ranks first with a ratio of 176,28%, 

leaving subsequent posts way behind: the second most spread im-

age gets 40,41% and is also a user created illustration depicting the 

mourning sea animals and Alan (figure 9). At 14,29%, we see the orig-

inal image coming in.
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Figure 7: This ratio indicates how well posts (September 2 to September 9, 2015, 

DMI Instagram Scraper) traveled outside the poster’s followers network. Produced 

by Jan-Jaap Heine. 

The most liked post in the time frame September 2 to 9 is the same as 

the image with the highest Likes-follower ratio (figure 8). It is a work 

by Omer Tosun, a Turkish artist who tweeted it a couple of hours after 

the publishing of the original photographs. The illustration repairs the 

tragedy of Alan Kurdi from being dead to being asleep by re-contextu-

alizing the background of the original image. Alan is not lying in the 

cold surf but asleep in a typical child’s bedroom, which could be any-

where in the world. A mobile sheds soft light in the calm, serene room. 

His posture is adopting that of a common sleeping posture for toddlers 

across the world. The audience sees a sleeping child. However, it reads 

the illustration in another way, due to two textual hooks connecting the 

illustration to the iconic image of the deceased Alan: his clothing and 

posture (MIELCZAREK, 2018). The red shirt, shorts, and shoes, as well as the 

boy’s pose, keep the meme tethered to the original photograph, creating 

the possibility for the audience to read this message as: ‘this is what 

should have been.’ In this way, we may rightly recognize a meme, as the 

message can be read through commonly shared values and sentiment 

(SHIFMAN, 2014). This message constructs the suffering other as similar 

along the lines of ‘this could be your own or anyone’s child, nephew.’ 

The artist initially published the illustration on Twitter and contextual-

ized his tweet with #KiyiyaVuranInsanlik and the tweet text: I am only 

dreaming of what could have been, I think this expresses what a shame it 

is. 4 Very literally the text in the tweet tells us how observers of suffering 

are emotional observers as Boltanski (1999), and Mortensen and Trenz 

(2016) understand this. Through introspection, they position themselves 

and their feelings in relation to other observers of the same misfortune. 

The victim’s suffering is internalized and turned into the spectators’ 

own suffering by proxy, which they describe to other users on, in this 

case, Twitter. Later on, others circulated this illustration on Instagram. 

The users that hit the Like button engage in self-reflexive observing. They 

have encountered the post —or monitored it, in the words of Boltanski 

and Mortensen and Trenz (2016)— and express themselves by aligning 

or diverting from the image’s message through liking (or not liking) 

the post, which in itself portrays self-reflection and even, according to 

Mielczarek (2018), atonement.

 4 |  Retrieved from www.huffingtonpost.ca/2015/09/04/syrian-boy-illustra-

tion_n_8089122.html
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Figure 8: The most liked post in the seven-day time frame (see figure 6 and 

appendix A for the larger dataset and time frame). This was also the post with 

the highest Likes-follower ratio, see figure 7. It depicts a work by Omer Tosun, a 

Turkish artist who tweeted it a couple of hours after the publishing of the original 

photographs on September 2, 2015.

The top liked image on the day of the publishing of the originals (Sep-

tember 2) is a modified image with 901 Likes. It depicts a photograph by 

Nilufer Demir that went viral. It is modified by adding a crying emoji and  

the Arabic text ‘Toz.’ Toz can have multiple meanings, ranging from 

‘whatever,’ ‘pfff’ to ‘f*cked.’ Freely translated, the post caption reads: 

‘your fate is to run from death to end up dead.’ We might assume, going 

from the emoji and the caption text, that this ‘toz’ is meant sarcasti-

cally, stating that this should not be something that we can say toz to. 

In this sense, the emoji and the toz are deliberately juxtaposed to en-

hance the message of grief and atonement. Unfortunately, the post and 

accompanying image could not be retrieved at the time of the visual 

analysis as it was taken offline. The image is still visible in figure 6 (a 

larger version is enclosed as appendix A.), albeit very small. The cap-

tion could be found in retrieved metadata that is generated through 

the scraping tool. An emotional mode of spectatorship is most explicit 

in the use of the emoji and the word ‘toz’ that communicated the emo-

tion of the person who made and disseminated this image and, again, 

all the people that engaged in liking the image. The act of aligning with 

this emotion also pertains to self-reflexivity, showing how multiple 

modes of spectatorship can be present, or evoked by, one image. 

On the second day, when the Kurdi images were highly debated 

in news media, an original photograph of Demir was the most liked 

with 31,088 Likes. As this study focuses on user-created or modified 

images, I discard it from my analysis. Note that the second most liked 

is a user-created image: the illustration by Omer Tosun, which is ana-

lyzed above, as the top liked and most spread image. On the third day, 

an illustration (see figure 9) ranks first with 29,299 Likes. This is also 

the second most spread image with a Likes-followers ratio of 40,41%. 

The illustration of mourning sea animals and Alan was first tweeted 

on September 3 by graphic designer Azzam Daaboul. Again, the clothes 

and the posture of the boy tethers this illustration to the original pho-

tograph. Daaboul tweeted this illustration with the text: We are los-

ing ourselves as humans, and the people will die around the borders.5  

Taking meaning from the accompanying caption, the visual message 

can be read as depicting animals in shared grief, almost representing 

the animal kingdom as a community grieving together, despite their 

own differences. The human world is accused of a lack hereof, hinting 

 5 |  Retrieved from suspended account: https://twitter.com/AzzamDaaboul/sta-

tus/639358232687980548
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that humans are not better or even less moral than animals. Through 

using different animals, united in solidarity for a victim that is of an-

other species, emphasis on solidarity while also referring to differenc-

es can be interpreted as what Chouliaraki would call a more ‘cosmo-

politan’ solidarity, in which solidarity should be something that can be 

called for without having to refer to commonalities or other notions of 

others being like us. Both emotional as well as critical ways of observ-

ing the suffering of Alan Kurdi can be read in the visual narrative of 

the illustration as it shows emotion but also critique. The Instagram 

post using this image is accompanied by a text that is quite different 

from the tweeted text, translated6: You were so little. That fish could not 

shred your cheek. And so great that the sea dedicated you to the shore 

with respect. Kurds die splendidly. Two hashtags follow, and then the 

text continues: Dear friends, Kurds live in Syria and many other coun-

tries. Be informed that this little innocent kid was Kubani Kurd. All chil-

dren in the world are innocent. We as Kurds are annoyed to hear that this 

Kurd kid has been found in this terrible situation. How could you ignore 

this big matter and accuse us as racist! What can I tell you?! Please do not 

get involved in nonsense. This caption fits a critical mode of observing 

suffering as it tries to connect the tragedy of Alan Kurdi to the larger 

tragedy that caused his death: the Syrian war and the resulting refu-

gee crisis. In this way, both the illustration and the caption set them-

selves apart from messages in other resonating posts in the first days 

that are more about the audience’s emotions and thus self-reflexive.

 6 |  Translated by the post’s author Azzam Daaboul on request.

Figure 9: The most liked post on day three (see figure 6 and appendix A for the 

entire time frame), and ranking second in the Likes-followers ratio (see figure 7). 

The illustration of mourning sea animals and Alan was first disseminated through 

Twitter on September 3 by graphic designer Azzam Daaboul. Like other user gener-

ated reworkings, the clothes and the posture of the boy tethers this illustration to 

the original photograph.

On the fourth day, again, an illustration is the most liked image with 

27,389 Likes (see figure 10). It depicts Alan with, in the background, 

a paper boat. This is a powerful symbol in that it refers to his child-

hood, and it is a somewhat ephemeral object, referring to both the lost 

life and the vulnerability of children in general. Childhood is often the  

vehicle to visually communicate and cut through cultural and ideo-

logical barriers. It is, therefore, adhering to what Markham (2013) de-

scribes as depicting the other as a similar other. The critique of this 

‘common humanity’ attempt is that it ignores the plurality of world his-

tories and cultures, and therefore, non-western others are ultimately 

excluded from our solidarity. Here the other is non-western; howev-

er, it is the childhood element that is used to appeal to the audience. 

This childhood is as such used to cut through cultural and ideological 
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differences. Markham describes this as a practice of inviting solidar-

ity based on being like us. This symbolic referral to childhood is also 

happening in the already described most liked and most spread image, 

the illustration of Alan sleeping in bed with a mobile above his bed as 

the symbol of childhood. Like the depiction of Alan asleep, the empha-

sis of this illustration is on emotional and self-reflexive observing of 

suffering: a vulnerable life is lost, and the shared grief of the audience 

is depicted in the visual narrative. The audience, through the ‘act of 

liking,’ engages in a self-reflexive act that signifies shared sentiment. 

Figure 10: The most liked post on day four in the Instagram dataset (see figure 

6 and appendix A for the entire time frame). It depicts Alan with, in the back-

ground, a paper boat. This is a powerful symbol that refers to Alan’s childhood, and 

it is a somewhat ephemeral object, referring to both the lost life and the vulnerabili-

ty of children in general. 

On day five, we see a collage of two photographs and one illustration, 

receiving 9,994 Likes (figure 11). It contains one of the original im-

ages, alongside an image of Alan playing football when he was alive. 

Playing football cuts through cultural and ideological barriers in order 

to be able to construct the other as similar to the western audience. 

The juxtaposition between an image of Alan alive and the depictions 

of him dead amplifies the emotional impact of this collage, much in the 

same way that Olesen (2018, P. 665) described: a ‘normal’ photograph 

creates a chasm, an unbearable distance between what should have 

been and the tragedy that is. According to Olesen, this exacerbates 

emotions such as shame and anger. But, interestingly, it might also 

be part of a strategy that Mielczarek (2018) calls the reduction of the 

burden (and maybe even guilt) of witnessing and even allowing this 

death to happen.

The collage also depicts an illustration that is a reworking of the 

original photograph of the body of Alan showing mourning fish, telling 

a story about humanity in a somewhat similar vein as the illustration 

with the mourning sea animals. If fish are the ones mourning, then 

where is our human morality, it seems to ask. Alan is depicted hav-

ing angel’s wings, something seen in more reworkings that circulat-

ed online and that can be seen as funerary memes, sending Alan in a 

heavenly realm, commemorating his death but also revering the child 

in a sacred way (M I ELCZ AREK , 2018) . Despite this visually powerful col-

lage, it is also the day in which we see a sharp decline in Like activity. 
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Figure 11: The most liked post on day five in the week-long time frame (see 

figure 6 and appendix A for the entire time frame). It contains one of the original 

images alongside an image of Alan being alive and playing football. Playing football 

is cutting through cultural and ideological barriers in order to be able to construct 

the other as similar or ‘alike’ to the western audience.

On the sixth day, the decline in user activity accelerates, and a video 

is the most liked post, with 1,378 Likes (figure 12). The video is accom-

panied by an explanatory caption about who made the clip. It is based 

on the composition of the original photographs. However, the clip then 

proceeds with an illustrated boy ‘standing up from death’ —in this way 

visually resurrecting and reversing the tragedy, a common strategy 

in funerary memes— and proclaiming the following text: My name is 

Aylan, I am a Syrian Child, can someone say to me: what was my guilt in 

this war? This is the first reworking that is not depicting the emotions 

felt by its creator (observer), and it is also not using visual symbols of 

childhood in order to stress common humanity. It does, textually, refer 

to the innocence of the child and his non-existent guilt in this particu-

lar war. This message, although referring to childhood innocence, also 

allows for a more critical positioning when witnessing suffering, as it 

leaves room for referral to the Syrian war in general as the underlying 

cause for this tragedy.

Figure 12: The most liked post on day six (see figure 6 and appendix A for 

the entire time frame). That day a video is most liked with 1,378 Likes. The video 

imagery is based on the composition of the original photographs. However, the clip 

proceeds with an illustrated boy ‘standing up from death’ —in this way resurrecting 

and reversing the tragedy, a common strategy in funerary memes. This is the first 

reworking that is not depicting the emotions felt by its creator (observer), and it is 

also not using visual symbols of childhood in order to stress common humanity. 

This message, although referring to childhood innocence verbally, also allows for a 

more critical positioning, as it leaves room for referral to the Syrian war in general 

as the underlying cause for this tragedy.
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On September 8, the most liked and most spread illustration of Alan 

asleep in a bed safely is ranked first with 1,152 Likes (figure 8) and 

a short caption stating #aylan and three ‘broken hearts emoji,’ the 

latter conveying the emotionality of the person posting the image, 

in this way depicting behavior that is the result of emotionally ob-

serving suffering. On September 9, an interesting image ranked first 

with 953 Likes (figure 13). It combines an original photograph of Alan 

and an image of multiple people saving stranded whales. It aims to 

be critical toward the inaction of people regarding the refugee crisis 

by addressing the condition of privileged western actors who live in a 

world where whales are saved, and human toddlers are not. This fits 

the self-reflexive mode of solidarity Chouliaraki describes (2013), por-

traying the absurdity of the western lifestyle when compared to the 

condition of vulnerable others. 

Note that while this image collage is described as a typical 

example of using the absurd western lifestyle in comparison to the 

hardship of others, at the same time, it is also the result of observing 

suffering critically: it accuses western people of not having their hu-

manitarian priorities straight. This somewhat more critical rework-

ing, which is also exemplary for other images in the top five most liked 

images after the first four days in the studied time frame, also coin-

cides with dropping numbers of Like activity.

Figure 13: The most liked post on day eight (see figure 6 and appendix A for 

the entire time frame). It features an image that is combining one of the original 

photographs of Alan and an image of multiple people saving stranded whales. It 

aims to be critical toward the inaction of people regarding the refugee crisis by 

addressing the condition of privileged western actors who live in a world where 

whales are saved, and human toddlers are not.

Although figure 13 is also present in an earlier stage with higher Like 

numbers —ranking second on day three (September 4)— in absolute 

numbers, it is much less engaged with than the first ranked of that 

day: the illustration with sea animals mourning. Interestingly, the first 

image in which other victims of the refugee crisis become visible is sec-
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ond on the last day studied (September 9). That day, ranking fifth, evil 

personas, such as the devil, are playing cards while a drowned Alan is 

depicted on a TV screen in the background. Another interesting image 

is the fifth ranked on day six (September 7) depicting (and mocking) 

a ‘typical Instagram style’: that of a cappuccino topping, but this time 

the topping is depicting a calling out to stop the war, including a mil-

itary tank as a symbol of war, portraying a more critical way of posi-

tioning the self.

Implications of likeability for the  
visibility of suffering on Instagram

In this section, the outlined constructions of otherness and modes of 

spectatorship of suffering will be connected to the fluctuating user at-

tention —in terms of Like activity— over the studied time span. This 

allows for a critical approach toward observing suffering in a social 

media context. The analyses of Like activity and spreadability have 

provided an overtime visualization (figure 6) that shows not only 

which reworkings of the Kurdi photographs resonated but also how 

user attention sharply declined after three days. This decline, inter-

estingly, co-occurs with a change in the depicted constructions of 

otherness and modes of spectatorship. Symbols of war or refugees 

other than Alan Kurdi are all invisible or less visible (significantly less 

liked) when Like activity is high in the first three to four days where 

most images emphasize the felt emotions of the audience. Note that 

emotionality does not exclude a critical way of observing others; many 

emotional and self-reflexive spectators are also expressing politi-

cal attitudes and preferences by accusation, denunciation, or calling 

for action. However, such reworkings are only visible after four days, 

when user attention is already somewhere else.

More critical reworkings that move away from ‘mere’ emotion-

al or self-reflexive depictions are surfacing only as of September 9, 

seven days after the publishing of the original photographs. It is also 

a time when user attention has already dropped, derived from the 

sharp decline in Like numbers. Obviously, this is also an important 

limitation of the methodology: a sharp decline in Likes may point to 

low user attention in this particular Instagram space. However, we 

cannot be certain that a decline in Likes is also a decline in actual 

user attention for the Alan Kurdi case in general. For this, we would of 

course need an ethnographic approach. It is also likely that the audi-

ence that persists in following and liking the case on Instagram is an 

entirely different community in terms of demographics. It is known 

from extant literature how demographics inform people’s behavior 

and actions when confronted with proximal and distant suffering. 

One such factor is geographical distance, but also class moralities 

(ONG, 2015). Having a migrant background can get in the way of feeling 

‘a fuller solidarity’ as settled migrants, though feeling empathic, also 

question what new arrivals mean for their own social status as settled 

migrants (CABAÑES, 2019). 

As shown earlier, most images express emotional and self-re-

flexive ways of observing suffering. They depict how users position 

themselves and their feelings in relation to other observers on the 

Instagram platform. The suffering of the victim is internalized and 
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turned into the spectators’ own suffering by proxy, which they de-

scribe to other users on Instagram. In turn, other users engage in a 

self-reflexive mode of observing (BOLTAN S KI, 1999; MORTEN S EN & TRENZ , 

2016) as they Like and comment on visual expressions of (self-reflexive 

and emotional) solidarity. This ‘internalization of tragedy’ obviously 

does not exclude ensuing action by, for example, contributing to char-

ity, but rather it shows how tragic content needs to adhere to a cer-

tain logic of personalization and internalization of suffering in order 

to gain traction. This personalization is made easier when a victim is 

constructed as being similar to us.

When closely examining the most liked and most spread images 

(the latter also successfully escaping the follower networks of post-

ing users) we can see how symbols of childhood are present that cut 

through ideological and cultural barriers, trying to appeal to the au-

dience by using the notion of a common humanity and constructing 

the other as similar. The mobile hanging on the ceiling (figure 8), the 

paper boat (figure 10), Alan playing football (figure 11) are reworkings 

constructing the suffering of others along the lines of  ‘this can be your 

own child or anyone’s child, nephew, asleep in a crib or playing foot-

ball.’ By contrast, the sea animals illustration (figure 9) might point to 

the importance of acknowledging differences while at the same time 

upholding solidarity. Apart from the latter illustration, the other re-

workings in the days of high user attention construct the victim as 

being like us. 

Conclusions 

By repurposing platform features, this study could assess what visual 

content structured around frequently used hashtags pertaining to the 

Kurdi images resonated on Instagram. The images in the most reso-

nating posts relate to Alan Kurdi in a self-reflexive way. They are based 

on notions of commonalities and imaginations of ourselves or our 

children being in that position. According to Chouliaraki, the danger 

lies in the fact that commitment and justification for solidarity remain 

a matter of personal lifestyle choice (2013) and social identification  

(REICH ER , 20 01) . Based on Like numbers, it can be assumed that the 

reach of reworkings of the Kurdi images was significant in the first 

three to four days of the studied time span. The most liked and most 

spread posts (the latter referring to the extent images escaped the fol-

lower networks of those initially disseminating them) in those days 

crowded out —‘invisibilized’— the images that moved beyond the per-

sonal story of suffering to address the underlying causes and political 

inequalities of the boy’s suffering. 

The sharp decline in Like activity four days after the publish-

ing of the photographs more or less coincides with the appearance 

in the top liked ranking of reworkings that are more critical. There 

is more ‘visual’ space for the actual causes of Alan’s death, but this, 

unfortunately, happens when the user’s attention is already else-

where. In times of spikes in user attention, emotionality and self-re-

flexivity make up the majority of resonating images. This dynamic 

is also present in the consumer-focused appeal imagery of contem-

porary humanitarian campaigns, where the suffering of victims gets  
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sanitized, and victims are either themselves invisible or their voice is 

absent (CHOULIARAKI, 2013). In the images tagged with #aylan, the victim 

is very much visible. However, while the sufferer is present in the im-

ages, it is the emotions of the creator of the visual and its audience 

that take center stage in the communicative message of the image. 

In this way, the spectators and disseminators write themselves into 

the tragedy depicted. Through liking these reworkings, the audience 

engages in internalization of the suffering of the other. In so doing, 

the voice of sufferers is replaced by the voices of emotional spectators. 

The large volumes of users that like the visual messages of these emo-

tional and self-reflexive spectators, in this way ‘crowd out’ the critical 

reworkings and the confrontations with disturbing photographs. The 

latter still needs to be seen as they are.

Mielczarek (2018) outlines how the rhetorical power of icon-

ic images might be eroding due to remix culture and digital re- 

appropriation. This study shows how such reworkings crowd out  

both the original photographs as well as more critical reworkings 

through the affordances of remix culture and the ‘like’ logic of social 

platforms. People align or divert from visual narratives and amplify 

these self-reflexive visual messages through the act of liking. I argue 

that the personalized logic of social platforms intensifies the focus on 

the self, making victims only visible when they can be re-appropriated 

in a recognizable and identifiable scene. This, in turn, leads to a soli-

darity that is restricted to people similar to us. Furthermore, the im-

ages that are, in a way, invisibilized are aligning with the critical mode 

of engaging with suffering, drawing attention away from the singled 

out case of Alan Kurdi toward the structural causes of suffering. This 

is a dynamic that is recognized in the work of Adler-Nissen et al. (2020, 

P. 94) , who coined the concept of ‘emotional bundling’ to capture how a 

range of diverse emotions, brought together in a collective discourse, 

constitute ‘an’ emotional response to suffering that constitutes the 

meaning of images as well as the political subjectivity of those who 

see and respond to them: 

The performative constitution of political subjectivity might hu-

manize those with the capacity to adopt foreign policies. It might 

increase the demand for action, but it might also depoliticize if the 

emotional response is constituted as one of responding as a normal 

human being, rather than a political authority [...] Emotional bun-

dling might increase the pressure on foreign policymakers, but it 

might also decrease the precision of what policy changes are being 

demanded. 

This ‘imprecision’ referred to by Adler-Nissen et al. (2020) , erodes the 

potential impact of emotive images for actual changes in policies. My 

case study painfully points out how Instagram’s popularity feature —

privileging majority alignment, which is more often emotional than 

critical— seems to exacerbate this dynamic. This chapter foreground-

ed attention spans in relation to different modes of spectatorship of 

suffering present at particular moments in a time characterized by 

high and low levels of user activity. The study presented in the next 

chapter is, similar to the Instagram study, based on hashtag queries, 

data was thus demarcated through hashtags. However, I move away 

from studying content in relation to attention spans within hashtag 
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spaces. Instead, I compare different hashtag spaces that represent 

diverging categories of hashtags and disparate language spaces on 

Twitter. As I did in the case studies of both Facebook and Instagram, 

the study conducted on Twitter data also provides a novel methodolo-

gy for doing visual analysis. This time the analysis allows the study of 

images and their diverging networked meanings across hashtag cat-

egories and languages. This is done by enhancing automated content 

analysis with platform data to account for both the elements within 

images themselves and their networked contextualization. 



5 VISUALIZING POWER IMBALANCES ON TWITTER: 
A HASHTAG & MACHINE VISION ‘RECIPE’
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This chapter is based on empirical investigations of the visuality of 

suffering as afforded and constrained by Twitter’s communicative 

structure and its affective features. The study sets itself apart from 

chapter 3, in which I focused on the standardization of sociality as 

materialized in the emoji-based Reaction buttons of Facebook. It is 

also distinct from chapter 4, where the over-time consequences of 

Like dynamics for the social visuality of suffering were examined. 

The study into Twitter, outlined in this chapter, aligns with the ear-

lier chapters, in that it asks how the visuality of distant suffering is 

impacted by the socio-technical affect architecture of the platform. I 

empirically investigated affordances that allow immediate responses 

communicated through haptic gestures that are part of our everyday 

lives. In a way, invisibilized by this immediate and everyday charac-

ter, they exert real power over what is seen and what determines our 

horizons of what we see of suffering. Platforms allow, shape, steer 

and constrain how individuals self-report affective charge of invest-

ment with photographs. With that, users unknowingly open or close 

doors to particular photographs as they inform the attention-tuned 

algorithms that gatekeep platforms. In the introduction of this the-

sis, I referred to a question posed by Engin Bozdag and Jeroen van 

den Hoven (2015): “To what extent is the socio-technical dynamic per-

taining to [...] a feedback loop of what majorities feel is distant suffering 

worth engaging with?” From the case studies into Reactions and Like 

dynamics on two major platforms, it seems that platform affordances 

and their use practices privilege majority preferences that prioritize 
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emotionality over criticality. Facebook’s design refrains from giving a 

platform to fear, while fear is recognized as a basic human emotion. 

The design of platform features thus both afford and constrain imag-

es from attaining prominence.  

In this chapter, two empirical investigations into the impact 

of hashtags and Retweets on the regimes of visibility of suffering on 

Twitter will be discussed. The questions guiding the studies were: 

What regimes of visibility of the Syrian war and its victims are amplified 

in different discursive frameworks, and how do these fit theories regard-

ing distant suffering? Another question builds on Reicher (20 01) and 

Wetherell (2015), who point out that status, authority, and perceived 

legitimacy exert a positive effect on the chances that people copy the 

affect expressed by others, leading me to ask: What is the role of actor’s 

statuses in the amplification of Twitter and how does this impact visu-

ality? Furthermore, the methodological question answered is: What 

are the contextualizing affordances of hashtags for analyzing automated 

machine vision outputs, and can we distill differences in the visibilities 

of suffering through demarcating language? Alongside theorizing how 

affective practices shape the visuality of suffering, both projects ex-

plored the potential of hashtags to add contextuality to automated 

content analysis of images, contributing methodologically to digital 

methods. The empirical work outlined also covers the dynamics of 

Retweet practices and what these entail for the visuality of the Syrian 

war through the lens of Twitter. The latter lays bare power asymme-

tries that result from the platform’s algorithmic and communicative 

structure (B RU N S & MOE , 2014) and, with this, provides a window into 

both amplified and subdued imagery of war. Fragments of this chapter 

overlap with fragments of three publications.7 The exploratory anal-

yses underlying the studies are partly situated in several data sprint 

projects, conducted during the DMI summer school of 2018, and the 

DMI winter and summer school of 2019.8

Contribution to visual digital methods 

In the same vein as cultural analytics, digital methods for visu-

al analysis rely on software that ‘merely’ detects elements of the data 

contained in, or associated with, image files (ROSE, 2016). However, visual 

communication on social media is practiced in relation to specific so-

cial settings or audiences. On social platforms, this ‘audience aware-

ness’ plays out within the affordances of software that: “co-construct 

processes of editing, distribution, sharing and affirmation” (SCHREIBER, 

2017, P. 143). This means that we cannot ignore metadata contained in 

or associated with networked image files. Digital methods might not 

pay so much attention to the site of the images themselves. Howev-

 7 |  → Geboers M.A., Van de Wiele C.T (2020). Regimes of visibility and the affec-

tive affordances of Twitter. International Journal of Cultural Studies. 23(5), 745-765. 

doi:10.1177/1367877920923676

→ Geboers, M.A., Van de Wiele, C.T. (2020). Machine vision & social media images: Why 

hashtags matter. Social Media + Society. doi:10.1177/2056305120928485

→ Geboers, M.A. (2019). ‘Writing’ oneself into tragedy: visual user practices and 

spectatorship of the Alan Kurdi images on Instagram.  Visual Communication. 

doi:10.1177/1470357219857118

 8 |  Results of the projects are logged here: → https://wiki.digitalmethods.net/Dmi/

SummerSchool2018RememberingForgettingSyrianWar 

→ https://wiki.digitalmethods.net/Dmi/MappingAffect 

→ https://wiki.digitalmethods.net/Dmi/SummerSchool2019TracingAffect
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er, as Rubenstein and Sluis (2008) point out, the single image is losing 

significance at the expense of the stream of images that derive their 

meaning from shared metadata. Hashtags are often embedded in 

the interface that mediates these images. Almost ‘more than words,’ 

hashtags are linguistic markers that function as inline metadata sig-

nifying the intent with which a person uploads content to platforms 

(ZAPPAVIGNA, 2015). As hashtags are searchable by the interface, they 

connect Tweets from users with no preexisting follower/followee rela-

tionship. Functionalities such as Trending Topics, promote the shared 

use of certain hashtags for events, cultural expressions, or engagement 

in ongoing conversations (LEAVITT, 2014). Hashtags and hashtag publics 

are extensively studied through the use, diffusion, or repurposing of 

the tags themselves. However, such hashtags interact with images, and 

this visual ‘tagged’ layer remained rather understudied until recently  

(SCHREIBER, 2017; NERGHES & LEE, 2019). 

As the meaning of social media images greatly depends on, and 

potentially shifts as a result of, memetic hashtag practices, we can no 

longer ignore this visual layer, and we can only study it meaningfully 

by taking hashtags into account. This will be exemplified by the two 

case studies central to this chapter, demonstrating how hashtags hold 

potentiality for adding contextuality to automated content analysis 

of images. Combining automated analyses with platform data such as 

hashtags and Retweet metrics opens up possibilities of studying im-

ages in the context of their discursive meanings and their resonance 

within and across those discursive spaces. The presented case studies 

in this chapter explore the capacities of hashtags and Retweet metrics 

to complement the automated assessment of social media images, do-

ing justice to the visual elements of an image and the contextual ele-

ments encoded through hashtag practices of networked publics. 

I studied Twitter’s impact on the visuality of suffering in two 

ways. The first approach investigates regimes of visibility —image 

tropes retweeted into prominence— that emerge out of two distinct 

hashtag categories, one topical, one sentimental (solidarity-related). 

The second focuses on two language spaces on Twitter —English and 

Arabic— constituted of hashtags relating to refugees and World Ref-

ugee Day. Before going into the empirical investigations, I will first 

discuss the extant literature on the affective affordances of Twitter 

and the affordances and, more specifically, the limitations of machine 

annotation. I will outline an argument that stresses the importance 

of bridging the affective affordances of the platform (hashtags and 

Retweet metrics) with those of machine vision to enrich visual social 

media analyses. 

Twitter’s affect architecture: 
inflating the big fish 

Essential to an understanding of the socio-technical dynamics of 

Twitter is its built-in asymmetric relationship between users, who are 

not ‘friends’ based on a reciprocal relationship but instead subscrib-

ers (known on the platform as ‘followers’). For example, the UNHCR 

follows 1,954 accounts but is followed by more than 2,6 million users 

(on November 22, 2021). Thus, in the case of Syrian refugees, we en-

counter a distinct power asymmetry, whereby NGOs and mainstream 
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news outlets have large followership while following significantly few-

er accounts themselves. The images introduced by these accounts 

thus resonate due to audience size and subsequent Retweet activity, 

exponentially increasing accounts’ affective potential with significant 

follower counts. One way users may extend their reach beyond their 

own follower networks is through hashtags. Because hashtags are in-

dexable, they connect content from users with no follower-followee 

relationship (B RU N S & MOE , 2014) . 

For image Tweets, hashtags can function as ‘captions’ that tex-

tually anchor to the meaning or content of an image (#children) or ‘re-

lay,’ whereby the tag adds information that cannot be derived from the 

image (BARTHES, 1977). As Sontag (2003, P. 25) outlined: “Whether the photo-

graph is understood as a naive object or the work of an experienced artifi-

cer, its meaning —and the viewer’s response— depends on how the picture 

is identified or misidentified; that is, on words.” Thus, hashtags —beyond 

acting as repositories of feelings and emotions— not only bring issues 

into focus but also function as indicators of contextual meaning. I will 

outline the potential of this contextuality of tags for enriching auto-

mated content analysis of images throughout this chapter. 

Twitter users bring messages from the hashtag level to the at-

tention of their followers by retweeting: a performative affirmation of 

the contents of a particular Tweet and a way of spreading a conversa-

tion more widely. As boyd et al. (2010) suggest, Retweets do more than 

spreading messages widely: they provide a structure for conversation 

and comment. A case study into reply and Retweet behavior of Dutch 

politicians during an election period found that, while replying was 

unaffected by party affiliation, retweeting was very much structured 

by it (PAS S MAN N ET AL . , 2014) . Moreover, Dutch politicians preferred 

retweeting their own messages over retweeting messages by mem-

bers from opposition parties. Retweets are thus often seen as a form 

of endorsement, while replies appear to be a mode of communication 

among colleagues. 

As Retweets may be understood as endorsements (PAS S MAN N ET 

AL . , 2014) and signifiers of emotional investment —however small or 

ephemeral— we might infer that they potentially co-create and con-

tribute to emotional alignment. However, it is important to stress that 

high Retweet counts map the reach of accounts and reveal more about 

the platform’s power asymmetry (HAL AVAI S, 2014) than about the pres-

ence of homogeneous publics supporting a particular visual message. 

Moreover, this power asymmetry, amplified by the platform’s com-

municative architecture, makes it extremely difficult to infer wheth-

er resonance is related to a Tweet’s actual visual content elements or 

the status of the Tweeter, that is, his or her followership. However, 

if varying followership numbers are controlled for, the visual content 

elements that diffuse virally despite the status of the initial Tweet-

er could be detected. The case studies do not account for variance in 

followership precisely because both aimed to map dominant imagery 

pushed by prominent actors within the studied spaces, pertaining to 

regimes of visibility across hashtag spaces. 
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Machine vision, the right to interpret & 
perceptual biases 

For platforms, images function as: 1) content for users to share, 2) data 

to train the platform’s image recognition models, and 3) as constitut-

ing ‘smart’ collections that enable the platforms to serve images per 

‘genre’ to users (A Z AR ET AL . , 2021) . Such networked ‘image’ collections 

are made possible by operations that are impossible to single-hand-

edly, or even collectively, observe. These imperceptible movements of 

images constitute a platformed way of seeing characterized by a kind 

of ‘invisual perception’ as coined by Adrian MacKenzie and Anna Mün-

ster (2019, P. 4) . Seeing, or what MacKenzie and Münster (2019, P. 16) call 

‘platform seeing,’ is distributed through data practices and machin-

ic assemblages that strive to format image ensembles in such a way 

that they can fulfill their capitalist potential. What kind of aesthetic 

gets amplified through this new mode of seeing? Trevor Paglen (2017) 

describes a reemergence of a ‘realist aesthetic regime’, he character-

izes as ‘autonomous, hyper-normal, mega-meta-realism.’ This regime 

assumes a causal relationship between representations and things; a 

certain simplicity as machine vision annotation works based on the 

notion of object recognition (PAGLEN , 2016) . We need to understand 

that algorithmically curated images are understood and interpreted 

—and given meaning to— by algorithms (partly) based on how they are 

trained. This means that power over visibility is now deployed based 

on who is controlling the training sets, as Paglen (2017) outlines: 

Who is controlling the training sets is controlling the meanings. 

This goes beyond showing images in such a way that you buy stuff 

[...] it robs us of our ability to define the meanings of images for 

ourselves, the freedom to say: ‘this is not an apple’ is taken away by 

the pre-curated visibility delivered to us by feed algorithms.

Paglen and Kate Crawford’s project Excavating AI (2021) rightfully crit-

icized the historical debt of a very prominent image dataset on which 

many machine vision systems rely (ImageNet). This dataset operates 

with a taxonomy based on WordNet, which includes categories that 

have social and political implications when they are ‘illustrated’ with 

images. “The failure of the ImageNet team to remove these and similar cat-

egories, and even stock some of them with actual images, rightfully led to a 

public outcry in reaction to the Excavating AI project, and subsequently to 

the removal of these categories from the dataset” (OFFERT & BELL, 2020). 

Apart from dataset bias, the perceptual bias that emerges from 

machine vision processes needs to be considered as well (OFFERT & 

B ELL , 2020, P. 1) , arising from “the difference between the assumed ways of 

seeing of a machine vision system, our reasonable expectations regarding 

its way of representing the visual world, and its actual perceptual topol-

ogy.” Fabian Offert and Peter Bell studied this bias by taking feature 

visualization (ERHAN ET AL . , 20 09) as a case study. Feature visualiza-

tion makes the so-called invisual processes of machine seeing ‘visu-

al,’ though it is not directly an image of these processes. It is more 

accurate to say that they are technical meta-pictures (M ITCH ELL , 1995) 

resulting from forcibly ‘making visual’ processes that are essential-

ly non-visual. This making visual then allows humans to assess the  
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workings of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). An outline of a 

simplified version of the workings of CNNs is relevant here; CNNs learn 

through ever more advanced layers consisting of neurons —a kind of 

image filter— that are scanning the inputted image. After scanning, a 

prediction of what is in the image is outputted. The prediction scores 

are then matched with reality, and the interconnections between neu-

ral layers are adjusted accordingly depending on discrepancies be-

tween prediction scores and ‘reality’ (or reality as perceived through 

human interpretation of the image, that is). 

Common CNN architectures have millions of neurons and even 

more interconnections making it close to impossible to infer any-

thing about their ways of learning and seeing from looking at the 

source code, data, weights, or any other aspect of a CNN, either 

alone or in conjunction (OFFERT & B ELL , 2020, P. 3) .

Feature visualization represents not the prediction-making itself, but 

the activation of single neurons or their responses to inputted imag-

es when they reach the layer of the neuron at hand. This results in 

hallucinatory imagery that makes interpretable how such neurons, 

individually, perceive images. However, the images have no visible 

structure and no recognizable content; to the human observer, they 

have no information to convey. Offert and Bell (2020) argue not to 

change the model but rather the technical meta-picture of the single 

neuron through giving back representational capacity to these imag-

es, to allow these images to be of something rather than just images 

derived from neuron’s responses. The trade-off then arises that this 

will move images away from their actual perceptual topology of the 

CNN. Through regularization efforts, this can be mitigated. However, 

strange mixtures of ideas still appear (OL AH ET AL . , 2018), which begs 

the question: what is the relationship between artificial neurons and 

meaningful concepts? 

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are a way to intro-

duce representation that allows for human interpretation of feature 

visualizations. However, GANs eliminate the non-humanness that de-

fines machine vision topologies, translating it into a human mode of 

perception that simply does not exist in CNNs (OFFERT & B ELL , 2020) . 

Therefore, understanding feature visualizations as technical meta 

pictures —not as representations of machine vision systems— allows 

for re-imagining them as methods of critique that can detect deep-

er forms of bias. An example of this deeper form of bias is the fore-

grounding of fences in images in which people are prominently pres-

ent behind those fences. Assuming a connection between ImageNet 

and the Google search algorithm, Offert and Bell (2020) found that the 

first search results foreground the fence, providing a first result link-

ing to the Wikipedia page on chain-link fencing and a second result on 

fence products offered by Home Depot. This is a result of perceptual 

bias, also present in the image-label networks of my empirical analy-

ses, where images are clustered through annotated labels of ‘mud’ and 

‘adaptation’ (see the appendix), completely ignoring the people pres-

ent in these images. As Andrew Selbst and Solon Barocas (2018, P. 1097) 

found, the internal ‘reasoning’ of CNNs is not only complex but non-in-

tuitive. This is the result of the machine vision system’s inability to 

weave a sensible story that can account for statistical relationships, 
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and in so doing, “defies intuitive expectations about the relevance of cer-

tain criteria to the decision.” Offert and Bell (2020) argue for the impor-

tance of adding information from the outside to aid the interpretation 

of machine workings. They suggest regarding feature visualization as 

encapsulating the limitations of machine seeing and stress the need 

for additional transdisciplinary investigations at the intersections of 

computer science and visual studies. Although not exemplary of such 

transdisciplinary investigations, some of the findings of the case stud-

ies demonstrated in this chapter reflect the non-intuitive reasoning of 

machines and their perceptual biases (as well as biases resulting from 

bias in datasets). 

Machine annotation & social value

Contemporary machine vision algorithms perform poorly when tasked 

with decisions requiring judgment or appreciation of cultural, lin-

guistic, social, historical, or other contexts.9 The underlying model is 

trained to complete a narrowly defined task, or it lacks the ability to 

take in relevant surrounding information such as captions, tags and 

comments. The automated analyses applied in the case studies into 

Twitter lay bare the limitations of what automated content analy-

sis can and cannot ‘see.’ While the used Google Cloud Vision API has 

shown comparatively greater granularity in annotating images and is 

 9 |  A very convenient overview of the current limits in detecting meaning through 

automated machine vision can be found here: https://cdt.org/wp-content/up-

loads/2021/05/CDT-Five-Limits-of-Automated-Multimedia-Content-Analysis.pdf

overall outperforming other algorithms in terms of annotation spec-

ificity (Mintz et al., 2019), the findings from my analyses reveal how it 

does not seem to recognize elements pertaining to war settings. For 

example, children are consistently associated with labels such as hap-

piness and play. Another example of war-insensitive annotation is an 

excruciatingly sad image of a crying man holding a deceased child in 

his arms. This image present in the topical network and resonating 

significantly (RT count= 26) is correctly annotated with the labels ‘hu-

mans’ and ‘arm’ and incorrectly with the labels ‘sleep’ and ‘nap.’ This 

is a returning dynamic throughout the automated analyses outputs: 

labels that represent feelings or emotions are quickly triggered when 

either children are depicted (despite some of them clearly not being 

happy when their photograph was taken) or when elements such as 

flags or cake are present. While (sometimes graphic) images of hard-

ship are still labeled according to their objective elements (skin, eyes, 

arm etc.), labels such as misery and hardship do not easily pop up, 

even in the most excruciating images. An especially tragic example is 

the labeling of an image depicting the face of a deceased man, showing 

severe bruises, as ‘zombie,’ which might be due to training the machine 

with datasets coming from films or series, rather than real-life war. 

Although we can only speculate on the origins of such errors, it seems 

from results that Google feeds its Vision API more Hollywood than war. 

Images of bombarded buildings and rubble are consistently annotated 

as ‘earthquakes,’ and images showing people gathering, combined with 

enough blue sky, generated labels such as ‘recreation’ and ‘tourism.’  

An example of non-intuitive labeling can be found in the labeling of 

two datasets, one containing many images with one person (a dataset 
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based on English hashtag queries) the other containing many images 

with groups of people (a dataset based on Arabic hashtag queries). As 

soon as people are depicted in collectives, the Google Cloud Vision API 

(Google API hereafter) seems to start foregrounding other features, 

which often leads the machine to exclude people from the labeling al-

together. This can also be explained in part by the perceptual biases in 

machine vision, as pointed out by, among others, Offert and Bell (2020) . 

Apart from contextual errors due to dataset bias and to the 

non-intuitive processes of machine seeing, the object recognition was 

overall fairly accurate in recognizing the content elements in imag-

es (especially when emotion words or affective words are excluded 

from the performance assessment). Despite its limitations, the Goo-

gle Cloud Vision API proves to be a valuable way of clustering images 

in network visualizations based on their, often correct, object labels 

pertaining to actual, broken-down image content elements. In a way, 

through organizing the images by their annotated labels, one can de-

contextualize images and categorize them by their objective contents, 

which can be of immense value when investigating particular content 

elements that serve as signifiers for particular meanings (symbolical-

ly). When scholarly questions pertain to, for example, the dominance of 

children in humanitarian discourses, this way of ordering large image 

datasets makes sense. Relevant platform data, such as hashtags that 

demarcate particular image data sets, adds to the automated analy-

sis a qualitative sensitivity toward human incentives for tweeting the 

content; it adds ‘human-made’ contextual layers that are ignored by 

the machine. In the following section, I will argue why hashtags and 

Retweet data are useful metrics to do this. 

Hashtags as signifiers of intention & 
Retweets as ambient affiliations  

Before I go into the affordances of hashtags and Retweet metrics for 

enhancing visual content analysis, it is essential to revisit the perfor-

mative character of users expressing themselves through the produc-

tion and dissemination of —and the affective alignment with— images 

on social media. Online publics are monitoring others (MORTEN S EN 

& TRENZ , 2016) and are aware of being monitored themselves, mean-

ing that practices of engagement hold intentionality (PAPACHARI S S I, 

2014) . Through the naming, articulation, and circulation of particular 

images, specific contexts emerge that can only be read when we are 

aware of the social space in which such images live. Anja Bechmann 

and Geoffrey Bowker (2019) , therefore, rightly refer to the importance 

of user incentives that drive the diffusion of and engagement with 

images. The performative intention of the uploader of the image, as 

Bechmann points out (it can also be the person commenting or react-

ing to an image), is not taken into consideration by image recognition 

algorithms that are trained to identify faces and features in pictures. 

As Bechmann (2017, P. 1794) argues: 

If we want to understand social media images, it is not beneficial 

solely to train the algorithm on images from websites or ImageNet 

because this would result in an excessively generalized semantic 

meaning by collapsing entities into categories that are not suited 

for social media.
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Bechmann suggests that the algorithms of machine vision applied in 

social media contexts need to gain sensitivity for, firstly, the compo-

sition of the image (what is foregrounded, what is in the center, what 

is acted upon) and secondly, algorithms should be more tuned to the 

incentives for the uploader of an image that operates in a certain 

context. I suggest that the second point could at least in part be ac-

counted for without waiting for companies to improve the reasoning 

of machines, which might never fully align with human reasoning and 

sense-making. For spaces such as Twitter and Instagram, hashtags 

can help attain a better understanding of the social values and incen-

tives guiding or steering visual practices. Bechmann proposes a model 

that would expand the recognition of faces and features with such in-

centives or ‘social values.’ The picture’s social value is important when 

used for user profiling and predictions, and it would add to a better 

computer vision performance when applied to social media. Although 

indeed highly problematic to use as a stand-alone method for an anal-

ysis of social images and their expressive meanings, the case studies 

at hand demonstrate that combining machine vision with platform 

data presents a sensible way forward. 

Both case studies outline a method that enhances machine vision 

with platform data capable of signifying incentives to upload, thereby 

revealing —albeit partly— the expressive messages contained within vi-

sual materials. The method is apt to address issues of selection when 

studying social media images, as they function as linguistic markers en-

acting the following social relation: “Search for me and affiliate with my 

value” (Z APPAVIGNA , 2011, P. 789) . Ambient affiliations, afforded through 

hashtags, may then garner engagement which takes the shape of, for 

example, Retweets, amplifying the expressive meaning of the original 

message. The position of Retweet metrics in the research design of the 

case studies will be further detailed in the next section. 

Actor’s statuses and Retweet resonance 

Within the current scholarly debate pertaining to the capacity of 

mediated representations to humanize distant suffering (LINFIELD, 2010; 

SONTAG, 2003), to mobilize public opinion and imagination (HARIMAN & LUCAIT-

ES, 2007; SLIWINSKI, 2011), and to propose symbolic spaces of empathetic con-

nectivity and solidarity, the case studies contribute in describing what 

humanitarian imagery is ‘allowed to be seen’ through the socio-techni-

cal interplay of powerful actors ‘narrowcasting’ images and networked 

publics that, through relational affective states, shape the prominence of 

certain images within Twitter. Drawing from Reicher (2001) and Wetherell 

(2015), social identification is seen as a crucial prerequisite for ‘copying the 

affect of others,’ having consequences for the amplification of certain vi-

sual representations of distant others. Although a highly complex social 

practice, driven by cognition, discourses, ideology, and social hierarchies, 

retweeting may be understood as ambient affiliations with expressed 

meanings and values (those meanings and values thus often reside in 

hashtags) for tweeted content, taking shape in a relational setting. 

Whether images are taken up or elevated into prominence through 

practices of sharing depends not only on the obviously highly complex 

acts of meaning-making and representation, but also on the status 

of actors. We are likely to copy, imitate, and share the affect of those 

we affiliate and identify with and those we recognize as authoritative 

and legitimate sources (WETH ERELL , 2015, P. 154) . To advance an un-
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derstanding of this copying of affect —operationalized as Retweets— 

and how this plays out within the affordances of Twitter, I engaged 

in assessing and comparing images and their amplification through 

Retweets within different hashtag spaces: topical and sentimental 

hashtags, English and Arabic hashtags. I derived the topical and senti-

mental distinction from hashtag categories identified by Meraz (2017) . 

A comparison between two languages (with similar words pertaining 

to refugees) was conducted in order to demarcate globalized and more 

localized Twitter spaces. 

Exploring social visuality across 
hashtag spaces 

Victims of the Syrian war are often distant others to networked pub-

lics present on Twitter as ‘tweeps’ are, mostly located in the Western 

hemisphere.10 The analyses of empirical data in both studies aim to 

answer the following questions: What regimes of visibility of the Syrian 

war and its victims are amplified within different discursive frameworks, 

and how do these fit theories regarding distant suffering? Another ques-

tion builds on Reicher (20 01) and Wetherell (2015) . They point out that 

status, authority, and perceived legitimacy exert a positive effect on 

chances that people copy the affect expressed by others, leading me 

to outline the question as being: What is the role of actor’s statuses in 

explaining amplification?

Data was collected through the Twitter Capture and Analysis 

Tool developed by the Digital Methods Initiative (DM I -TCAT; BORR A & 

RI EDER , 2014) , using a targeted query of relevant terms and hashtags.11 

This query was then narrowed down based on highly frequent and 

co-occurring hashtags, all pertaining to the Syrian war. Within these 

 10 |  With roughly 48 out of 330 million monthly active Twitter users located in the 

United States, the Twitter audience tilts toward the Western hemisphere. Available at 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/242606/number-of-active-twitter-users-in-select-

ed-countries/ (Retrieved 30 August 2019).

 11 |  The initial query consisted of the following English and Arabic terms and 

hashtags: #assadmustgo, #Eastghouta (and the Arabic equivalents of East Ghouta), 

#Idleb, Idleb (and the Arabic equivalents of Idleb), #IranOutofSyria, #KhanSheikhoun, 

Khan Shaykhun, Khan Sheikhoun (and the Arabic equivalents of Khan Scheikhoun), 

#PrayforSyria, #Sirya, #Syria, Sirya (and the Arabic equivalents of Syria), #Syrianref-

ugees and Syrian refugees (and the Arabic equivalents of Syrian refugees).  
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hashtags, two categories can be distinguished: one topical, one senti-

mental (drawn from the hashtag topology of M ER A Z , 2017) . Underlying 

these spaces are #war and related tags (co-occurring and frequently 

used) in the topical space and #eyesonidlib in the sentimental, sol-

idarity space.12 Since Twitter’s platform architecture evolved from a 

friend-following network to an event-following network (ROGERS, 2014) , 

the approach to analysis depended on aligning Twitter content to on-

the-ground events that produce spikes in user activity; in this case, 

a chemical attack in Aleppo that prompted military strikes by Russia 

on November 25, 2018. The data span the period from November 18 to 

December 18, 2018, and consist of a total of 1,04 million Tweets from 

386,131 distinct users. 

Figure 14: Line graph of user-Tweet activity between November 18 and December 

18, 2018, with a clear uptake surrounding Russian strikes on Aleppo, November 25. 

Data was collected through TCAT (BORRA & RIEDER, 2014). 

 12 |  The ultimate targeted query then pertained to: #war, #humanrights, #poli-

tics, #protests, #stopwar for topical hashtags and #eyesonidlib for the sentimental 

hashtag space.

Hashtag frequencies were examined within this period to focus the 

analyses further and tease apart distinct visual patterns. Three ran-

dom samples of Tweets (N=1,000) were drawn based on targeted 

queries. These queries were created using Meraz’s (2017) selection 

and categorization of political hashtags, whereby explicit popularity 

(i.e., frequency within the dataset) was used to justify inclusion with-

in the sample. From two categories —topical/issue and sentimental 

hashtags— the most frequent tags were identified. A co-occurrence 

analysis was conducted by constructing a network of the hashtags 

in the dataset November-December 2018. After locating the most fre-

quently appearing hashtags in the co-occurrence network, a manu-

al coding scheme (adapted from WANG ET AL . , 2011) was used to group 

hashtags. Using an inductive approach to grouping similar topics and 

issues embedded within networked content (M ER A Z , 2017) , the analy-

sis revealed distinct clusters associated with more or less resonating 

images in both networks. To strengthen the justification for targeted 

queries based on hashtag frequency, hashtag co-occurrences during 

this period were assessed and expanded the parameters for the sub-

samples. The first group of selected hashtags constitute a topical 

cluster (#war, #humanrights, #politics, #protests, #stopwar). The 

second relates to a single hashtag #eyesonidlib, which did not cluster 

significantly with other hashtags in the entirety of the co-occurrence 

hashtag network. It is targeted at the Idlib province of Syria, one of few 

remaining anti-Assad strongholds in the region at the time of writing. 

After identifying query parameters, random samples of 1,000 Tweets 

were drawn from the larger November to December sample and used 

for analysis. Thus, co-occurrence analysis of frequently used hashtags 
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gave birth to two distinct discursive issue spaces: a topical and a sen-

timental hashtag space.

Automated object annotation of images

Automated annotation of images already contextualized by 

their shared hashtags allows for ‘decontextualizing’ those tagged vi-

suals and analyzing them at the level of the modality of the images 

themselves. The Google Cloud Vision API was employed for both case 

studies, producing textual output (object labels) that in a networked 

file reorganizes images by their content elements, essentially creat-

ing a way to categorize images similar to a ‘Google similar or reverse 

image search.’ This method enhances such networked visualizations 

of automatically ‘ordered’ visual data, with the dimension of hashtag 

information (providing clues for user incentives and social values) and 

Retweet metrics (amplification of affiliation with certain values car-

ried by images). 

To arrive at specific visual themes that resonated, the present 

study includes object labels generated by Google’s Cloud Vision API, 

introducing automated content analysis. Computer vision is defined 

as the collection, analysis, and synthesis of visual data through com-

puting, with several objectives such as recognition of faces and se-

mantic content like objects, entities, and contexts in images (WANG ET 

AL . , 2015) . As discussed, computer vision deals with limits defined by 

technical challenges and cultural and discriminatory biases (M I NTZ ET 

AL . ,  2019) and discrepancies between human and machine ways of per-

ceiving images. André Mintz et al. (2019) compared the performance of 

three APIs: Google Cloud Vision, IBM Watson, and Microsoft Azure. In 

their comparison, the Google API outperforms the other two when it 

comes to object recognition specificity. As Google Cloud Vision is cur-

rently outperforming alternatives in object label specificity, this spe-

cific API was chosen. The Memespector tool (RI EDER ET AL . , 2018) was 

employed to tap into the Google API. Memespector allows for several 

outputs, of which object annotation is the output that was used as it 

comes closest to a ‘content analysis’ of an image. 

Memespector also generates a network of images in which the 

images are connected through their annotated object labels (a ‘label- 

image network’). This output can be enhanced by adding dimensions 

that reflect platform data. As the theoretical framework directs the 

study to assess the affective potentiality of image Tweets, Retweet 

metrics were chosen as an added dimension. As mentioned, Retweets 

are not a guarantee for enhanced visibility; however, they can point 

to greater reach and, with that, increased potential to affect present 

individual bodies. Moreover, high Retweet counts point to powerful 

actors boasting significant followerships. Retweets were depicted 

through the size of images. Using cluster analysis, both the associated 

images and their annotated labels revealed visual themes that appear 

to resonate within certain hashtag spaces.

Visual network analysis and machine-constructed themes

Network analyses can be conducted in a myriad of ways, using 

the unique characteristics of networks in qualitative and quantita-

tive ways (CASTELLS, 2010; L ATOU R , 20 05; SCOT T, 2017) . From a quan-

titative point of view, Social Network Analysis (SNA) is perhaps the 

most renowned. Within formal SNA, mathematical qualifications of 
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networks account for structural aspects of social life (BORGAT TI ET 

AL . ,  20 09) . It is important to stress that the analyses in this study are 

not going into the mathematical properties of the machine-generat-

ed networks; what is assessed is the relational composition of similar 

image elements within two discursive hashtag spaces. The particu-

lar practice of retweeting makes visible how some images are more 

prominent than others and how this relates to the larger set of im-

ages. This fits with a qualitative approach to network interpretation. 

I follow Mathias Decuypere (2019, P. 2) , who states how: “…qualitative 

approaches largely adopt the notion ‘network’ as a method that allows 

to trace the complex entanglements by means of which specific practic-

es are constituted.” These approaches claim to adopt more open, flex-

ible, and descriptive methodologies compared to the more formalistic 

methods deployed in SNA. Thus, the visual network analyses conduct-

ed here are concerned with the visual rather than the structural (so-

cial) properties of networks (DECU YPERE , 2019; VENTU RI N I ET AL . ,  2017; 

L ATOU R ET AL . , 2012) . The spatialization algorithm used —Force Atlas 2 

in Gephi— is force-directed, pushing out nodes with low degrees and 

pulling together nodes that are highly connected through the annotat-

ed labels generated by the Vision API. This allowed for the clustering 

of images based on similar content. After sizing images according to 

their Retweet metrics, it became visible what content elements dom-

inated the most shared images, making it easier to compare resonat-

ing (often symbolic) elements across the different hashtag spaces.  

Visibility regimes in topical versus 
sentimental hashtags 

Retweet resonance and network characteristics (e.g., clusters of simi-

lar images) guided the selection of prominent images that are similar 

in object content within both hashtag spaces, but contextualized dif-

ferently in order to capture the contextual specificity of both hashtag 

spaces. The objective image content —surfacing through automated 

annotation— clusters images in such a way that it decontextualizes 

images, and also makes visible how content elements are distribut-

ed within the space of frequent and co-occurring hashtags. The con-

textualization of highly resonating images was then compared across 

the two hashtag spaces in order to get an exploratory sense of the in-

terplay between hashtags (contextualization) and visual content that 

gets to be amplified, constructing particular regimes of visibility. The 

qualitative interpretation of the networks will follow the typology of 

visibilities as constructed by Chouliaraki and Stolic (2017) , who based 

their typologies on an empirical investigation of news images. As Ner-

ghes and Lee (2019, P. 27 7) point out, a complete separation of main-

stream news media and Twitter is no longer viable as: “the sharing and 

discussing of news between news outlets and Twitter users is a genuine 

bi-directional exchange.” Therefore, it could be hypothesized that the 

typologies of visibility regimes also emerge when studying tweeted 

images relating to the Syrian war and its subsequent crises. 

As set out earlier, the decontextualized object elements were cat-

egorized and visualized in a networked structure by the Google Cloud 

Vision API. Images were sized corresponding to Retweet intensity.  
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I first describe the most prominent content as annotated by the Google 

Cloud Vision API and the differences in visual objects across both 

hashtag spaces. I’ll proceed by analyzing images containing these 

content elements and ‘read’ them within their hashtagged contextu-

alization, expanding on earlier research into visual representations of 

war and suffering, and their affectivity. A clear visual divide emerged 

between the topical space on the one hand and the sentimental space 

on the other. The latter is more uniform, showing predominantly chil-

dren and highly resonating artwork that commemorates a recently 

deceased activist. At the same time, the topical space is diverse in 

both contents as well as in Retweet intensity. I will turn to this in more 

detail later. 

The topical framework: acts and consequences of war

The topical space (#war, #humanrights, #protests, #politics, 

#stopwar) is diverse in image content, however in terms of visibility 

—what we see and relate to in the media— inanimate imagery charac-

terizes most retweeted images (see figure 15). 

Figure 15: A crop of the topical network, depicting mainly inanimate objects or 

military protagonists. These images represent a part of a network of images and 

automatically annotated labels generated through the Google Cloud Vision API. 

The image data was collected through TCAT (BORR A & RI EDER , 2014) . A larger 

version is enclosed in appendix B.

The top three images are organized around the labels: military, ve-

hicle, and the typical earthquake label that the API annotates when 

confronted with the consequences of bombardments. Other con-

tent elements that resonate to a certain extent are images of fire (of 

bombardments) and children; one of the three visible images is the  

especially tragic image of a man with a deceased child in his arms (see 

figure 16). What connects all elements of image content within this 
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topical space is the focus on depicting both the acts and consequences 

of war, where the military acts and their inanimate consequences (fire, 

rubble) are more resonant in terms of Retweets than the human con-

sequences of war that are depicted through children affected. 

Figure 16: Google machine vision output for a heart-rending image depicting 

the tragic consequences of war. Throughout the entirety of the network, affective 

labels such as ‘happiness’ and ‘play’ are easily associated with images of children. 

But as soon as hardship is part of the imagery, the machine falls short. This image 

is part of the topical network, see appendix B. 

Though less retweeted, such human elements are present. A crying 

man holding a deceased child fits the regime of visibility as empa-

thy, which “privileges intimate snapshots of individuals or couples, such 

as a crying child, a mother with her baby or a rescue worker in action”  

(CHOU LIAR AKI & STOLIC, 2017) . This visibility as empathy almost juxta-

poses compositions in the regime of visibility ‘as biological life,’ where 

massification in depicting people takes the perspective of distance and 

ignores the uniqueness of people as persons. Individuation adopts a 

close-up perspective and has the potential to offer a more humanized 

representation of refugees. It is, in particular, the imagery of the child 

that figures as emblematic of individualized empathy (B U RMAN , 1994). 

The child is ubiquitous in another hashtag space, that of sentiment 

represented in our study by a single hashtag: #eyesonidlib. 

The sentimental space: individuation and commemoration 

The sentimental space (see for the entire network the appendi-

ces) sets itself apart from the other network through the context of the 

hashtag itself, being a hashtag that is not topical, neither referring to 

a specific place or person. It conveys sentiment and, more specifically, 

expresses a message that could be interpreted as both a call to keep 

track of the fate of people in heavily bombed Idlib and a message of sol-

idarity in general. Highly resonant images in this space (#eyesonidlib) 

are clustered by the labels ‘art’ and ‘illustration.’ Where illustrations  

or other artworks in the topical and political spaces most often func-

tion as political or activist pamphlets, in this space, the highly retweet-

ed illustrations focus on the commemoration of the deceased activist 

Raed Fares (who was assassinated on November 23, 2018) and other 

victims. In short, the topical hashtag space seems to use illustrations 

in a more activist way, whereas in the sentimental space, illustrations 

are used to convey emotions of loss and to commemorate victims.

Apart from illustrations remembering victims or calling out sol-

idarity through artwork, the larger part of the visual language in this 

space consists of images of children. Such images fit a regime of visi-
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bility as empathy which Chouliaraki and Stolic (2017) critique: while rec-

ognizing the humanizing potential of the individualization of suffering 

often present in images of children, this imagery can be held account-

able for infantilizing refugees; for depicting them predominantly as 

distressed, clueless and powerless. As Erica Burman (1994, P. 241) puts it, 

children: “…plead, they suffer, and their apparent need calls forth help […] 

echoing the colonial paternalism where the adult-Northerner offers help 

and knowledge to the infantilized-South.” Infantilization may thus aim 

at mobilizing empathy in the name of ‘our’ common humanity, yet, in 

portraying refugees as children in need, it ultimately deprives them 

of agency and voice. Another visual ‘trope’ present in the sentimental 

space is organized by the Vision API based on background elements of 

the images, being mud, adaptation, and soil (see figure 17). In this case, 

the API labels and clusters images that not only share similar back-

ground elements but also fit the regime of visibility as biological life 

in which: “a mass of unfortunates on fragile dinghies or in refugee camps 

situate refugees within a visual regime of biological life” (CHOULIARAKI & 

STOLIC, 2017, P. 1167). These images construct humanity as fully reliant on 

western emergency aid or rescue operations to survive and inevitably 

dispossessed of will and voice. In this space, such images pertain to the 

depiction of the hardship of living in a refugee camp.

 

Figure 17: Crop of the image-label network based on #eyesonidlib, depicting 

images clustered by their background elements that are exemplary for the visibility 

regime of biological life, a field of representation that reduces lives to corporeal 

existence and the needs of the body, pertaining to constructing suffering as a 

humanitarian ‘emergency’ instead of a failure of international politics or relations. 

See the entire network in appendix C. 

The above-described images of the conditions of camp life tap into a 

different regime than another cluster in the sentimental space, that of 

images clustered around the labels ‘face’ and ‘cheek.’ These connect to 

portraits of children (see figure 18). The affective power of portraits 

lies in how portraits forefront the face of the other; the photographic 

portrait encourages a viewer to attach their own worldview to it, si-

lencing other voices and disregarding other cultures (Z AR Z YCK A , 2012) . 

As portraits leave out particularities of otherness, they invite a more 

self-reflexive engagement with images of others. 
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Figure 18: Crop of the image-label network of #eyesonidlib, where portraits were 

dominant. As portraits leave out particularities of otherness, they invite a more 

self-reflexive engagement with images of others (Z AR Z YCK A , 2012) . The entire 

network is depicted in appendix C. 

The analysis of both the topical and the sentimental hashtag spaces 

shows similar image content elements are derived from the machine 

vision annotated labels. However, distinct differences in these ‘simi-

lar’ images are present in both composition and visual protagonists. As 

soon as Retweet metrics are taken into account, images that resonated 

were distinct for both spaces: the sentimental space reveals an empha-

sis on children, whereas the topical space shows a diverse vernacular. 

Visibility regimes in English 
and Arabic hashtag spaces 

The second case study took language demarcation as a starting point 

to assess how the refugee crisis was visually represented in hashtags 

pertaining to, among others, World Refugee Day. A comparative analy-

sis was conducted across two language spaces on Twitter: English and 

Arabic. The typology of Chouliaraki and Stolic (2017) of five regimes of 

visibility pertaining to the visual construction of refugees is applied as 

a framework in this project as well. I will review relevant studies into 

news frames and how they compare across languages and countries. 

In general, news frames on the Syrian crisis often “humanize refugees 

or portray them as collective threats to security and values” (R AMAS U -

B R AMAN IAN & M I LES, 2018) . Alongside the five typologies of visibility 

regimes from Chouliaraki and Stolic (2017) , I will also refer to visual 

frames as identified by Srividya Ramasubramanian and Caitlin Miles 

(2018). They conducted a comparative textual analysis of news frames 

used in ten Arabic and seven English news sources covering the Syri-

an crisis. From their analysis, four prevalent frames emerged, dubbed 

‘border’, ‘institutional’, ‘victim’, and ‘war’ (P. 4495 - 4497) : 

The border frame is constituted of space, national borders, ethnic-

ity, religious identity, and language. This was characterized by a 

focus on physical spaces in relation to cultural and political iden-

tities and institutions (…) The institutional frame identified is-

sues related to governments, institutional bodies, political parties, 

elections, and politicians (…) The war frame addresses notions of  
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national sovereignty, safety, war, geopolitical threats, and military 

bodies, whether nationally sponsored or nonstate (…) The victim 

frame addresses issues related to personal and emotional aspects 

of the crisis, touching on notions of people, emotions, hardship, and 

even success in escaping the crisis. It emphasizes the helplessness 

of the people affected by the crisis, noting the need for humanitar-

ian and institutional intervention. 

Although the border frame was popular across all sources, English 

sources were more likely to use the victim frame than Arabic sources 

and less likely to use the war frame. Thus, in the Arabic news sources, 

regional political instability, political alliances, and the DAESH threat 

are more prevalent than the personalized emotional stories of hard-

ship and of escaping the crisis. Ramasubramanian and Miles (2018, P. 

4501) found that in the English sources, a “focus on victimization creates 

a sociocultural hierarchy between the victim (Syrian refugee) and poten-

tial savior (i.e., the host country).” 

The work of Ramasubramanian and Miles (2018) builds part-

ly on Bleiker et al. (2013) , who noted an “absence of recognizable facial 

features in photographs of refugees in Australian news media. Such de-

personalization was linked with framing the refugee crisis as a security 

threat” (R AMAS U B R AMAN IAN & M I LES, 2018, P. 4491) . Ramasubramanian 

and Miles also point to the dominant portrayal (by western newspa-

pers) of large groups of refugees that emphasize the children in the 

group (P. 4492) . The dominant frames emerging from textual analyses 

differed slightly: 

Dominant frames include attribution of responsibility, human in-

terest, conflict, morality, and economic frames (ELSAM N I, 2016; L AW-

LOR & TOLLE Y, 2017) . Berry et al. (2015) find cross-national differ-

ences in framing such that newspapers in Sweden, Italy, and Spain 

present the crisis in a fairly positive manner, but those from Germa-

ny and the United Kingdom tend to reflect more polarization (…) In 

sum, research suggests that news media portray refugees through 

multiple frames that create empathy through a more human-inter-

est angle or present refugees negatively as security threats.

Language demarcation protocol 

Data for this investigation was gathered through the Digital 

Methods Initiative Twitter Capture and Analysis Toolset (DM I -TCAT; 

BORR A & RI EDER , 2014) , using relevant Arabic and English hashtag que-

ries13 to cull subsamples pertaining to Syrian refugee and migrant  

communities from a larger dataset that was based on keywords and 

tags on the Syrian war and on refugees.14 Language spaces were un-

tangled, querying similar hashtags separately to reveal potential dif-

 13 |  Migrants, migration, refugeeday, refugees, refugeeswelcome, refugeesweek, ref-

ugeesweek2019, stepwithrefugees, withrefugees, worldrefugeeday, worldrefugeed-

ay2019, wrd2019, and the Arabic equivalents of Hama and Russia.  

 14 |  The initial query consisted of the following English and Arabic terms and 

hashtags: #assadmustgo, #Eastghouta (and the Arabic equivalents of East Ghouta), 

#Idleb, Idleb (and the Arabic equivalents of Idleb), #IranOutofSyria, #KhanSheikhoun, 

Khan Shaykhun, Khan Sheikhoun (and the Arabic equivalents of Khan Scheikhoun), 

#PrayforSyria, #Sirya, #Syria, Sirya (and the Arabic equivalents of Syria), #Syrianref-

ugees and Syrian refugees (and the Arabic equivalents of Syrian refugees).  
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ferences in the discursive framing of migrant issues. While language 

differences by no means signify separate cultural groups or demo-

graphics, such an approach can reveal more localized or nationalist 

perspectives on an issue (ROGERS, 2019) . The untangling of Tweets 

based on language resulted in Tweets whose metadata revealed dis-

tinctly different locations; whereas the English language dataset con-

tained Tweets with international location metadata (largely UK- and 

US-based), the Arabic language dataset predominantly included loca-

tions in the Middle East (namely Egypt, Lebanon and Syria).15

Justification for the selection of particular hashtags within 

these queries emerged through frequency outputs, such that highly 

recurring hashtags with explicit mention of refugees or migrants were 

included. Once these subsamples were identified, additional que-

ries were used to extract images and parse Twitter content by text, 

co-hashtag occurrence, and Retweet frequency. By triangulating res-

onance in this way, a snapshot of the Syrian refugee digital ecology 

within Twitter could be provided, including both migrants and spec-

tators from Arabic and English spaces. In total, these hashtag spaces 

included 117 images, 61 from the English language space and 56 from 

the Arabic space. Although illustrations, cartoons, and meme-like im-

agery were part of the dataset of image Tweets, they did not resonate 

as much as photographs. Therefore, the focus here was on resonat-

ing photographs (and one video ranking number one in the globalized 

context) that construct refugee representations. The method behind 

this case study is largely similar to that of the first project into topical 

 15 |  These locations are self-stated by the user, thus the data on this is not without 

limitations.

and sentimental spaces. Demarcating data based on hashtags means 

that the images collected are already contextualized in specific ways: 

their hashtags add meaning and reveal the intentionality of tweeted 

content. Within the two demarcated, contextualized hashtags spaces 

(English and Arabic), images were decontextualized by reorganizing 

them based on their denotative content elements: who was in the im-

age, what activities were pictured, what equipment and surroundings 

were included (BARTH ES, 197 7) . Such elements inform how we should 

read images just as much as tags and words surrounding images do. 

In a later stage, the connotative meanings were derived by 

assessing how denotative elements were contextualized by both 

hashtags as well as tweeted texts. Denoted messages (i.e., who and 

what are depicted) embedded within visuals were examined through 

object label annotation via the Google Cloud Vision API. Next, bipartite 

networks were generated, containing images and their annotations, 

in order to visualize and cluster images according to their embedded 

content (see the appendices for both the Arabic and the English lan-

guage networks). Furthermore, Retweet metrics were used to size the 

images, making visible their attendant objects and subjects. Network-

ing images by their objective content (annotated labels of objects) and 

adding a Retweet frequency dimension provided an opportunity to 

trace patterns of resonance within a large image dataset. Such object 

and Retweet patterns of resonance can point us to visual construc-

tions of refugees and otherness that potentially signify digital flows 

of affect (DÖVELI NG ET AL . , 2018) . Co-occurring images and labels were 

qualitatively examined for visual themes, narratives, and other con-

nective patterns. 
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Resonating objects in the globalized and localized context 

Annotated image object elements were largely similar across 

both spaces, with significant space for children, aid workers, and aid 

initiatives in action, as well as bombardments and the destructive 

results thereof. In contrast, the visuality of highly retweeted images, 

pertaining to a larger affective potential and playing out relational af-

fective patterns between interacting agents (users and platform affor-

dances), is different in both contexts (see figure 19). 

Figure 19: An overview of the top five most retweeted images in the English- and 

Arabic-language hashtags relating to refugees and World Refugee Day (English 

left, Arabic right). The images are part of a larger dataset collected through TCAT 

(BORR A & RI EDER , 2014),  covering a timespan around World Refugee Day (June 

1-30, 2019). Visualized by Carlo De Gaetano.

Over half of all images analyzed were photographs depicting scenes 

within refugee camps, whereas only 7 of 61 images within the English 

language space featured such depictions. Indeed, everyday livelihoods 

in camps are more present in a localized context. Overall, the Arabic 

space is less personalized as refugees are often depicted in groups, 

whereas UNHCR and NowThis (a news outlet) dominated the English 

context tweeted portraits of refugees who are either posing with a 

recognizable prop (a Sesame Street doll figure) or artifacts of particu-

lar personal importance to the one portrayed. 

Within the English space, the most resonating image depicted a 

female Syrian refugee making halloumi cheese, labeled ‘food-process-

ing.’ The image turned out to be a still from a video clip that takes on 

a typical approach (GI LLIGAN & MARLE Y, 2010) for countering negative 

stories of refugees through positive narratives, demonstrating how 

migrants contribute to their host country. It was originally tweeted 

by UNHCR and entered our data set through a Retweet by @James-

Melville, an active political commentator with 137,000 followers. The 

featured protagonist in the clip, Razan Alsous, founded a successful 

cheese company in Yorkshire, United Kingdom, producing halloumi 

from local dairy farmers. The Tweet’s text reads: After escaping war in 

Syria, a refugee has used her initiative —and local milk— to make hallou-

mi in northern England, creating jobs and winning awards along the way. 

Here, quite literally, the employment benefits come to the fore. The 

narrative of a ‘contributing migrant’ is then expanded upon by Alsous, 

who states: “Whenever people ask me where I come from, I say: Yorkshire.” 

With this explicit testimony of feelings of belonging to the host country 

rather than her home country, UNHCR addresses an audience that is 
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perceived as unwelcoming toward migrants who are remain attached 

to their home country. In this video, Alsous is —proclaiming that she 

is from Yorkshire— ‘overwriting’ her Syrian background. Looking at 

the Retweet metric distribution, this first image was retweeted 2,909 

times while the second carries a significantly lower RTC of 1,206, note-

worthy as it was tweeted by an account with a significantly larger fol-

lowership than the account tweeting the number one image (7,8 mil-

lion compared with 137,000 following @JamesMelville). This indicates 

the affective potential of the number one image: rather than the ac-

count’s reach, it seems that the image itself instigated sharing. 

There are several similar portraits tweeted by UNICEF during 

this period, in which refugees talk about their personal artifacts. 

Through their (micro)stories, an attempt to (re)humanize the people is 

part of an intentional humanitarian strategy. A girl with her house keys 

generates significantly more Retweets (1,206) than the other ‘similar’ 

UNICEF portraits; a young woman and a girl, the latter slightly old-

er than the ‘keys girl,’ generate 97 and 77 Retweets, respectively. This 

makes for an especially interesting case because both the account and 

timespan are constant, allowing a more direct connection to be made 

between image characteristics and resonance. Two main dimensions 

of the images of the girl and her house keys are: (1) the soccer club logo 

on the key chain and (2) that, of the three featured portraits, this one 

is of the youngest person. From a close reading of comments by the 

audience, the logo of AC Milan has led supporters to call out the club 

to support her by inviting her to games; one of the comments reads: 

You want to begin this new Chapter of success on the right foot? Do the 

right thing @acmilan and help her out!

A second visual characteristic that might account for a greater rela-

tional affective pattern in the Retweet response is the gender and age 

of the represented. Depicting women rather than men, and children 

rather than adults is a common humanitarian trope of depicting the 

pain of others in ‘older media settings’ (Z AR Z YCK A , 2012; SONTAG, 20 03) . 

This trope also cuts across language barriers; in both spaces, we see 

more children than adults, although we see a balanced depiction of 

gender representation in both contexts. 

Portraits versus depictions of everyday life

While children are just as frequently depicted as the main pro-

tagonists in the localized context, there is a clear difference in the way 

children are visually framed. Namely, there are no portraits within 

the Arabic space, while these were the most retweeted in the English 

language space. Instead, almost all images show children within the 

context of their everyday lives in refugee camps: fetching water, tak-

ing care of younger children, a girl staring into the camera with a pink 

dress on, in the background a truck covered in dust. Interestingly, 

such ‘everyday life’ photographs also circulate alongside the discussed 

portraits in the English space. However, in this more globalized space, 

they are not emerging as top retweeted images. The affective power 

of portraits, as opposed to images depicting a wider lens of everyday 

life in refugee camps, might lie in how portraits center the face of the 

other; and as mentioned earlier, the photographic portrait encourages 

a viewer to attach to their own worldview to it, silencing other voices 

and disregarding other cultures (Z AR Z YCK A , 2012) .
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Children are present in almost all highly retweeted images in the En-

glish space. In the top five in the Arabic space, we only see them in one 

image collage and in an image of a group of children amidst tents and 

olive trees. It is significant that the image Tweets of everyday life in 

camps do not mention the names of those depicted. In contrast, the 

portraits in the English space foreground names and personal arti-

facts, making for a much more personalized narrative. Compare this 

Tweet text: These are my house keys. I brought them with me because 

when we go back to Syria, I’m going to be the one who opens the door. 

Rudaina, 11, still has her keys in Za’atari refugee camp, Jordan, with this 

text: Displaced Syrians fleeing their homes after Assad’s militia and Rus-

sian aviation have bombarded the countryside of Idlib and Hama have led 

hundreds of families to live under olive trees. This practice of name-giv-

ing as recognition of subjectivity aligns with what Sontag (20 03) de-

scribes in her discussion of Salgado’s images of suffering, wherein 

she notices that people are not named in captions, which reduces the 

protagonists to representative instances of their occupations, their 

ethnicities, their plights. So, the portraits refrain from constructing 

refugees as instances of their plights or hardship. However, an empha-

sis is placed on universally recognizable personal artifacts, adhering 

to a need to see the sufferer as being like us. These images of groups 

in camps, receiving assistance from aid organizations, also fit one of 

the regimes of visibility coined by Chouliaraki and Stolic (2017) : visi-

bility of biological life. Specifically, the authors describe such images 

as depicting a ‘mass of unfortunates’ on fragile dinghies or in refugee 

camps which produces (CHOU LIAR AKI & STOLIC, 2017. P. 1167) : 

[…] a field of representation that reduces their life to corporeal ex-

istence and the needs of the body. Ultimately, this regime pertains 

to constructing refugees’ suffering as a humanitarian ‘emergency’ 

instead of a failure of international politics or relations, thereby 

preventing the spectator from reflecting (and acting) upon the con-

ditions underlying the situation.

There were similarities in image content, but the generated resonance 

and relational affective patterns differed significantly. While visual 

content elements of specific otherness —including livelihoods and 

geopolitical traits— were more prominent in the localized vernacu-

lar of the Arabic language space, their textual contextualization was 

more similar to Liisa Malkki’s (1996) ‘speechless emissaries’ and Son-

tag’s (20 03) notion of reducing the powerless to their powerlessness by 

refraining from including the names of depicted people in captions. 

Moreover, these images —fitting a regime of visibility as biological life 

(CHOU LIAR AKI & STOLIC, 2017)— seemingly reduce refugees to groups of 

unfortunates living under dire or indigent circumstances, fully depen-

dent on emergency aid. Like this, such visuals construct the refugee 

crisis as a humanitarian emergency and exclude critical reflections 

on failures of politics. The globalized sphere visually tapped into the 

affective power of portraits. Although, as argued by Zarzycka, this is 

a genre that centers the face of the other, which encourages viewers 

to attach their own worldview to it (acting in a self-reflexive manner), 

at the same time, this visual genre co-occurred with Tweet texts that 

referred to the protagonist by using her name. However, the personal 

artifacts shown in combination with the portraits were vehicles for the 
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spectator to be self-reflexive. In sum, what spurs the audiences in both 

language spaces are images belonging to different regimes of visibility 

as constructed by Chouliaraki and Stolic (2017); one fitting the biologi-

cal life regime and the other fitting the self-reflexive regime. Under the 

affective affordances of the platform, visibility is likely to be positively 

affected by sharing behavior of Twitter users. As networked publics 

cannot be affected by images that do not show up in their feeds, net-

worked publics ‘feed themselves’ that what is shareable, resulting in a 

‘vicious circle’ of amplifying constructions of refugees with whom we 

can either personally identify or refugees depicted as masses of unfor-

tunates that we can help, but for which we hold no further responsibil-

ities in addressing or reversing political failure.

Conclusions

The overarching questions guiding the analyses outlined in this chap-

ter center on how Twitter’s affordances shape the visuality of hu-

manitarian suffering, and what the role of a Twitter user’s status is. 

I would like to now discuss the different regimes of visibility found in 

the analysis, and in so doing, I will connect these regimes to built-in 

power asymmetries of the platform. Regimes of visibility were found 

across hashtags spaces that run along the lines of: 1) the affective na-

ture of the hashtags themselves (topical and sentimental hashtags de-

pict different visual patterns as can be expected) and 2) the language 

of hashtags. Similar images were found across all spaces. However, 

when ranking the images based on Retweets, differences emerged. 

A visibility of suffering as biological life (see CHOU LIAR AKI & STOLIC, 

2017) dominated the Arabic tag queried Tweets. While visual content 

elements of specific otherness —including livelihoods and geopolitical 

traits— were more prominent in the localized vernacular of the Ara-

bic language space, their textual contextualization was more similar 

to Malkki’s (1996) ‘speechless emissaries’ and Sontag’s (20 03) notion of 

reducing the powerless to their powerlessness by refraining from in-

cluding the names of depicted people in captions. Moreover, these im-

ages seemingly reduce refugees to groups of unfortunates living un-

der dire or indigent circumstances, fully dependent on emergency aid. 

Like this, such visuals construct the refugee crisis as a humanitarian 

emergency and exclude critical reflections on the failures of politics 

that cause the suffering at hand. 

In English language Tweets, resonating images fit a regime of 

visibility as empathy and as self-reflexivity. Popular images depict 

portraits of young refugees that communicate personal messages that 

are based on commonalities with the audience (such as the example 

of a girl depicted with keys depicting the logo of the AC Milan soc-

cer team, where this artifact generated intense engagement in which 

people called for the involvement of the soccer team to help her out). 

This fits visibility as self-reflexivity. Moreover, it was found that imag-

es resonate when they communicate a message on the added value of 

refugees to their host country. One refugee, depicted in a short video 

clip, is even literally distancing herself from her home country and 

goes on to identify herself as ‘someone from Yorkshire.’ This visibility, 

dominant in the English space, almost juxtaposes compositions in the 

regime of visibility as biological life where massification in depicting 
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people takes the perspective of distance and ignores the uniqueness 

of people as persons. While personalization and acknowledging of the 

humanity of refugees in the English hashtag space hold affective po-

tentiality, as deduced from Retweet resonance, the engagement that is 

asked from the audience through this visual message does not go be-

yond simple identification with the common humanity. It seems that 

in order to be deserving of empathy, refugees, again, need to depict 

particular traits that emphasize how they are ‘like us.’ 

Reicher (20 01) and Wetherell (2015) regard social identification as 

a crucial prerequisite for copying the affect of others, thus affecting 

the amplification of particular visual representations of distant oth-

ers. They hypothesize that people are likely to copy, imitate, and share 

the expressions of affect of those we affiliate and identify with and 

of those whom we recognize as authoritative and legitimate sources 

(WETH ERELL , 2015, P. 154) . The case studies strengthen these hypothe-

ses in two ways: firstly, the regimes of visibility identified from analy-

ses of the image-label networks and their subsumed resonance data 

all pertain to what might be conceived as a ‘majority voices feedback 

loop,’ described by, among others, Bozdag and Van den Hoven (2015), 

which privileges images in which refugees and distant others are con-

structed as being like us. This post-humanitarian logic of aligning 

through social identification moves others that are ‘unlike us’ further 

to the margins of visibility. This logic is exacerbated by the popularity 

metrics that constitute the quantified machinery of social platforms. 

Secondly, the most retweeted images were almost always —apart from 

the occasional outlier in the Arabic space— initially tweeted by large 

NGOs and legitimate news outlets with a global reach. This reveals the 

built-in power imbalance of Twitter’s communicative architecture in 

which, unlike Facebook and Instagram, users are not ‘friends’ based 

on a reciprocal relationship, but instead subscribers, which makes it 

extremely difficult to attain visibility without the amplification from 

an account with a significant followership (see also SCH M I DT, 2014). 

This also means that high Retweet counts map the reach of accounts 

and reveal more about the platform (HAL AVAI S, 2014) than about the 

presence of publics that are supporting a particular visual message. 

Moreover, this power asymmetry makes it hard to infer whether reso-

nance is related to a Tweet’s visual content elements or to the status 

of the Tweeter, that is, his or her followership. 

This assumed power asymmetry seemed less apparent in the Ar-

abic space, where individuals with relatively small personal publics, 

i.e., small follower numbers, were able to reach the top ten in Retweet 

ranking, finding themselves amongst users with much higher follower 

counts: the top-ranked image came from a user with 2,5 million fol-

lowers, whereas the third came from a user with 1,070 followers. Not-

withstanding this, the image-label networks and their added Retweet 

dimension visible in the image sizes clearly depict how images of insti-

tutionalized organizations such as large NGOs and global news outlets 

by far determine the visuality of the refugee crisis and its subsequent 

suffering. Visual objects circulating platforms, databases, and devices 

add all kinds of complexities to the analysis of meaning. To begin with: 

the processes of circulation are not simply user-driven but also algo-

rithmically defined. Many argue that visual objects in digital formats 

are ephemeral: fluid, often re-workable, and less ‘durable’ than print 

equivalents. Much of this fluidity is the result of continual algorith-
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mic classification and reordering (HAN D, 2017) . Meaning can reside in 

objects that symbolize the expressive message of an image; clues of 

such messages are often present in the textual modalities of an image 

Tweet, especially in topical, sentimental, or issue-related hashtag(s). 

Hashtags then steer the way the public should interpret the image. At 

the same time, we cannot ignore the compositional elements of images 

as they inform how we should read the text in the Tweets. 

In the search for a logical way to assess meaning in images that 

circulate social platforms in large numbers and acquire meaning in 

an extremely complex ecology driven by platform affordances, I have 

presented a method that blends the capacities of automated compu-

tational analyses with digital methods. The proposed methodology is 

certainly not exhaustive in addressing all complexities involved in re-

searching the social media image. However, within the constraints of 

the conducted research, future possibilities emerge for the analyses 

of social media. Combining automated image analysis with platform 

metadata proves useful as it allows to account for at least a part of 

the networkedness of social images, while also not glossing over the 

content elements present in these images. 



6 CONCLUSION: 
THE SOCIAL VISUALITY OF SUFFERING
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Social platforms have evolved from friend-following services into 

channels (and gatekeepers) for mediating politics, affect and stance. 

With that, they presuppose a “redistribution, a cutting up of what is vis-

ible and what is not, of what can be heard and what cannot, of what is 

noise and what is speech” (R ANCI ÈRE , 20 04) . This redistribution applies 

to what we see of war and (distant) suffering as well. To investigate how 

affective affordances of social platforms shape what I call the ‘social 

visuality of suffering,’ I studied images of the Syrian war circulating 

on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, understanding these platforms 

as devices that order content (ROGERS, 2013) , and shape the scope of 

visibility. The ways in which platforms afford the affective labor of 

dissemination and amplification, feeds back into content production, 

dissemination, and circulation (N I EBORG & POELL , 2018; J U RGEN SON; 

2019) . Through their designed affect architecture, platforms thus draw 

up boundaries within which we come to know of distant suffering. 

While social media are open to ‘newcomers’, to some extent de-

mocratizing the production and dissemination of images of suffering, 

platforms also exclude through the stratification of audiences. In their 

study of actor networks on YouTube, Chen et al. (2021, P. 2) identified a kind 

of segregated inclusion. They found that the YouTube community is “still 

dominated by a few YouTubers who talk among themselves rather than to 

outsiders. At the intersection of profile and network diversities, we found 

that the most frequently cited ‘super connectors’ tend to be YouTube chan-

nels connected to mainstream media.” Although the empirical investiga-

tions underlying my thesis do not include the analyses of actor networks 

(and how they are connected through references to each other), the find-

ings from my analyses of resonating content and their disseminators re-
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flect this power asymmetry as well. I argue that the ‘affect architecture’ 

of platforms afford and perpetuate this power asymmetry, which in the 

case of Twitter (for example) favors mainstream news outlets, NGOs, and 

institutionalized political actors who dominate the most engaged-with 

content pertaining to the Syrian conflict and its related humanitarian 

crises. Alongside perpetuating existing power asymmetries, platform 

architectures also position the prominence of content itself, not only 

through censoring or otherwise banning particular images (including 

graphic content of suffering), but also in more subtle —almost noncon-

scious (GRUSIN, 2010; HAYLES, 2006)— ways. This nonconsciousness is exem-

plified by the findings in my study of Instagram, in which crowds’ ‘liking’ 

images also, unintentionally, crowd out the visibility of victims. 

The affect architectures of platforms and their affordances rely 

on ‘standardizing-to-quantify-sociality’, privileging some emotional 

expressions over others, as is evident in the study of Facebook Reac-

tions. People can communicate being fearful, but since it is not provid-

ed through the more immediate button-response-palette, expressions 

of fear will collectively, and unintentionally, become crowded out. Af-

fordances do not “make people do things but instead, push, pull, enable, 

and constrain. Affordances are how objects shape action for socially situ-

ated subjects” (DAVI S, 2020, P. 6) . 

I investigated how platform objects —posts, buttons, and 

hashtags with their built-in ethics, values, and interests— shape what 

I call ‘the social visuality of suffering,’ which is both enabled and con-

strained by the politics of the design of these objects. These politics 

serve an environment tuned to commodifying affective labor, and as 

such the design of platform objects depends on (predicting) human 

behavior. As Cliff Kuang and Robert Fabricant (2019) aptly state: “The 

truest material for making new things isn’t aluminum or carbon fiber. It’s 

behavior.” Importantly, to keep people performing this affective labor, 

largely unpaid, the design of affordances needs to fall ‘just below the 

threshold of consciousness’ as expressed by Hayles (20 0 6) . Hayles em-

phasizes the habituality and repetitiveness that is built into the de-

sign of affordances so they fit the needs of an immersive environment 

and feel like second nature to humans. 

Like the pattern of segregated inclusion found among YouTubers 

(CH EN ET AL . , 2021) , my analyses of resonating content in the socio-tech-

nical environment of three major platforms raises questions on how 

inequality is organized in a space where journalists, politicians, and 

citizens (some of them experiencing hardship from up close) interact 

and compete to occupy the space of visibility. To ‘evidence’ the human-

ity of distant others in socio-technical worlds of interfaces that per-

tain to “screens dominated by capitalist constructs” (see NAS H , 2016, P. 

3) means we need to engage with evidence in the context of vision and 

what visuality pertains to. Halpern (2015, P. 24) refers to Deleuze who 

linked visuality to visibilities where the latter are married to visuality 

and pertain to the ways in which images are given to be seen and how 

things are ‘shown’ to knowledge or to power: “Visibilities are historical-

ly stipulated apparatuses for producing evidence about bodies, subjects, 

and now, perhaps, new modalities of population.” Deleuze prefers the 

term, visualness, implying that vision cannot only be understood in a 

physiological sense but must also be understood as a quality or oper-

ation, which was later expanded on by Hoelzl (2014) and Farocki (20 04) 

in their notion of images as operative agents. Visuality is thus the “his-
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torically situated conditioning infrastructure for how subjects come to be 

known to power” (HALPERN , 2015, P. 44) . This visuality-as-infrastructure 

is increasingly constituted by the affective metrics machinery that un-

derpins our present day interfaces. As visibilities are not merely visual 

but also operational, they reorganize and redistribute power over who 

is seen and how they are seen, in the words of Mirzoeff (20 0 6) . Halp-

ern’s notion of visibilities allows us to see them as a range of tactics for 

the organization of space —both haptic and aural— to the use of statis-

tics. I have asked how the images that are ‘hard to look at and sell’ are 

circulating in these spaces. Which visuals surface as meaningful when 

the images are wrung through “capitalist-constructed filters that reign 

as contextualizers, modulators and curators of data” (NAS H , 2016, P. 3) .

 

Technologized solidarities

The market value of emotive self-expression prioritizes the 

private, the ordinary, the everyday, over the public value of objec-

tivity, as Graeme Turner (2010) puts it. While objectivity is becoming 

harder to monetize, new forms of technologized solidarities emerge. 

Chouliaraki (2013) and others critique this consumer-driven mode of 

solidarity as it orients networked publics toward their own commu-

nitarian concerns rather than developing cosmopolitan sensibilities 

toward vulnerable others who are culturally distant.  Such communi-

tarian concerns are essentially exclusive in nature. While we connect 

with distant sufferers, we are prone to do so with victims ‘like us’, as 

captured in the notion of post-humanitarian solidarity (CHOU LIAR AKI, 

2013) . Social platforms invite us to respond quickly and in affective 

ways, meaning that we engage with suffering of those we can identi-

fy with (REICH ER , 20 01; WETH ERELL , 2015) . Thus, I argue that, while the 

practices of engagement of the larger audience disseminating images 

of suffering are bottom-up, the top-down market logic built into the 

design of social platform affordances leads to a dynamic that lets col-

lective behavior draw up new hierarchies of visibility. See for example 

the case study of an Instagram audience that inadvertently crowds 

out the images of the drowned Alan Kurdi. As the images become the 

object of their affective responses, the actual images become less vis-

ible. The Instagram public only sees them remediated through other 

user’s emotional responses. More critical reflections enter the space 

of Instagram as well, but they only surface in the top five most liked 

images when the market logic of the like economy has already pulled 

away the attention of the masses toward other issues. 

This thesis critically assesses how individuals haptically, repeti-

tively, and in part unintentionally, become complicit in shaping a social 

visuality of suffering that is thoroughly platformed, or in other words 

thoroughly controlled by the design of its affect architectures. This par-

tial unawareness also returns in Robin Boast’s work on digitality (2017, P. 7): 

The irony of contemporary digitality lies in the fact that in augment-

ing human capabilities, at the same time, people get further removed 

from knowing the insides of digitality, from knowing the infrastruc-

ture of digital devices. This was something designed and built, not a 

natural feature of digitality or digital technologies. In fact, early on, 

this remove was seen by many as downright undesirable.
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I situate the engagement metrics of social platforms —Likes, shares, 

comments and other metrified signifiers of resonance— as ‘qualita-

tive’ boundaries that make even inclusive groups segregated as the 

‘included’ people. The content they disseminate are stratified by these 

features of the platform as well. ‘Social visuality’ is then the product 

of labor conducted by semi-autonomous, affective publics that oper-

ate largely in ‘nonconscious’ ways (see also GRU S I N , 2010). Their haptic 

and repetitive gestures inform algorithms while the ‘designed noncon-

sciousness’ keeps out of sight how particular (counter)visualities are 

moved beyond horizons of visibility.

The role of affect and affective arrangements  

The designed affordances rely on nonconscious affective labor 

that, throughout the thesis, I have understood as highly performative 

and with that, social in nature. Thus, affect unfolding on social plat-

forms can best be seen as “recurring sequences of affective intra-action 

that have come to be culturally coded, that is, categorized, narrativized, 

[…] and subjected to normative regulation with regard to communal feel-

ing rules” (SLABY ET AL., 2019, P. 5). I’d like to expand on this understanding 

by drawing attention to the fact that platforms are steering the ways in 

which such affective intra-actions are encoded, categorized and narrat-

ed. Through allowing, pulling, pushing, and constraining user actions, 

these cultural encoding practices are ‘semi-controlled’ by platforms 

through their design. The working concept of ‘affective arrangements’ 

helps grasp relational affect as it unfolds within and across social plat-

forms. It allows zooming in on local constellations of elements that 

give rise to specific relational domains of affecting and being affected  

(SLABY ET AL., 2019). Harju and Huhtamäki (2021) build on this concept in 

their research of the digital and emotional afterlife of digital artifacts 

connected to #hellobrother, in which they found that (P. 314):

 

Digital artefacts do not simply mediate the emotional, but rather are 

co-constitutive of the affective dynamics in the relational formations 

they enter into; our interest thus lies more with how digital artefacts 

are implicated in these affective arrangements productive of the emo-

tional dimension of digital afterlife than what these emotions are.

My thesis also focuses on the production of relational affect by digital 

artifacts (images of war and suffering), but always in relation to the 

architectural objects of the studied platforms through which these 

artifacts are networked. Likes, Reactions, hashtags—they are all net-

worked digital artifacts and, alongside this production of networked-

ness, they determine the conditions under which relational affectivity 

is ‘allowed to take shape.’  

The ways in which platform affordances shape affect is exempli-

fied by Peyton (2014, P. 113) who refers to the semiotic transformation of 

‘liking’ from a feeling to a conscious, rationalized action that signifies an 

external tag of connection between an individual, a discursive element, 

and a social stance. This transition from liking as a feeling to liking as 

an action is relevant for my understanding of affect as it, relationally, 

unfolds on social platforms. It foregrounds how affect is unfolding with-

in the boundaries of platform design and must be seen as performative 

acts in front of an (imagined) audience that aligns or diverts from the 

communicated affect in a collective effervescence (DURKHEIM, 2012). 
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Methodological contributions 

This thesis must be seen as a response to the call for studying 

visual content on social media in relation to its socio-technical envi-

ronment (N I EDERER , 2016) . While there is ample research that relies on 

textual analysis to detect and studies the socio-technical conditions 

for the circulation of discursive frameworks and (issue) narratives, 

the study of social media images and how their production and circu-

lation is affected by the socio-technicity of platforms is, to date, less 

extensive. As Leaver et al. (2020, P. 44 - 45) pointed out: “Interpreting oth-

er people’s engagement with social image-sharing is aided by surround-

ing contextual information, be it captions, hashtags, profile information, 

comments, or other annotations [….] Images embedded in social media 

posts are not isolated structures but appear in concert with other visual 

text-based information.” 

To explain how my thesis expands on studying images in the 

context of their networkedness, I’d like to draw an analogy between 

the methods as presented and content analysis. As is common in con-

tent analysis (RI FFE ET AL . ,  2019) where keywords or key visual elements 

are quantified in order to conduct statistical analyses on a corpus, I 

coded the images, not only according to their content elements, but 

also according to their Reactions usage, Retweet and Like metrics as 

well as their hashtags and keywords. In this way, I extended the tradi-

tional code book using platform data. For example, the Reactions and 

their count metrics in a way replaced a part of the codes (Reactions 

as signifying an emotion word) and the numerical values (the metrics 

data) pertaining to these codes. 

While furthering the capabilities to study images in relation to their 

networkedness, the methods presented here also retain sensitivity to 

the sites of the images themselves. That is to say, the contents of the 

images were close read and related to their networked characteris-

tics. Moreover, in using automated content analyses through machine 

vision, I proposed a way to foreground image elements within image 

data sets that are already demarcated by their contextualizing hashtag 

data. In a way, through automated labeling of the images present with-

in discursive spaces, one can decontextualize contextualized images. 

This can be especially helpful when wanting to establish the role of 

particular (often symbolic) uses of image elements (the innocent child, 

fire, rubble, military grandeur) that are typical of certain discursive 

spaces. While image software is becoming increasingly adept at rec-

ognizing what images depict, capturing the expressive content of an 

image remains, heretofore, problematic. 

Rose (2016) rhetorically suggests that digital methods do not 

(yet) provide means for examining the compositional modality of the 

image itself. She summarizes this critique within academia: “Those 

automated and/or large-scale methods simply cannot focus on what 

matters in contemporary visual culture: people doing all sorts of com-

plex, thoughtful, creative, ‘idiotic’ things, with all sorts of anticipated 

and unanticipated effects” (P. 3 05) . Merely applying automated compu-

tational analysis to images without making use of the socio-techni-

cal context of the platform within which images circulate is, indeed, 

limiting. When we demarcate image data via hashtags and analyze  

machine-read labels in relation to their hashtag metadata, however, 
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we can sensibly compare which image elements are prominent in 

which discursive frameworks, i.e., how war and suffering are visually 

communicated through topical hashtags such as #war compared to 

sentimental hashtags such as #eyesonidlib. By introducing Retweet 

data as a dimension of analysis, I have added an understanding of how 

regimes of visibility are shaped by the communicative architecture of 

the platform. Through Retweet metrics, I have identified patterns of 

affective resonance given to visual elements within hashtag spaces, 

thereby suggesting an element of affective intensity.  

Overall, the findings from the study into three major platforms 

have shed light on how their commercial ranking mechanisms per-

petuate existing power asymmetries, standardize complex sociality at 

the expense of particular emotional expressions, and shift out of sight 

those profound, critical voices related to the structural causes of suf-

fering. In the next section, I will summarize the main conclusions of 

the case studies, after which I will conclude this thesis by discussing 

the generalizability of the findings. 

The perks of repurposing buttons 
for social research

With the implementation of Reactions buttons, Facebook added layers 

of affect to the networked metrics of post content. It also opened up 

new ways to study the audiencing of images. The first case study inves-

tigated how the collective usage of this feature (re)organizes images 

along its fixed set of emotions. The questions guiding the case study 

were: Can buttons help detect the collective emotional interpretations and 

meaning making of image posts, and what do the ambiguous uses of mul-

tiple buttons reveal about the shortcomings of standardizing emotions?

As Stark and Crawford found (2015), emoji trapped in commodi-

fication push away fringe voices or habits that are too small to garner 

revenue. Emoji fail to fulfill their diversifying potential. Thus, while 

emoji help people build and maintain social ties within platforms, their 

emancipatory potential is restricted by industrial and commercial 

limitations. This study of Reactions’ usage and image patterns of the 

large public Facebook Page going by the name of The Syrian Revolution 

Network (2 million followers) found that collective metadata garnered 

through Reactions, displayed strong correlations, especially between 

Sad and Angry and Love and Sad. A relational approach was used to 

select photographs that attracted mixed Reactions. These were then 

qualitatively examined, and consistent visual patterns were found in 

spaces of ambiguous uses of Sad and Love as well as Sad and Angry. I 

zoomed in on a selection of images located among the most correlating 

button metrics, drawn from the entire data set (N=6,409). The analy-

sis shows Angry slightly dominating over Sad when images depict fire,  
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rubble, and bombardments. Sad slightly wins from angry as soon as 

people or religious symbols are depicted. In between lies a space where 

imagery of death and injuries cluster. Fire and rubble being more in-

animate ignite slightly more anger and images with people or reli-

gious symbols ignite more sadness. In the images of the Love and Sad 

combinations, the most common protagonists were male fighters and 

children. When considering the texts that accompany these images, all 

set out how children are the symbols of hope and life on this public 

page. Particular visual content characteristics seem to explain ambigu-

ity in button responses, and with that they lay bare the gaps that occur 

owing to confounding and collapsing complexities of emotions. 

In the context of this study it is worthwhile mentioning find-

ings from an experimental study by Kross et al. (2019). They found that 

‘emotion words’ in Facebook messages often did not align with reports 

on how people actually felt throughout that day. Though beyond the 

scope of the current study, a question worthy of further exploration 

is whether the more immediate response of emoji-based button us-

age —in contrast to writing messages— might come closer to actual 

emotional states of individuals. Although emoji can be interpreted in 

various ways, a study of Miller et al. (2016) found that participants dis-

agreed only 25% of the time with the sentiment expressed by an emoji. 

In fact, another study found that Facebook Reactions significantly cor-

related with the sentiment expressed in the comments that accompany 

a post (TIAN ET AL., 2017), pointing to Reactions as a decent indicator for 

determining sentiment. Thus, the proposed method may be seen as a 

valid alternative to sentiment analysis. A finding by Powell et al. (2015) 

points to another interesting aspect to flesh out. Feelings of anger in 

response to the suffering inflicted on the depicted victims prompted 

participants in their study to confront the problem by taking action. 

This contention is supported by the affect heuristic (SLOVIC ET AL.,  2007, P. 

1333), which states that emotions provide a rapid and automatic feeling 

of the ‘goodness or badness’ of a stimulus, guiding behavior. The study 

by Powell et al. (2015) involved an experimental set up and the research 

was outside of the social media realm. An interesting venue to explore 

is whether this action-readiness is affected by the use of the immediate 

self-report that is afforded by the Angry button. To what extent is this 

catharsis-affordance dampening any action-readiness in people con-

suming images of conflicts via social platforms?  

Instagram and the crowding 
out of criticality

When Nilufer Demir of the Dogan News Agency came across the life-

less body of 3-year-old Alan Kurdi on September 2, 2015, she would 

not only make the iconic heartbreaking photographs that would attain 

viral status within hours that same day; she also photographed his 

brother Galib (5) whose body was lying some meters further down the 

shore. While disseminated as well, the composition of Alan’s images 

seemed to appeal to a vast majority of the people witnessing the tragic 

imagery. His photographs possess several characteristics that make 

them especially ‘open’ toward re-appropriation, re-contextualization, 

and other ways of reworking images. And so it happened, especially on 

Instagram. For users engaging in creating visuals regarding tragedies, 
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a sense of participation is achieved, which according to Sontag (20 03) 

makes us feel sympathetic toward the portrayed victim(s). Digital af-

fect cultures offer remix spaces, where the borrowing, imitation, and 

adaptation of existing cultural artifacts demonstrate personally felt 

connections to wider social meanings (K ANAI, 2015, LES S IG, 20 08) . It is 

important to note that although reworking images provide a way to 

engage with tragedy, Boudana et al. (2017) and Zelizer (20 0 6) critique 

such practices of reproduction as leading to a dilution or distortion 

of meaning. Mielczarek’s (2018) study on memes as expressions of 

grief and atonement suggests how the rhetorical power of iconic im-

ages might be eroding due to these digital re-appropriations. Since a 

large portion of the reworkings of the Kurdi images were illustrations 

repairing or reversing the tragedy itself, it is also important to refer 

to scholars such as Boltanski (1999) , who argue that the aestheticiza-

tion  of what we see in the media emotionally and morally insulates 

viewers from the suffering of others. This observation led me to crit-

ically apply the framework of post-humanitarianism that builds on 

Boltanski (1999) and is further developed by Chouliaraki (2013) as well 

as Mortensen and Trenz (2016) . 

Through a rhetorical analysis of user-produced and distributed 

reworkings of the Kurdi images, Mielczarek (2018) demonstrates how 

memes are deployed to subvert and renegotiate reality, often seeking 

reparations for Alan’s death by people who are “moved enough by Al-

an’s ordeal to create reworkings in the first place” (MIELCZAREK, 2018, P. 3).  

The research presented in my case study did not so much focus on the 

act of memorializing Alan Kurdi. Instead, the study centered around: 

1) the construction of otherness and others as being worthy of felt sol-

idarity and 2) the modes of observing the suffering other in rework-

ings on Instagram. The aforementioned modes of observing suffering 

are derived from the work of Mortensen and Trenz (2016), who devel-

op a model that builds on Chouliaraki’s theoretical framework (2013) of 

post-humanitarian solidarity. In their work, they outline three ways 

in which the suffering of others is constructed: emotional, critical, 

and self-reflexive. The questions guiding this case study are: What 

kind of spectatorship of suffering emerges from the most engaging visu-

al posts that (re)contextualize iconic news images? Furthermore, how is 

sharing behavior, as shaped by Instagram’s affect architecture, impacting 

the visibility of particular modes of spectatorship over others?

Digital methods are used for the selection of the sample of 

images. The technique applied here was based on Like counts and 

Likes-follower ratio, the latter to determine whether images diffused 

by smaller accounts (in terms of followers) were still able to escape the 

followers network of the actor diffusing the image. As the case study 

would demonstrate, the Like-driven nature of the platform led to the 

crowding out of the original photographs. The sharp decline in Like 

activity four days after the publishing of the Kurdi photographs more 

or less coincides with the appearance of reworkings that are some-

what more critical in that there is more ‘visual’ space for the actual 

causes of Alan’s death: the Syrian war and the refugee crisis in gener-

al. The findings point to an increased visibility of political and critical 

reworkings taking place when attention is already elsewhere. In times 

of spikes in user attention, emotionality and self-reflexivity make up 

the majority of resonating images. The consequences of Chouliaraki’s 

post-humanitarian solidarity and the sanitized aesthetics accompa-
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nying it, making victims invisible as they give way to the emotions of 

the spectator(s), are twofold: firstly, it becomes impossible to connect 

with those who suffer as they remain ‘out of sight’; and, secondly, these 

appeals do not provide us with a reason why we should be acting. It 

is no longer about common values but about making an individual 

choice. Chouliaraki’s proposed alternative of agonistic solidarity can 

thus be seen as an attempt to reach a cosmopolis—a space wherein we 

can imagine ourselves caring for others, not because they are reflec-

tions of ourselves but because they are different from us. My study 

of reworkings on Instagram demonstrates how the personalized logic 

of social platforms intensifies the focus on the self, making victims 

only visible when they can be re-appropriated in a recognizable and 

identifiable scene. This, in turn, leads to solidarity restricted to people 

like us. In the Instagram images tagged with #aylan, the victim is very 

much visible. While the sufferer is present in the images, the suffering 

makes way for the emotions of the creator of the visual who writes 

himself or herself into the visual narrative, adding their feelings to 

the iconography of the originals. Through liking these reworkings, the 

audience engages in internalization of the suffering of the other. In so 

doing, the voices of sufferers are ‘shoved aside’ by those of their emo-

tional spectators that amplify their own feelings through liking the 

images that resonate with their own emotions. 

Twitter’s solidarity hashtags: 
reflecting and intensifying society’s 
power asymmetries  

The third case study was based on two research projects that each 

blended automated image analysis with platform data, in order to 

theorize how affective practices on Twitter shape regimes of visibil-

ity of suffering. Both studies explore the potential of hashtags to add 

contextuality to automated content analysis of images, contributing 

methodologically to the field of visual digital methods. As Sontag (20 03, 

P. 25) outlined: “Whether the photograph is understood as a naive object 

or the work of an experienced artificer, its meaning —and the viewer’s 

response— depends on how the picture is identified or misidentified; that 

is, on words.” Thus, hashtags —beyond acting as repositories of feelings 

and emotions— not only bring issues into focus but can also function 

as indicators of contextual meaning. Alongside the contextual value 

that hashtags have for enriching automated analysis, the empirical 

work also demonstrates how  Retweet practices impact the visuality 

of the Syrian war and its subsequent refugee crisis. Twitter’s algorith-

mic and communicative structure introduce steep power asymmetries 

that privilege institutionalized actors over marginalized voices. 

Whether images are taken up or elevated into prominence 

through practices of sharing depends, obviously, on highly complex 

acts of meaning-making and representation but also on the status 

of actors (REICH ER , 20 01; WETH ERELL , 2015, P. 154) . To advance an un-

derstanding of the ‘copying of affect’ —operationalized as Retweets— 

and how this plays out within the affordances of Twitter, I engaged 
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in assessing and comparing images and their amplification through 

Retweets within different hashtag spaces: topical and sentimental 

hashtags as well as English and Arabic hashtags. The questions guid-

ing the studies are: What regimes of visibility of the Syrian war and its 

victims are amplified in different discursive frameworks, and how do 

these fit theories of regarding distant suffering? What is the role of ac-

tors’ statuses in explaining amplification? And what are the contextu-

alizing affordances of hashtags for analyzing automated machine vision 

outputs? Can we distill differences in visibilities of suffering through de-

marcating language? 

The Google Cloud Vision API is employed for both case stud-

ies, producing textual output (object labels) that reorganizes images 

by their content elements in a networked file, essentially creating a 

way to categorize images similar to a Google reverse image search. 

The method put forward enhances such networked visualizations 

of automatically ‘ordered’ visual data with the dimension of hashtag 

information (providing clues for user incentives and social values) 

and Retweet metrics (amplification of affiliation with certain values 

carried by images). The case studies demonstrate how hashtags add 

contextual layers to machine annotation and connect images to their 

networked discursive contexts. The machine annotation subsequently 

allows to decontextualize these (pre-ordered) images that are present 

in discursive hashtags spaces. This decontextualization is essential 

when wanting to detect and/or compare which image elements might 

be prominent or typical for certain hashtags. 

In the first case study, Meraz’s (2017) categorization of political 

hashtags was used. Her categories pertain to topical, issue-based, and 

sentimental tags, where I understood the hashtag of #eyesonidlib as 

falling in the latter category. This hashtag-driven data separation of 

topical and sentimental discursive frameworks singles out a dimen-

sion of news that is particularly present on Twitter—creating aware-

ness and calling for solidarity as set out by Nerghes and Lee (2019). In 

this way, Twitter indeed complements the mainstream news space that 

skews toward topicality of issues and is less focused on calls for soli-

darity.  The topical hashtag space organized illustrations in a more ac-

tivist fashion, whereas in the sentimental space, illustrations are used 

to convey emotions of loss and to commemorate victims. The larger 

part of the visual language in the sentimental space consists of imag-

es of children. Such images fit a regime of visibility as empathy which 

Chouliaraki and Stolic (2017) critique. While recognizing the humanizing 

potential of the individualization of suffering often present in images 

of children, this imagery can be held accountable for infantilizing refu-

gees and for depicting them predominantly as distressed, clueless and 

powerless. In sum, the topical space proved to be diverse, reflecting 

the ‘neutral’ topicality of the tags; the sentimental space displayed a 

more uniform visual content that depicted predominantly children and 

highly resonating artworks commemorating a deceased activist. 

Data for the study conducted in the second project was de-

marcated using relevant Arabic and English hashtag queries  to cull 

subsamples pertaining to Syrian refugee and migrant communities 

from a larger dataset based on keywords and tags associated with 

the Syrian war and refugees. Language spaces were disentangled by 

querying similar hashtags separately to reveal potential differences 

in the discursive framing of migrant issues. While an argument about 
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cultural difference based on language cannot be made, the image net-

works of the Arabic and the English-language hashtag spaces depicted 

distinctive regimes of visibility as soon as resonance was taken into 

account. That is, a similar vernacular was present in both spaces, but 

the photographs generating higher Retweet counts were distinctly dif-

ferent. The English-language space gave a more globalized visuality, 

dominated by personalized, positive representations, emphasizing 

solidarity based on depicting refugees ‘like us,’ contributing to the host 

country, or stipulating innocence. Resonating images in the Arabic 

space were characterized by less personalized imagery that depicted a 

more localized vernacular of life in refugee camps, emphasizing hope 

and the efforts of aid organizations on the ground. 

For the English-language space, it was found that images res-

onate when they communicate a message about the added value of 

refugees to their host country. One refugee, depicted in a short video 

clip, is literally distancing herself from her home country by identi-

fying herself as ‘someone from Yorkshire.’ This visibility, dominant in 

the English-language space, is in stark contrast to that of biological 

life, prominent in the Arabic space, where the massification of peo-

ple takes the perspective of distance and ignores the uniqueness of 

people as persons. While the personalization and the acknowledging 

of the humanity of refugees in the English-language hashtag space 

hold affective potentiality, as deduced from Retweet resonance, the 

engagement that is asked from the audience through this visual mes-

sage does not go beyond mere identification with common humani-

ty. It seems that in order to be deserving of empathy, refugees, again, 

need to depict certain traits that exemplify how they are ‘like us.’ 

As pointed out earlier, Reicher (20 01) and Wetherell (2015) hypothesize 

that people are likely to copy, imitate, and share the expressions of 

affect of those we affiliate and identify with and of those we recognize 

as authoritative and legitimate sources (WETH ERELL , 2015, P. 154) . The 

case studies into Twitter strengthen these hypotheses in two ways. 

Firstly, the regimes of visibility identified from analyses of the image- 

label networks and their subsumed resonance data all pertain to what 

might be conceived as a ‘majority voices feedback loop’ (BOZ DAG & VAN 

DEN HOVEN , 2015) that privileges images of refugees and distant others 

constructed as being like us. 

Furthermore, the most retweeted images were almost always —

apart from the occasional outlier in the Arabic space— initially tweet-

ed by large NGOs and legitimate news outlets with a global reach, 

revealing the built-in power imbalance of Twitter’s communicative 

architecture in which users are not ‘friends’ based on a reciprocal re-

lationship, but instead subscribers or ‘followers’ (SCH M I DT, 2014) . This 

communicative architecture of followers makes it extremely difficult 

to attain visibility without piggybacking on larger shoulders. Thus, the 

image-label networks and their added Retweet dimension visible in 

the image sizes clearly depict how images of institutionalized organi-

zations such as large NGOs and global news outlets by far determine 

the visuality of the refugee crisis and its subsequent suffering. 

The built-in power asymmetry, amplified by the platform’s 

communicative architecture of non-reciprocal follower/followee re-

lationships makes it difficult to infer whether resonance is related 

to a Tweet’s visual content or to the status of the Tweeter, i.e., his 

or her followership. The case studies did not account for variance in 
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followership. The aim was to demonstrate how label-image networks 

with added Retweet dimensions reflect the reach of prominent actors 

within the spaces under study and demonstrate regimes of visibility 

across hashtag spaces. Although high Retweet counts do not neces-

sarily mean enhanced visibility in feeds —as other algorithmic factors 

are involved— they do point to ‘followerships’ with a significant reach. 

These can be seen as the aforementioned ‘super connectors’ (CH EN ET 

AL . , 2021) , who are essentially barring the ‘newcomers’ in this online 

space from attaining significant reach, leading to new modes of strat-

ification along which people are organized. 

Furthermore, using the Google Cloud Vision API resulted in 

unanticipated findings as labels emerged that clearly showed a bias 

toward the affective labeling of images that were communicating pos-

itivity (smiling children, birthday cakes). Negative or sad imagery, con-

trariwise, were labeled according to ‘more objective’ objects present in 

the image (nose, arm, and sleep instead of clear signs of death). With 

tragic images of suffering, the machine vision algorithm refrained 

from making associations with emotion words, showing a particular 

built-in bias of the algorithm. 

How to move forward? 

The empirical research of the signature affective affordances of three 

major platforms need not restrict itself to further applications within 

those same platforms. The proposed methodological protocols can in 

large part be followed when researching other platforms, e.g., Reddit, 

using up and down votes. Elements from the research protocols put 

forward here can be adopted in research designs that aim to map im-

age prominence or resonance across the web. Of course, one cannot 

use Reactions or Retweet metrics, but Google search rankings could 

be deployed as metrics. The approach to repurpose web data for a cri-

tique of platforms and their top-down market value-driven dynamics 

is widely known and used. I have showcased how to go about this when 

researching visual social media content. In so doing, I contributed to 

extant knowledge of what images and image patterns can reveal about 

platform standardization and about visual discursive frameworks that 

resonate. My research also demonstrated how hashtags can play a role 

in adding missing context when conducting automated image analysis 

using machine vision, the latter infamous for its limitations in perceiv-

ing contextuality. The research points to the usefulness of hashtags for 

developing more context-sensitive machine vision algorithms. 

Furthermore, I demonstrated the temporal dynamics of an ‘un-

conscious’ crowd, unintentionally amplifying their own emotions 

through Like dynamics at the expense of the visibility of victims, 

pointing to socio-technically constituted phenomena that play out 

on other platforms and the larger web as well, as these realms rely on  

attention-based economies, shaping hierarchies based on popularity. 

I want to stress that contemporary platforms not only impact the vis-

ibility of images through their moderation of supposedly controversial 

content, a direction of research that is prominent within the context  

of the so-called ‘regulatory turn’ (SCHLESINGER, 2020). Merely imposing 

rules focused on content regulation and breaking up monopoly power 

will not suffice when mitigating the harmful effects of social platforms. 
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We also need to address the entire affective architecture of platforms 

that is designed to nudge collectivities into maintaining a feedback loop 

in which they ‘feed themselves’ that which is shareable according to the 

platform metrics making up their interfaces. This design keeps in place 

a ‘vicious circle’ that leaves little to no place for alternative voices to 

counter the dominant constructions of either needy, innocent, depen-

dent, or outright dangerous refugees. Such representations aren’t help-

ful in addressing the political and systemic causes for suffering.

I also see a contribution in raising awareness about ‘discrep-

ancies of perception’: although individuals are engaged in affective 

labor in intentional and performative ways, the design of platforms 

subtly steers collectivities through its anxious-based logic of simpli-

fication, standardization and quantification (see also JURGENSON, 2019). 

This ranking based on commercial value has real consequences not 

only for how we consume images of war and distant suffering within 

social platforms but also outside of those platforms. Throughout and 

across the larger (news) web, institutionalized actors such as journal-

istic outlets but also NGOs and political institutions adopt or fold into  

(N I EDERER , 2016) what ranks high in terms of the visuality of distant 

suffering, the aesthetics that accompany it and the power asymme-

tries that are perpetuated by the mechanisms constructing the social 

visuality of suffering: the platforms, their affordances and the behavior 

that is amplified through these affordances. News outlets are following  

what ‘scores’ well through keeping track of analytics of ‘the socials,’ 

and to more or lesser extents adjust their editorial decisions based on 

such metrics. Politicians deploy analytics-based campaigning to en-

gage voters. How will institutionalized actors fulfill their public duty to 

confront the audience with inequalities and the suffering that results 

from these structural failures of society? How will we ever attain more 

structural and critical conversations over accountability and injustice 

if we are constantly nudged to share our emotional catharsis first and 

think later? Rationality, nuance and criticality are not gone but move 

into sight too late, when the attention of the masses is on another issue 

where they need to blow off steam. The standardization and popularity- 

driven dynamics of social platforms thus extend to other realms as 

well, dictating how we currently come to know of war and suffering and 

with that how we relate to, and experience, distant suffering. Ultimate-

ly, the social visuality of platforms determines who we see, how we see 

them and whose suffering we deem worthy to engage with, bearing real 

consequences for the actual democratization of distant voices. 



7 SUMMARY: the social visuality of distant suffering. 
How social media create new boundaries of visibility
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Images of distant suffering depict people whose hardship the ob-

servers do not share or experience directly. As such images circulate  

online, social media grant them a particular visuality that reflects the 

attention economy governing this space. Social media make these 

images —depicting loss, suffering, protest or the hardship of revo-

lution, and refuge— part of their ‘metrified machinery’, designed to 

commodify and standardize sociality into countable clicks, Likes, and 

views. This thesis contributes to the theorization of social photogra-

phy and distant suffering as impacted by the affective affordances of 

three major social platforms, Instagram, Facebook and Twitter. I em-

pirically investigate prominent affordances that allow immediate re-

sponses or self-reports of affective charge of investment toward visual  

content circulating in the attention-driven spaces that constitute con-

temporary social platforms. Thus, features such as Likes, Reactions 

and Retweets make visible how individual bodies self-report affective 

charge of investment, of being touched by images of suffering and war-

fare (CVETKOVICH, 2003, P. 49). They not only self-report in performative 

ways —communicating emotional alignment with particular publics 

that affectively emerge— they also inform the attention-tuned algo-

rithms that gatekeep these platforms. 

To what extent is this socio-technical dynamic pertaining to 

a ‘self-perpetuating and self-amplifying stream of majority voices’ 

(BOZ DAG & VAN DEN HOVEN , 2015) , creating a feedback loop of what ma-

jorities feel is distant suffering worth engaging with? I formulated the 

research question guiding the entire thesis as: How do social platform’s 

affective affordances and user practices shape the visuality of war and 
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suffering? Before going further into the methodological and theoretical 

contributions, I’d like to briefly turn to the choice for centering affect 

in this thesis. The affordances under investigation rely on exploiting 

labor performed by users that create value out of expressing them-

selves. Affect, preceding those expressions, should be understood as 

dynamically unfolding in relational settings.  Social platforms typical-

ly present prepared occasions for affective involvement or immersion, 

and these occasions are structured through particular socio-technical 

architectures and objects that widen or constrain these affordances 

within which affect ‘flows’. 

Platform-afforded practices of affective labor elevate ‘regimes 

of visibility’ in particular ways. Such regimes are understood as to-

pologies of visuality, the latter seen as the semiotic domain wherein a 

specific ‘politics of representation’ is played out (M I R ZOEFF, 20 0 6, P. 76) .  

This domain reflects power structures that are engaged in an ongo-

ing contest between visuality and counter-visuality that potentially 

determines who has ‘the right to look’ and who can claim the right to 

be seen as human (M I R ZOEFF, 2011, P. 148) . The particular ways in which 

platforms and users ‘determine’ the regimes of visibility of distant suf-

fering on social media are investigated in this doctoral thesis. 

When we are individually conducting platform-afforded affec-

tive labor, we are unable to see the ‘rules of engagement’ that plat-

forms set out for us. Katherine Hayles (2006, P. 140) describes the gov-

ernmental power of media over society as: “somatic responses, haptic 

feedback, gestural interactions, and a wide variety of other cognitive 

activities that are habitual and repetitive and that therefore fall below 

the threshold of conscious awareness.” Exactly these gestures and hab-

its are allowed for by platform affordances. Image-based posts, emo-

ji-based buttons and hashtags are all part of a larger set of instru-

ments that reorganize the ‘proper disposition of things’ in a control 

society. And while we are using them, we are complicit in reorganiz-

ing and shaping particular visualities which, as said, we cannot fully 

discern. It is only when we map aggregated social media data —tied 

through for example hashtags or keyword queries— that we can, to a 

certain extent, escape customized feeds and make visible the regimes 

of visibility that dominate these spaces. Ironically, there is no blatant 

suppression of particular images over others. In this system, power 

imbalances can be seen only when we ‘zoom out and map’ social imag-

es and their circulation, which is what I did throughout the empirical 

analyses underlying this dissertation. 

The methodological contribution of the thesis lies in its tested 

mixed methods ‘recipes’ that blend both traditional visual as well as 

digital methods techniques. Through repurposing the affective affor-

dances under investigation, I aim to address challenges that lie in the 

selection and sampling procedures involved in studying social media 

images. After all ,social images are highly unstable objects of study and 

highly intertextual. They are always part of a ‘stream’ of images and 

can be understood in diverging ways depending on the ways in which 

they are networked (tagged, labelled, shared and re-contextualized in 

a myriad of other ways).

The thesis consists of three case studies that each investigates 

a particular major platform and particular affective affordances. The 

question that runs through all the cases is how the affordances under 

study impact the visibilities of suffering on these platforms. From all 
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platforms I have gathered visual data that pertain to the consequenc-

es of ongoing conflicts within and beyond Syria. What began as a civil 

uprising against the Bashar-al-Assad regime in 2011 has evolved into 

structural instabilities and up until the time of writing its citizens 

have paid a great human toll. The mediation of this conflict and its 

humanitarian consequences are characterized by occasional spikes 

of attention by global publics and news outlets, which are triggered 

when significant events take place often related to migration or per-

taining to large scale chemical attacks carried out by unverified par-

ties and responded to by actors that have a geopolitical stake in the 

conflict. Such events typically interrupt longer periods of relative si-

lence on the part of western-oriented news outlets and the publics 

present on the platforms under study. Despite such sparse moments 

of global attention for the suffering in Syria, social media also offer 

spaces to groups of people who strive for structural engagement with 

events on the ground, such as the community following the large pub-

lic Facebook Page, the Syrian Revolution Network (around 2 million 

followers since its foundation in 2011) which is part of the case study 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

The self-reported expressions of affective investment under in-

vestigation in the case study outlined in chapter 3 take the shape of 

a very immediate response affordance made possible by the Reaction 

buttons through which publics of posts communicate their performa-

tive emotional expressions toward messages. These messages often 

entail both textual as well as visual modalities. I focused on the vi-

sual modalities of posts as they proved able to ‘fill in’ or explain com-

municative gaps present in the Reaction buttons grid. Owing to its 

standardized simplicity of human emotions, the button grid can of-

tentimes not fulfill exactly what users want to communicate. In those 

instances, ambiguous responses are found in the collective usages of 

those buttons. Thus, collectively, post publics often use two buttons, 

which reveals the difficulties they experience being tied to a standard-

ized grid. In the case of this revolution-driven page, first there was a 

prominent correlation between Sad and Love which co-occurred with 

visual patterns communicating hope and resilience told through the 

visual narrative of children staying positive in harsh living conditions. 

Second, Sad and Angry correlated and co-occurred with visual pat-

terns in which the more graphic photographs of wounded revolution-

ary soldiers served as protagonists. These visual stories exemplify 

regimes of visibility that reveal coping mechanisms of a more struc-

turally involved public following this revolutionary page.

These findings show how we should understand affective 

self-expressions toward content, the latter being transformed into a 

platformed cultural commodity to which we can respond in partic-

ular ways, characterized as immediate, simplified and standardized. 

Visibilities of suffering are reorganized in particular ways. For ex-

ample, fear is not present in the button grid, while it is recognized 

as a basic human emotion. So, while the original Like feature is now 

complemented by more options, there is still a clear bias in what the 

platform wants endorsed and thus made visible. Moreover, given the 

more ambiguous Like option that exists alongside the Reaction but-

tons, we may assume that a lot of the emotional expressions are still 

being subsumed or collapsed under this button. It enjoys not only a 

multi-usable functionality but also a longer use history.  
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After the study of a page community that has a strong affiliation to the 

Syrian conflict (derived from page followership), chapter 4 moves to 

the attention dynamics that are intensified by follower and Like dy-

namics underlying Instagram. I studied the elevation into prominence 

and the subsequent ‘crowding out’ of particular regimes of visibility 

using image posts that, through hashtags, connected to the drowning 

of the Syrian toddler, Alan Kurdi. Photographer Nilüfer Demir came 

across the bodies of Alan and his brother Galib washed ashore on Sep-

tember 2, 2015. She took photographs of both children and published 

them through Twitter. Galib’s body was soon out of public sight as the 

images of his younger brother Alan went viral in a matter of seconds. 

Not only were they omnipresent across the platforms, but, especially 

on Instagram, users quickly engaged in reworking and recontextual-

izing these images, latching onto his suffering a self-reflexive message 

that revolves around the emotional response of the audience toward 

the images. Mapping user activity and Like intensity, it became appar-

ent how these self-reflexive stories very quickly pushed down both the 

original news images of Alan and Galib and crowded out the visual re-

workings that engaged with the issue of refugees and their fates in a 

more critical and political fashion. In the latter case, what was removed 

from attention was the room for stepping beyond personal emotional 

responses and addressing the underlying causes for Alan’s suffering 

(and that of millions of other refugees). This intensification of self-re-

flexive engagements of suffering allows for a deeper understanding of 

the extent to which affective affordances of platforms, based on like-

ability and attention, can push out other images of suffering that do not 

so easily adhere to requirements of social identification (REICHER, 2001). 

Chapter 5 covers the power asymmetries present in Twitter and 

their self-perpetuating dynamics of humanitarian visual narratives 

as represented by institutionalized actors —oftentimes established 

NGOs and news media— that due to their institutionalized statuses 

seem to reach a broader audience that in turn amplifies these insti-

tutionalized narratives over fringe voices. I investigated these power 

asymmetries and their subsequent regimes of visibilities through re-

purposing hashtags and Retweet data in order to select and sample 

prominent images within particular discursive frameworks demar-

cated by hashtags. I connected visual patterns to particular hashtag 

spaces through networks that were the result of automated image 

object labeling through the Google Vision API. This automated label-

ing allowed for organizing images in networks based on their objec-

tive content elements. In a way, this protocol decontextualizes the 

images from their contextualized method of data gathering which 

was based on queries that used hashtags that attribute a particular 

meaning to these images. Thus, first, the images are selected based 

on their ‘hashtagged meaning’. Second, content elements present in 

these images are foregrounded by the automated object labeling and 

label-driven networking of images by the machine vision API. Third, 

Retweet metrics are added as a data dimension and used to resize 

particular images, depicting resonance within particular hashtag 

spaces and connecting this resonance to particular (in)animate pro-

tagonists present in the image’s contents (such as children, rubble, 

fire, soldier etc). In this way content elements and their role in the 

discursive frameworks on the Syrian refugee crisis were mapped and 

made available for further analysis.  
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The different regimes of visibility I found are organized through: 1) 

the affective nature of the hashtags themselves (topical and senti-

mental hashtags depict different visual patterns as can be expected) 

and 2) the language of hashtags. Similar images were found across 

all hashtag spaces, but when ranking the images based on Retweets 

differences emerged. A visibility of suffering ‘as biological life’ (see  

CHOU LIAR AKI AN D STOLIC, 2017) dominated the Tweets queried with 

Arabic tags. Thus, visual content elements of specific otherness —in-

cluding livelihoods and geopolitical traits— were more prominent in 

the localized vernacular of the Arabic language space. Their textual 

contextualization (tweeted texts) was more similar to Malkki’s (1996) 

‘speechless emissaries’ and Sontag’s (20 03) notion of reducing the 

powerless to their powerlessness by refraining from including the 

names of depicted people in captions. Moreover, these images seem-

ingly reduce refugees to groups of unfortunates living under dire or 

indigent circumstances, fully dependent on emergency aid. Like this, 

such visuals construct the refugee crisis as a humanitarian emergen-

cy and exclude critical reflections on failures of politics underlying the 

suffering at hand.

In the English-language Tweets, resonating images fit a regime 

of visibility of empathy and self-reflexivity. Popular images depict por-

traits of young refugees that communicate personal messages based 

on commonalities with the audience (a girl depicted with keychain with 

the logo of a UK soccer team generated intense engagement in which 

people called for the team’s involvement in helping her out). It is a case 

of visibility as self-reflexivity. Moreover, it was found that images reso-

nate when they communicate a message of the added value of refugees 

to their host country. One refugee, depicted in a short video clip is 

even literally distancing herself from her home country and goes on to 

identify herself as ‘someone from Yorkshire.’ This visibility, dominant 

in the English-language space, almost juxtaposes compositions in the 

regime of visibility ‘as biological life,’ where massification in depicting 

people takes the perspective of distance and ignores the uniqueness 

of people as persons. While personalization and the acknowledging 

of the humanity of refugees in the English-language hashtag space 

contains affective potentiality, as deduced from their Retweet reso-

nance, the engagement that is asked from the audience through this 

visual message does not go beyond mere identification with common 

humanity. It seems that in order to be deserving of empathy, refugees, 

again, need to depict particular traits that show how they are ‘like us’. 

Alongside visualizing how particular visual narratives of refugees play 

out in patterns of affective resonance, the methodological protocol 

also showcases how contemporary machine vision’s insensitivities to-

ward contextual information of images can be enriched by blending 

automated analysis with platform-generated data gathered through 

the affective affordances investigated in this thesis. 

The implications of my findings further our current understand-

ing of what the affective labor performed on a daily basis through plat-

form affordances entails for what we see of war and suffering when 

looking at it through the lens of commercial platforms. I have outlined 

novel ways to study how such affordances reorganize and impact the 

visuality of suffering, laying bare what images can tell us about the 

shortcomings of the standardized button reality of Facebook, how 

the attention dynamics of an aesthetics based platform crowds out 
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the reality of news images that are difficult to look at, and the self- 

perpetuating visual narratives that are adopted from institutional-

ized actors that do not give way to minority voices. Social platforms 

have given us the participatory features to engage with suffering in 

different ways. However, their ‘scorekeeping nature’ tuned to metrify 

success and failure based on popularity rankings and the power asym-

metry that favors popular western-centric and institutionalized ac-

tors obliterate marginalized voices. In the deeper layers of platforms, 

those voices are echoing within their own chambers, often conversing 

on what they already know: they are not heard, really.
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Samenvatting: Zichtbaar lijden 
op afstand. De nieuwe grenzen 
van sociale media

Beelden van menselijk lijden tonen vaak ontberingen die de meer-

derheid van het publiek dat ermee geconfronteerd wordt in het lev-

en bespaard blijven. Net als in het nieuws circuleren zulke beelden 

van ‘distant suffering’ (het lijden op afstand) ook op sociale media. De 

platformbedrijven achter sociale media maken deze beelden van ver-

lies, lijden, protest, revolutie en toevlucht onderdeel van een logica 

die ontworpen is voor commerciële doeleinden. Dat geldt dus ook voor 

de sociale interacties en expressies die zij voor gebruikers mogelijk 

maken. Dit doen de platformbedrijven grotendeels door sociale en 

affectieve expressie van de gebruikers te standaardiseren in kwan-

tificeerbare kliks, ‘Likes’ en ‘views’, die handig te gebruiken zijn door 

adverteerders om potentiële doelgroepen mee te identificeren. Deze 

dissertatie levert een bijdrage aan de theorievorming over visuele 

content op sociale media in het algemeen, en in het bijzonder over 

de manier waarop het zien, ervaren en delen van foto’s van ‘distant 

suffering’ wordt beïnvloed door de affectieve mogelijkheden van drie 

platforms: Instagram, Facebook en Twitter. Voor dit proefschrift ver-

richtte ik empirisch onderzoek naar prominente technologische mo-

gelijkheden die sociale media platforms bieden aan gebruikers om 

zichzelf op een bepaalde manier te uiten. Via knoppen kunnen mensen 

op directe wijze affectiviteit en emotionele expressie zichtbaar maken 

(denk aan Likes, Retweets en Reactions). Door hashtags communice-

ren mensen het aangaan van verbindingen met bepaalde (politieke) 
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standpunten. Via hashtags kunnen mensen ook actief ageren tegen 

bepaalde standpunten door antagonistische hashtags te gebruiken 

(CVETKOVICH , 20 03, P: 49) . Met deze affectieve expressies en het ver-

spreiden en delen van content, uiten mensen niet alleen hun opin-

ies en emoties; ze informeren ook de algoritmen die mede op basis 

van deze dit gebruikersgedrag de zichtbaarheid van foto’s vergroten 

of verkleinen. De vraag is dan in hoeverre deze socio-technische dy-

namiek tussen gebruikersgedrag en algoritmen leidt tot een zichzelf 

versterkende dominantie van dat wat de meerderheid wil zien (BOZ DAG 

& VAN DEN HOVEN , 2015) . De onderzoeksvraag die alle empirische analy-

ses omspant, luidt: Hoe geven de affectieve mogelijkheden van sociale 

media vorm aan de zichtbaarheid van oorlog en lijden op afstand? 

Alvorens verder in te gaan op de methodologische en theore-

tische bijdragen, wil ik de keuze om affectieve theorievorming centraal 

te stellen in dit proefschrift toelichten. De onderzochte technische 

functionaliteiten die affectiviteit mogelijk maken zijn ontworpen om 

affectieve arbeid te exploiteren. Gebruikers van sociale media creëren 

daarmee waarde, door zich uit te drukken en (visuele) content te dis-

semineren en aan of af te raden. Affectiviteit op sociale media, vooraf-

gaand aan emotionele uitingen, moet worden begrepen als zich dy-

namisch ontvouwend in relationele omgevingen. Sociale platformen 

bieden een doordacht en pre-gestructureerd ontwerp dat affectieve 

betrokkenheid mogelijk maakt, maar tegelijk ook stuurt middels so-

cio-technische objecten zoals knoppen en emoji. Deze functionaliteit-

en verruimen of beperken de ruimte voor affectiviteit door hun design 

en daarmee bepalen ze mede welke affectieve visuele boodschappen 

meer of minder zichtbaar zijn. Chouliaraki en Stolic (2017) maakten op 

basis van een inhoudsanalyse van nieuwsbeelden een topologie van 

‘zichtbaarheidsregimes’ van lijden op afstand. Deze kunnen worden 

opgevat als visuele ‘frames’ die voortkomen uit politieke onderhan-

delingen over specifieke representaties van mensen (M I R ZOEFF, 20 0 6, 

P. 76) . Die onderhandelingen gaan over wie het ‘recht heeft om te ki-

jken’ en wie het recht kan opeisen om als mens gezien en afgebeeld te 

worden. Dit vindt plaats in een semiotisch domein dat machtsstruc-

turen weerspiegelt, door Mirzoeff aangeduid als visualiteit (20 0 6, P. 

148) . De specifieke manieren waarop platforms en gebruikers samen 

regimes van zichtbaarheid (die ik verder zal aanduiden als visuele 

frames) van ‘distant suffering’ bepalen, worden in dit proefschrift 

onderzocht. 

Wanneer we op sociale mediaplatforms foto’s delen, labelen of 

anderszins met foto’s bezig zijn, zijn we niet in staat de spelregels te 

onderscheiden die platforms voor ons opstellen. Hoe bepalen plat-

forms wat zichtbaar wordt gemaakt? Hayles (20 0 6, P. 140) beschrijft 

hoe het design van sociale media ons haast onbewust laat handelen, 

middels: “somatic responses, haptic feedback, gestural interactions, and 

a wide variety of other cognitive activities that are habitual and repeti-

tive and that therefore fall below the threshold of conscious awareness.” 

Precies zulke gewoontegetrouwe, op het eerste oog vaak triviale en 

repetitieve gebaren en gewoonten worden mogelijk gemaakt door de 

functionaliteiten van het platform. Berichten met afbeeldingen, knop-

pen op basis van emoji en hashtags maken deel uit van een groter ge-

heel van een affectief instrumentarium. Terwijl we ze gebruiken, zijn 

we medeplichtig aan het creëren en in standhouden van een bepaalde 

zichtbaarheid of visualiteit van lijden, die andere beelden voorbij de 
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horizon van onze waarneming schuift. De manieren waarop dit geb-

eurt op collectief niveau en in samenwerking met algoritmes, kun-

nen we, zoals gezegd, niet volledig onderscheiden. Alleen wanneer 

we geaggregeerde sociale-mediadata in kaart brengen, gekoppeld 

aan bijvoorbeeld hashtags die de data aan een kwestie of onderwerp 

verbinden, kunnen we tot op zekere hoogte ‘ontsnappen’ aan onze 

gepersonaliseerde feeds. Alleen zo kunnen we zichtbaar maken wel-

ke foto’s geprivilegieerd worden en welke weggedrukt worden door 

de socio-technische dynamieken die zich afspelen op sociale media. 

Machtsonevenwichtigheden kunnen alleen worden gezien als we uit-

zoomen en sociale beelden en hun circulatie in kaart brengen op basis 

van collectieve gedragingen van mensen op sociale media. Dit is wat 

ik heb gedaan in de empirische analyses die aan deze dissertatie ten 

grondslag liggen. Ironisch genoeg is er (meestal) geen sprake van ex-

pliciete onderdrukking van bepaalde beelden ten opzichte van ande-

re. In plaats daarvan plaatst ons gedrag op collectief niveau bepaalde 

beelden uit zicht. 

De methodologische bijdrage van het proefschrift ligt in de 

ontwikkeling van ‘mixed methods protocollen’, die traditionele vi-

suele methoden combineren met digitale methoden. Door de affec-

tieve functionaliteiten van sociale media in te bedden in mijn meth-

oden kon ik specifieke uitdagingen aangaan die liggen in de selectie 

en sampling van sociale-mediabeelden. Sociale beelden zijn instabiele 

en uiterst intertekstuele studieobjecten. Ze maken deel uit van een 

grotere ‘stroom’ aan beelden die elkaar continu opvolgen en ze kunnen 

op verschillende manieren worden begrepen, afhankelijk van hoe ze 

in een netwerk zijn opgenomen en van context zijn voorzien (bijvo-

orbeeld getagd, gedeeld en gerankt). De betekenis van een foto kan 

constant opnieuw worden vormgegeven, soms door de compositie of 

inhoud van een foto aan te passen maar ook door de manier waarop de 

foto beschreven wordt in de begeleidende tekst of hashtags. Door geb-

ruik te maken van labels, hashtags en Like en Retweet metadata, kon 

ik een selectie maken die zo veel mogelijk recht deed aan de manieren 

waarop beelden van context zijn voorzien op sociale media. 

De dissertatie bestaat uit drie casestudies, in elke studie wordt 

een platform en de bijbehorende prominente affectieve functionalite-

iten onderzocht. Ik heb beelddata verzameld die allen betrekking 

hebben op (de gevolgen van) de structurele conflicten in de Syrische 

regio. Wat begon als een burgeropstand tegen het regime van Bashar 

al-Assad in 2011 is geëvolueerd in structurele instabiliteit waarvoor 

Syrische burgers tot op de dag van schrijven een enorme tol betalen. 

Hoewel momenten van significante aandacht voor het lijden in Syrië 

spaarzaam zijn, bieden sociale mediaplatforms wel ruimte aan groep-

en die structurele betrokkenheid bij de gebeurtenissen ter plaatse 

voelen. Een voorbeeld daarvan zijn de volgers van de Facebook-pagi-

na Syrian Revolution Network. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een studie naar 

het gebruik van Reactions op deze pagina uiteengezet. Deze knoppen 

zie ik als affectieve functionaliteiten die het mensen mogelijk maken 

om op een snelle en impulsieve manier hun emotionele expressie ten 

opzichte van visuele ‘posts’ te uiten. De Facebook berichten in mijn 

datasets, omvatten zowel tekstuele als visuele modaliteiten. Door de 

visuele modaliteiten van berichten te analyseren in relatie tot de mani-

er waarop collectiviteiten gereageerd hadden, kwamen gaten in het 

gestandaardiseerde palet van Reactions bovendrijven. Met name daar 
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waar collectiviteiten moeite hadden met het kiezen tussen twee knop-

pen (expliciet gemaakt door het sterk samengaan van twee Reactions 

op een post) waren visuele patronen in de beelden te zien die duiden 

op emoties die niet aanwezig zijn in het Reactions knoppenpalet. Door 

de simplificering van zoiets complex als emoties, kunnen de Reactions 

niet altijd dat representeren wat gebruikers willen communiceren. In 

het geval van de Syrian Revolution Network pagina was er een promi-

nente correlatie tussen Verdrietig en Liefde, die samenviel met visuele 

patronen die hoop en veerkracht uitstraalden, verteld door het vi-

suele verhaal van kinderen die positief blijven in barre levensomstan-

digheden. Verdrietig en Boos hingen ook samen en waren verbonden 

aan visuele patronen waarin meer grafische foto’s van gewonde revo-

lutionaire soldaten als protagonisten dienden. Zulke visuele patronen 

laten zien hoe een meer structureel betrokken publiek omgaat met 

foto’s van lijden en welke foto’s bepaalde emoties opriepen.  

Deze bevindingen hebben implicaties voor hoe we affectieve 

uitingen ten opzichte van visuele content op sociale media moeten 

begrijpen. De betekenissen die mensen aan beelden geven worden 

beïnvloed door de manieren waarop we kunnen reageren en die volgen 

een vereenvoudigd en gestandaardiseerd design. Dit reorganiseert de 

zichtbaarheid van lijden op bepaalde manieren. Angst is bijvoorbeeld 

niet aanwezig in het knoppenpalet, terwijl het een erkende basisemo-

tie is. Hoewel de oorspronkelijke Like-functie is aangevuld met meer 

opties, is er dus nog steeds een duidelijke bias in wat het platform wil 

onderschrijven en daarmee zichtbaar wil maken. 

De tweede studie focust niet op een publieke pagina met een 

bepaald doel. De beelddata van Instagram die ik heb gebruikt zijn met 

elkaar verbonden doordat de posts een of meer van deze hashtags 

bevatten: #aylan, #kiyiyavuraninsanlik en #humanitywashedashore. 

Deze hashtags circuleerden Instagram (en andere sociale media) als 

reactie op een aantal foto’s van het aangespoelde lichaam van de ver-

dronken Syrische peuter Alan Kurdi. Op 2 september 2015 maakte fo-

tografe Nilüfer Demir deze foto’s, niet alleen van Alan, maar ook van 

het levenloze lichaam van zijn vijfjarige broer Galib. Ze besloot ze te 

publiceren. De foto’s van Galib werden op kleinere schaal gedeeld, wel-

licht door de compositie van zijn lichaam; hij lag met het gezicht naar 

boven. Alan’s gezicht is op de meeste foto’s niet goed te zien. Binnen 

enkele minuten gingen Alan’s foto’s ‘viral’. Vooral op Instagram hield-

en gebruikers zich bezig met het bewerken van de beelden, waarbij ze 

aan zijn lijden een boodschap verbonden die draait om de emotionele 

reactie bij het zien van zoiets verdrietigs. 

Door het in kaart brengen van het ‘Like gedrag’ van Instagram 

gebruikers en de intensiteit en frequentie daarvan, maakt de studie 

duidelijk hoe zulke visuele uitingen van emoties, al snel de oorspron-

kelijke nieuwsbeelden van Alan naar de achtergrond duwden. Ik bracht 

dit in kaart door de top vijf meest gelikete beelden in de eerste zeven 

dagen na 2 september kwalitatief te analyseren. Als analytisch raam-

werk gebruikte ik het model van Mortensen en Trenz (2016) . Dit model 

beschrijft drie manieren van het interpreteren van ‘distant suffering’: 

de emotionele, kritische en zelf-reflexieve manier. De beeldbewerkin-

gen die emotie van de waarnemer centraal stelden, verdrongen binnen 

24 uur de originele nieuwsafbeeldingen op Instagram. Meer kritische 

reflecties op de oorzaken van het overlijden van Alan en vele anderen, 

bleven ook uit het zicht. Zulke kritische bewerkingen focussen zich 
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op de oorzaken van zijn lijden en op de vraag wie hier politieke ver-

antwoordelijkheid voor moet dragen. Dit soort beelden stijgen pas in 

de populariteitslijst als de totale Like activiteit alweer is afgenomen, 

waaruit ik afleid dat veel mensen alweer hun aandacht op een andere 

kwestie gericht hebben. Dit betekent dat veel mensen na emotionele 

‘catharsis’ niet meer de tijd en ruimte hebben om deze kwestie op een 

andere manier te benaderen, waardoor de onderliggende en struc-

turele ongelijkheden niet aan de orde gesteld worden. Anders geze-

gd, de aandachteconomie van platforms kenmerkt zich door snelheid, 

populariteit en emotie waardoor weinig tot geen ruimte wordt gelaten 

om voorbij emotie te geraken en politieke oorzaken meer structureel 

te adresseren. Daarbij komt dat beelden van lijden die niet zo gemak-

kelijk voldoen aan de eisen van sociale identificatie (REICH ER , 20 01) , 

en daarmee niet zo makkelijk tot een persoonlijke boodschap te bew-

erken zijn, voorbij de horizon van onze waarneming vallen. 

De derde case studie, uitgeschreven in hoofdstuk 5, behandelt 

de disbalans in macht op Twitter en de zichzelf in standhoudende 

dynamiek van grote zichtbaarheid van visuele boodschappen verkon-

digd door geïnstitutionaliseerde actoren —vaak gevestigde NGO’s en 

nieuwsmedia— ten koste van andere visuele frames. Ik onderzocht 

de effecten van deze versterking van offline geïnstitutionaliseerde 

statussen en de daaruit voortvloeiende zichtbaarheid van bepaalde 

visuele frames van vluchtelingen. Op basis van hashtags bakende ik 

de discursieve raamwerken waarbinnen beelden circuleren af. Ver-

volgens gebruikte ik Retweet frequentie om de data te selecteren en 

verder te ‘samplen’. Ik kon visuele patronen en zichtbaarheid van bep-

aalde frames van vluchtelingen verbinden aan discursieve ‘hashtag 

spaces’ door deze in een netwerk weer te geven dat de beelden clus-

tert op basis van object elementen aanwezig in de foto’s. Voor object 

herkenning en clustering maakte ik gebruik van de Google Vision API. 

Omdat de netwerken in de collectiefase al afgebakend zijn op basis 

van een discursief raamwerk (via de hashtag zoekopdrachten), kun-

nen we de verschillen en overeenkomsten in resonerende content 

zien. Zo kon ik meer neutrale hashtag raamwerken vergelijken met 

die van hashtags die duidelijk een solidariteitsoproep doen (zoals 

#eyesonidlib). Daarnaast vergeleek ik beeld-annotatie netwerken op 

basis van Twitterdata die dezelfde hashtags deelden, maar waar het 

ene netwerk Engelstalig was en het andere netwerk juist beelden met 

hashtags in het Arabisch bevatte. 

Interessant was dat in de verschillende raamwerken, visueel 

vergelijkbare beelden werden gevonden —zowel in vorm, stijl als in-

houd— maar wanneer het formaat van beelden werd gewijzigd op basis 

van de vergaarde Retweets, kwamen duidelijk verschillen naar voren. 

In het hashtag netwerk met solidariteitstags in het Arabisch, was een 

duidelijk visueel frame dominant; dat van vluchtelingen wiens lijden 

‘een biologische omstandigheid’ is (zie CHOU LIAR AKI EN STOLIC, 2017). 

Dit frame laat vluchtelingen zien in groepen, levend in haveloze om-

standigheden. De beelden reduceren vluchtelingen tot groepen onge-

lukkigen die onder erbarmelijke of behoeftige omstandigheden leven 

en volledig afhankelijk zijn van noodhulp. Op deze manier wordt de 

vluchtelingencrisis geconstrueerd als een humanitaire noodsituatie 

en wordt een kritische reflectie op het falen van de politiek die dit lij-

den veroorzaakt, bemoeilijkt, mede door de dehumanisering die in dit 

frame plaatsvindt (CHOULIARAKI, 2013). In Engelstalige Tweets resoneren 
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beelden die onder een ander visueel frame te scharen zijn, namelijk dat 

van ‘zichtbaarheid als empathie en zelfreflectie’. Vaak gedeelde beelden 

tonen portretten van jonge vluchtelingen die persoonlijke boodschap-

pen uitdragen. Visuele elementen leunen sterk op objecten die herken-

baar zijn voor het publiek. Een meisje dat wordt afgebeeld met sleutels 

waarop het logo van een Brits voetbalteam staat afgebeeld genereerde 

grote betrokkenheid waarbij mensen het voetbalteam opriepen haar te 

helpen. Dit past bij zichtbaarheid als zelfreflexiviteit, men herkent de 

liefde voor een bepaald voetbalteam en voelt daardoor empathie en een 

drang tot verder delen en dissemineren van haar boodschap (en dat 

van de NGO die het beeld als onderdeel van een campagne tweette). 

Daarnaast bleek dat beelden veel gedeeld werden wanneer ze een 

boodschap overbrengen die de toegevoegde waarde van vluchtelingen 

voor hun gastland duidelijk maakt. Een vluchteling met een succesvol-

le halloumi kaaswinkel distantieert zich letterlijk van haar thuisland 

en identificeert zichzelf als ‘iemand uit Yorkshire’. Dit frame, dominant 

in het Engelstalige hashtag netwerk, staat bijna haaks op dat van ‘lij-

den als biologische omstandigheid’ waarin het perspectief van afstand 

wordt ingenomen door mensen in groepen en zonder stem neer te 

zetten. Hoewel de verpersoonlijking en erkenning van de menselijkheid 

van vluchtelingen in de Engelstalige hashtag-ruimte een affectief  

potentieel heeft, zoals blijkt uit de Retweet data, gaat het engagement 

dat via deze visuele boodschap van het publiek wordt gevraagd, niet 

verder dan persoonlijke identificatie door de nadruk op herkenbaarhe-

id te leggen. Het lijkt erop dat vluchtelingen, om empathie te verdienen, 

bepaalde karaktertrekken moeten vertonen die aangeven hoe zij ‘zijn 

zoals wij’, alleen dan kunnen we empathie en solidariteit opbrengen. 

Naast de interpretatie van visuele frames over vluchtelingen in relatie 

tot hun Retweet resonantie, laten de bevindingen ook zien hoe het hui-

dige algoritme van de Google Vision API nog niet erg sensitief is voor 

contextuele informatie van beelden van lijden en oorlog. De contex-

tuele gaten in de geautomatiseerde bevindingen kunnen worden ver-

rijkt door deze te combineren met platform-gegenereerde data zoals 

Retweets en hashtags. 

Mijn bevindingen laten zien dat de affectieve handelingen die 

we dagelijks uitvoeren binnen de mogelijkheden die sociale media 

bieden, consequenties hebben voor wat we zien van ‘distant suffer-

ing’. Ik heb nieuwe methoden ontwikkeld en toegepast, die zulke af-

fectieve functionaliteiten inzetten voor analytische doeleinden. Ik 

heb laten zien hoe de analyse van beelden in relatie tot hun Reactions 

metadata, indicaties kan geven over de tekortkomingen van het ge-

standaardiseerde knoppenpalet van Facebook. Ook liet ik zien hoe de 

Like dynamiek van een door esthetiek gedreven platform (Instagram) 

de realiteit van moeilijke nieuwsbeelden verdringt zodat deze uit het 

zicht worden gedrukt door wat resoneert: de persoonlijke gevoelens 

ten opzichte van lijden. Dit laat geen ruimte voor een meer kritische, 

structurele en duurzame betrokkenheid die ook bij machte is de pol-

itiek verantwoordelijk te stellen. Daarnaast demonstreerde ik de 

disbalans in zichtbaarheid van beelden getweet door geïnstitution-

aliseerde actoren, die offline bekendheid genieten. In de begindagen 

van web 2.0 werd gehoopt op democratisering in ‘voice’, meer mensen 

zouden hun stem kunnen laten horen. Sociale media hebben ons de 

participatieve mogelijkheden gegeven om ons op verschillende manie-

ren tot lijden te verhouden, maar door hun gestandaardiseerde en op 
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populariteit gerichte architectuur kunnen wij dit potentieel niet be-

nutten. Zo lang zichtbaarheid van lijden afhankelijk is van kwantifi-

ceerbare populariteit zullen alternatieve geluiden en meer kritische 

boodschappen over vluchtelingen het ‘verliezen’ van de emotionele 

en zelf-reflectieve frames die over ons en onze gevoelens gaan. In de 

diepere lagen van de platforms, daar waar de beelden en boodschap-

pen circuleren die niet of weinig gedeeld of geliket worden, klinken de 

stemmen die niet gehoord worden.
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Appendices 

Appendix A corresponds with figure 6 (featured in Chapter 4). It represents 

the daily top five most liked Instagram images tied to #aylan, #kiyiyavuraninsanlik, 

#humanitywashedashore (September 2- September 9, 2015, collected through DMI 

Instagram Scraper). Visualized by Gabriele Colombo.
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Appendix B features the topical network discussed in Chapter 5. This network 

of images and automatically annotated labels was generated through the Google 

Cloud Vision API. The image data was collected through TCAT (BORR A & RI EDER , 

2014)  and covers Twitter data spanning November 18, 2018 to December 18, 2018. 

To visit the larger network, use bit.ly/3sZ2m78

Appendix C features the sentimental network discussed in Chapter 5. This network 

of images and automatically annotated labels was generated through the Google 

Cloud Vision API. The image data was collected through TCAT (BORRA & RIEDER, 2014) 

and covers Twitter data spanning November 18, 2018 to December 18, 2018.

To visit the larger network, use bit.ly/3pUGyHP
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Appendix D features the English language network discussed in Chapter 5. This 

network of images and automatically annotated labels was generated through 

the Google Cloud Vision API. The image data was collected through TCAT (BORR A 

& RI EDER , 2014) , extracted during a timespan around World Refugee Day (June 

1-30, 2019), capturing a period when NGOs initiated attempts to alter the frame of 

‘refugees as threats to Europe.’ To visit the larger network, use bit.ly/3t1ogqa

Appendix E features the Arabic language network discussed in Chapter 5. This 

network of images and automatically annotated labels was generated through 

the Google Cloud Vision API. The image data was collected through TCAT (BORR A 

& RI EDER , 2014) , extracted during a timespan around World Refugee Day (June 

1-30, 2019), capturing a period when NGOs initiated attempts to alter the frame of 

‘refugees as threats to Europe.’ To visit the larger network, use bit.ly/3tLKL1y
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